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Abstract
In this thesis we present a study of the glueball spectrum in lattice QCD, using 2+ 1
flavours of Asqtad fermions and the one-loop Symanzik improved Liischer-Weisz gauge
action.
The ensemblesfor this study have been generated with very high statistics (Niraj ~
20000 — 30000) to enable us to resolve the notoriously noisy glueball states as accurately
as possible. We introduce the theoretical construction of lattice QCD and of staggered
fermions in particular before describing how one goes about generating ensembles of
gauge fields for such analysis. Here we briefly present our tuning results performed
using the improved RHMCalgorithm used to generate the finer ensemble.
We then present the methods by which one measuresglueballs on the lattice before
presenting our measurements and analysis for the scalar glueball. Here we discuss
several complications which one may face, as we have, performing spectroscopy on the
lattice. We finally present determinations of the 0++ and the excited 0** glueball
masses, as well as tentative continuum extrapolations.
We have also measured the pseudoscalar and tensor glueball states on our lattices
and we present these results. Where possible we present a comparison with previous
lattice measurements of the glueball spectrum obtained using both dynamical quarks
and the quenched approximation in order to gauge the scale of unquenching effects on
the glueball spectrum.
The studyof the scalar glueball forms part of a wider physics project by the UKQCD
collaboration which aims to study the flavour-singlet sector using 2 + 1 flavours of
dynamical fermions with unprecedented statistics. We briefly present motivation and
an outline of the measurements performed as part of this wider project.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Hadron Physics before QCD
During the early 1960s the number of observed particles was becoming particularly
large. Of concern to particle physicists was the need for some fundamental way to
classify these particles and explain the observed grouping of hadrons into multiplets.
In 1963 Gell-Mann and Zweig [1,2] proposed independently that these hadrons may be
bound states of more fundamental particles, which Gell-Mann named quarks. It was
initially proposed that there should be three such quarks — the up (u), down (d) and
strange (s) — carrying fractional electric charges of +2, —3 and —4 respectively. They
were thought to lie in the fundamental representation 3, of SU(3)favour (where the
subscript ‘flavour’ has been added for reasons that will becomeclear later) and their
antiparticles (w,d and 3) in the anti-fundamental representation 3.
If one considers which states one can construct using our quarks and antiquarks one
observes that, since the group product of 37 and 37 decomposes as
3,@3,=8, Oly (1.1)
where 8; and 1; are the adjoint and trivial representations of SU(3)gavour, it seems
natural that one can form a flavour-octet and a flavour-singlet of meson states. It is
found that there exists a similar decomposition for the product 3; ® 37 & 3y into a
decuplet, two octets and a singlet of baryons.
Consider for example the pseudoscalar mesons. The K*,K~ and K0K each form
strange isospin doublets, whereas the isovector 7*,7° and 7~ form an isospin triplet
and the isoscalar 7 lying at the centre of the octet. The correspondingsinglet state is
the 7’. One can perform a similar classification of the vector mesons.
1.1.1 Colour
Despite the original Gell-Mann and Zweig quark model’s successes it has some sig-
nificant failures. The foremost of these is the absence of free quarks — there is no
mechanism in the quark model to bind quarks together and as such the lack of ex-
perimental evidence for free quarks is troubling. There were several additional quark
models which posited methods by which confinement could be achieved, the foremost
of these being the MIT bag model[3].
Furthermore there was evidence of extra hadronic states with an additional quantum
number charm which require us to introduce a further charm quark c. If we expand our
SU(3)favour to SU(4) favour we find that the flavour symmetry of the 15-plet is badly
broken by the heavier charm quark.
The spin-statistics of quarks led to a key developmentin particle physics — as spin-
half fermions one expects them to obey Fermi-Dirac statistics and thus the baryonic
wavefunctions should be antisymmetric. The observed baryon spectrum, however, sug-
gests that the wavefunction should be completely symmetric under interchange of the
quark spin and flavour, motivating the addition of a further quantum numbercolour.
If the baryon wavefunction is to be completely antisymmetric overall whilst being
symmetric in spin and flavour then this requires that it is antisymmetric in colour and
further that there should be three possible values of colour (which we namered, green
and blue). It seems natural then that this colour quantum number beintroduced by
supposing that quarks lie in the fundamental representation 3, of SU(3)colour, and that
antiquarks lie in the anti-fundamental representation 3,. Mesons and baryons can then
be considered as colourless bound states of quarks — mesonsrequiring the presence of a
colour and its own anticolour (e.g., red and anti-red) and baryons being a combination
of red, green and blue(or anti-red, anti-green and anti-blue).
1.2 QCD
Whilst extended quark models such as the bag model did reproduce confinement. of
quarks they did so on a very ad hoc basis — there was no fundamental mechanism by
which this could be achieved. It was necessary to find a more natural way in which
quarks could be bound into colour-singlet states.
One can describe electrons as spin-half solutions of the Dirac equation, and equiv-
alently photons as spin-one solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation. However there are
numberof physicaleffects, such as Compton scattering, that suggest electrons and pho-
tons interact — these interactions are not accommodated in the quantum field theory
by either of the Dirac or Klein-Gordon equations.
The lagrangian describing free electrons
Lp = O(2)(i7"Oy — m)(z) (1.2)
is invariant under a global U(1) transformation of the fermionfield ¥(2)
h(a) > y'(x) = ey(2) (1.3)
Bla) +P(2) =B(x) .
One can easily promote this global U(1) gauge invariance to a local one by defining
the covariant derivative
BY + DH = OF + ieAP (1.4)
and, by substituting this into (1.2)
L'p = V(2)(iy"Dy — m)v(2) (1.5)
= ih(x) "d,rb(x) — e(x)y*Ayrh(x) — mP(z)¥(2) ,
the interaction term ey)(x)y"A,v(x) emerges. The lagrangian (1.5) is invariant under
the following local transformations
W(x) + U(x) = ey(2) (1.6)
B(x) > B(2) =U(2)
; 1Ay(z) > A, (2) = Ay(z) + ona) ;
The simplest gauge-invariant kinetic term for the field A,, is
La= lp BYA “4 pol (1.7)
where
Pv = OpAv _ OvAy (1.8)
which one can show leads to the Maxwell equations. The full Lagrangian for QED is
therefore given by
Loep = B(2)(iy"D,, — m)b(e) — 7FwFH (1.9)
Since the quarks and antiquarks lie in the representations 3 and 3 of SU(3)colour
it seems sensible that, in constructing a lagrangian describing quarks, it should be
invariant under SU(3) transformations. Describing quarks as spin-half solutions of the
Dirac equation and performing the same promotion of a global SU(3) invariance to a
local one, one obtains the QCD lagrangian
_ 1 )
Lacp =; (ip — mi) yi — qe (1.10)
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where 7; and 7); are the quark and anti-quark fields! with flavour i, and the covariant
derivative is defined as
p=5*D, =O, tigy’Ag (1.11)
and introduces interactions between the quarks and the bosons mediating the gauge
field. However whilst the introduction of a virtual particle — the gluon — explains in
a consistent and field-theoretical manner the observed hadron spectrum thereisstill
no a priori explanation as to why lone quarks are not observed.
The last term of the lagrangian describes the dynamics of the gaugefield itself,
and due to the non-Abelian nature of SU(3) includes additional self-interactions of the
gauge field
Foti) =)"PFS) (1.12)
where Fi), is defined in terms of the gluonfields by
Fa, = 0,Af — 0,At + ig [Af AZ] (1.13)
= 0,A% — d,A0 — gf?APAC ,
where the gluons themselves lie in the adjoint representation 8 of SU(3). These self
interactions are postulated to give rise to bound states of gluons which werefer to as
glueballs and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
A more in depth discussion of QCD can be found in any elementary textbook on
quantumfield theory, e.g. Peskin and Schréder[4].
1.2.1 Perturbative QCD
A common way of performing calculations in QCD, for example computing matrix
elements, is to perform them perturbatively — this involves expanding in terms of
the coupling constant g. Due to large renormalisation effects the coupling in QCD is
strongly dependent on the energy scale at which it is measured, a phenomenon known
as running. This dependence can be described by the ( function whichis a solution of
the renormalisation group equation (RGE)
B(g) = use (1.14)
Onecan show that, at one-loop, the solution to (1.14) is given by
2#0) =tao) (1.15)
where Agcpis the intrinsic momentum scale of QCD and {4 is defined as
fy = (11 50%) (1.16)
 
1Colour and Dirac indices are suppressed.
One can see that, provided that Ny < 16, as one increases the energy scale ps
the coupling decreases, approaching zero as one takes yp to infinity — a phenomenon
referred to as asymptotic freedom. The smallness of g at high energies means one can
perform perturbative expansions here. At lower energies g becomeslarge and as such
perturbation theory breaks down — this is referred to as the strong coupling or non-
perturbative regime. This non-perturbative regime is where effects such as confinement
of quarks are observed most strongly, and therefore in order to study bound states of
quarks and gluons one must workhere.
Chapter 2
Lattice QCD
2.1 Non-Perturbative Physics
As we can see from §1.2.1 perturbation theory breaks down at low energy scales due to
our expansion parameter — the coupling — becominglarge. This forces us to compute
diagrams of higher and higher orders as well as their renormalisation counterterms
which motivates us to find another way to study the strong-coupling limit of QCD in
a theoretically sound way, that is to say withoutthe use of effective field theories. In
systems where the dynamics of the QCD vacuum is of great importance, for example
topological field theory and the axial anomaly, perturbation theoryis oflittle use and
one must use non-perturbative methods — lattice QCD allows us to study such effects
from first principles and as such is an attractive method.
2.2 Lattice Discretisation
Wilson introduced [5] a discrete four-dimensional Euclidean space-time lattice as a
natural regulator. By considering our field theory on this lattice (with sites spaced by
the lattice spacing a) we have introduced an ultraviolet momentum cutoff since modes
can have wavelengths no less than 2a which implies a momentum cutoff of 7, which
can be removedin a consistent way by taking the limit a —+ 0 — the continuum limit.
Of course our field theory defined in Section 1.2 is defined in Minkowski spacetime
— the action appears in the path integral approach as a phase e’S. In order to consider
our action in Euclidean spacetime we perform a Wick rotation to imaginary time, which
formally amounts to a continuous rotation of our temporal coordinate from the real axis
to the imaginary one. This has the additional benefit that the real-time phase e’> now
appears in imaginary time as a real and positive weight e~SE, where Sz is the action
in Euclidean space! — this useful property will be used extensively in Chapter 3.
 
1Unless explicitly stated $,L and CL shall correspond to the action, Lagrangian and Lagrangian
density in Euclidean space from here on.
In addition to allowing us to define a theory without infinities the lattice has also
reduced the numberof degrees of freedom of our theory from an infinite number to a
finite but, depending on our lattice volume, large number. This allows us to replace
our analytic path integral by a finite sum.
2.3. QCD on the Lattice
There are two key requirements which we must bear in mind whendiscretising a gauge
field theory on thelattice: firstly the action must be gauge invariant and secondly, and
perhaps of more importance, it must have the correct continuum limit i.e. that of the
original continuum gaugetheory.
To discretise the QCD gauge action we define the gauge field on the links of the
lattice as 1otfU,, (x) = P exp (io f A, (x) ax, = exp (i904,(z)) (2.1)
where, as in the continuum, A, = >>, AP» is the vector potential and U,,(x) is the
parallel transporter of the SU(3) colour matrices between sites x and x + ji (ji being
the unit-vector in the direction 4) which werefer to collectively as link variables.
These link variables transform as
U(x) = A(a)U, (2) A(e + fat (2.2)
where A(x) and A(z + ji) are arbitrary SU(3) matrices which we associate with the
sites rather than the links.
Using the transformation property (2.2) we can begin to see how ourfirst require-
ment of gauge invariance can be satisfied. Consider the product of links around an
elementary square in the (y,1)-plane of the lattice, which is referred to in the litera-
ture as a plaquette,
P,,(v) =U,(2)U(@+ Ueto) (2). (2.3)
By using property (2.2) and unitarity it is trivial to show that the trace of the plaquette
is gauge invariant. As an incredibly simple gauge invariant object the trace of the
plaquette is used extensively throughout lattice QCD.
2.3.1 Wilson’s Action
By writing each link variable in full using (2.1) it can be shown that
S> Ss; Tr Pel) = S° S> Tr exp (iga? F,,,(2)) (2.4)
zc p<v cu p<v
g?a*= S> S° Tr (1 — iga?F(x) + Fw(2) Fur (2) + o(a°))
uc p<v
Wilson madethe identification between (2.4) and the last term of (1.10) and sug-
gested the following form for a discretised QCD action:
SG. = ay3 jReTr (1 — Pv(2) (2.5)
DT p<v
where, by substituting (2.4) we obtain
at
Sti = 4 S> (Fv (2)F(z) + O(a?) : (2.6)
The coupling constant z occuring in (2.4) is often referred to in the literature as
B.
2.3.2 Liischer-Weisz Action
In the expansion of (2.4) there are higher order terms at O(a®) and beyond that ruin
the correspondence between the continuum andlattice action. These are known as
lattice artefacts and can manifest themselves in many lattice measurements. In order
to reduce the impact of these artefacts one is forced to work at small lattice spacings
which either leads to increased finite-size effects or forces us to work at large volumes.
Obviously this is an unacceptable situation and one must find a way of improving the
action so that these artefacts occur at a higher order.
The first terms occurring beyond F,,,F,,, were identified by Weisz [6] and are the
following dimension-six operators:
O§ =r 90 Tr (DyFwDuFw) (2.7)
Lv
O§ = 12 » Tr (DyFupDuFvp)LV,p
O% = 13 S> Tr (DuFupDuFup)
BV,p
Liischer and Weisz [7] have identified a basis of six-link Wilson loops which can be
used to cancel the contribution of these dimension-six operators to a given quantity.
Using the Symanzik improvement program [8,9] they have found theset of coefficients
for the Wilson loops shown in Fig. 2.1 that remove the O(a”) scaling violations from
the scattering amplitude. Indeed they show that under a field redefinition using the
equations of motion one can, without loss of generality, set one of the coefficients to
zero [7,10]. The remaining coefficients have been determined to one-loop [11] and the
resulting action is referred to in the literature as the one-loop Ltischer-Weisz gauge
action, and is the foundation of the gauge action used to generate the configurations
for this work.
  
  
Figure 2.1: The three six-link loops used to cancel the dimension-six operators in (2.7).
These are, from left to right, the double rectangle, parallelogram and chair terms.
It is important to note that the double-rectangle operator couples links on different
timeslices and because of this our usual consideration of the transfer matrix as a time
evolution operator runs into problems. Liischer and Weisz [12] have proven in general
that for improved actions where positivity is violated in this way wearestill able to
determine masses from the exponential fall-off of two-point correlation functions but
that care must be paid for small temporal separations of source and sink. Similarly
whenusing the variational method (§4.4) we must be careful not to set our basis at too
small a valueof to.
2.3.3 Tadpole Improvement
When performinglattice perturbation theory we expand thelink variable (2.1) in terms
of A,, as follows
U,,(x) = exp (igaA,,(x)) = 1+ iagA,(x) — a7g?Ay(x)A,(z) +... . (2.8)
One might presumethat, given the smallness of a*g*, one should be able to truncate
this expansion at the first non-constant term and still obtain a rapidly convergent
approximation. Unfortunately this turns out not to be the case — tadpole diagrams
in the theory are divergent and when computed reduce to a form ~ + which resurrects
higher order terms that could otherwise have been neglected, ruining the convergence of
lattice perturbation theory at all but the smallest values of a and introducingsignificant
lattice spacing effects in physical observables.
In order to repair lattice perturbation theory Lepage and Mackenzie [13] noted that
if the gauge links are reweighted such that
U,,(z) — U,,(x) = uo exp (igaA,,(x)) © uo (1 + iagA,,) (2.9)
then one can improve the convergenceoflattice perturbation theory by enforcing that
the expansion in the newlink variables matches some physically expected value at a
given order of perturbation theory (typically leading order).
The tadpole-improved plaquette can be written
Tr Py, = an (U,l2) U,(« + fi) U,(« + 0) U.(2)*) (2.10)
thus one can define ug by
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which, being simple to compute, allows us to adjust our tadpole parameter on thefly.
It has been observed [14-16] that discretisation effects are most improved when one
computes ug as the mean link in Landau gauge
1uo,L = (am v,) ; OpnAy =0 (2.12)
however for comparability with previous results we continue to use (2.11) to compute
our tadpole factor.
One can apply tadpole improvement to the coefficients of the improvement terms
in the one-loop Ltischer-Weisz gauge action presented in §2.3.2 in order to obtain the
tadpole improved one-loop Liischer-Weisz gauge actions — this is the gauge action used
to generate the configurations for this study.
2.4 Discretising the Fermion Action
So far we have only placed the gaugefields on to the lattice. In order to simulate QCD
fully we must also introduce the fermionfields onto the lattice. Recalling from Chapter
1 the fermionic piece of the continuum action is
Setntom = /dxB(2) (P+m) (2) (2.13)
where we have taken the Dirac and colour indices as implicit.
2.4.1 Naive fermions
Thefirst thing we must do is define a lattice version of the continuum covariant deriva-
tive D
 
~ t - a+Dywlo) = oy" ( Ulaole+ A) ~Wile Awe a) mad
Le
where the gauge links have been inserted to ensure gauge invariance. Inserting this into
the action, and replacing the integral with a lattice sum, we obtain
fermion =D m0So" (Uae)¥le + A) - Uh(@ — Ave - @)) + mayo
: (2.15)
By expanding the link variable U,,(x) as usual one can show that this gives us the
fermion part of the continuum QCD action, up to O(a?) lattice artefacts.
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The Fermion Matrix
We can write our action in a more compact form by defining the fermion matriz Mz,
-h oH (Ty (@)betiy ~ O2-ayUh(y)) + mbay (2.16)
so that our naive fermion action can now be written more compactly as
Sfarmion =~ 5gDeMaydb(y (2.17)
One can easily show that the two-point function for y (i.e. the fermion propagator)
is
((x)b(y)) = May (2.18)
and furthermore
(1b(x)b(y)) = lima0 J_ x (27)? 4 sin? p,a+ m?
ala An cpt cotdtp —ipsinDya
+M
ies) (2.19)
whichis the inverse Fourier transform of the momentum space propagator (where sums
over j in both the numerator and denominator are implied)
~intt sinp,a+mS(p) = 2.20(») 4, sin? p,a +m? (2.20)
Comparing this to the continuum momentum space propagator
jnlp, +S(p) = 1"? (2.21)PYPp +m
onesees that (2.20) reduces to the same form in the limit a — 0, with O(a) artefacts,
howeverat finite lattice spacing one may observe a problem with the momentum space
poles.
The Doubling Problem
Wecan see from (2.21) that in the continuum there is a single momentum space pole
at p = (0,0,0,0) corresponding to the Dirac fermion with mass m. Comparing the
denominator of (2.20) to that of (2.21) we see that whilst the denominator has the
expected physical pole at p = (0,0,0,0), corresponding to the Dirac fermion, it also
has poles wherever p, = *. These fifteen unphysical poles are referred to as doublers
and avoiding this doubling problem has been the subject of much work in developing
lattice QCD.
It is important to note that at a classical level these doublers are not of great
concern — we could focus our attention on the p = (0,0,0,0) pole pp — however at
the quantum level one-loop contributions cause mixing between the different poles.
Karsten and Smit [17] derived the spectrum of these doublers allowing us to consider
their interactions in a more formal manner.
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2.4.2 Wilson Fermions
In order to remedy this doubling problem Wilson [18] introduced a second derivative
like term to the naive fermion action
s¥ = -THei" (Mule H(t fl) —24(2) + Uf fAvle—A)) . (2.22)
This term introduces a term dependent on r into the denominator of the momentum
space propagator which has the effect of lifting the doubler poles to masses ~ 2 and
hence decoupling them completely in the continuum limit, leaving us with a single pole
corresponding to the physical Dirac fermion. However the additional term contains a
contribution p(x)W(z) which acts as a mass term, explicitly breaking chiral symmetry
even in the m — 0 limit and requiring additive mass renormalisation as well as the usual
multiplicative renormalisation.
The Nielsen-Ninomiya No Go Theorem
This sacrificing of chiral symmetry in order to remove the doublers from our theoryis
not coincidental. There is a no go theorem due to Nielsen and Ninomiya [19-21] which
states that, under a set of assumptions, one cannot construct an action which possesses
chiral symmetry, locality and translational invariance without introducing doublers.
2.5 Staggered Fermions
One can show that each of the doubler poles in (2.20) are related by a set of similarity
transformations [17]. One can exploit this symmetry by performing a spin diagonalisa-
tion on the action (2.15) in order to reduce the degeneracy by a factor of four.
This diagonalisation can be performed by defining our staggered fermionfields x(x)
and x(x) by
P(x) > O(x)x(z) (2.23)
B(x) > X(x)0"(z)
where we choose (x) such that when these fields are inserted into (2.15) the action
becomes diagonal in spin space. This is possible by choosing the following form [22, 23]
for Q(x)
L1 02.03.04O(ax) = ¥4179773° 14" - (2.24)
Substituting (2.23) and (2.24) into (2.15) we obtain the naive staggered fermion
action
seat =Jx(a) U(x)x(a + A) — Uy (2 — )x( Ay) +mSX)
Tp (2.25)
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where the 1,,(x) are defined by
nu(t) = O(a)yyO(w + ft) = (—1)>v<n (2.26)
and arereferred to as the staggered or Kogut-Susskind phases. Since these 1,,(2) depend
on the lattice site and direction only we have an action without any spin indices and
we are able to ignore three of the four componentsof our staggered fields, reducing the
degeneracy from a sixteen-fold degeneracy to a four-fold one. Werefer to the symmetry
under which these four degenerate fields interchange as taste symmetry.
2.5.1 Residual Chiral Symmetry
In (2.25) we see that the kinetic term couples fields at even sites to those at oddsites,
and vice versa. By defining the matrix e(z)
e(x) = (—1)20 ™ (2.27)
we see that the kinetic term is invariant under the set of transformations
x(x) > eM)(2) (2.28)
X(x) > X(x)ee
This axial U(1)4 symmetry, when combined with the exact vector U(1) symmetry
U(1)v results in a U(1)y & U(1)4 for the massless action. The axial part of this
symmetry is broken by the mass term as one would expect but is enough to protect
us from the additive mass renormalisation required by the Wilson action as well as
providing us with a natural pseudo-Goldstone boson.
At all quark masses our fermion matrix satisfies a modified y5-hermiticity
M(x,y)' = €(2)M(z, y)e(y) (2.29)
and at zero quark mass is antihermitian. One can also show that the spectrum of
the staggered fermion kernel M‘Mis bounded from below by a?m? which for finite
quark masses protects us from the small or zero eigenvalues which plague the Wilson
formalism. This allows us to simulate lattice QCD at quark masses far smaller thanis
feasible using standard Wilson fermions.
2.5.2 Kluberg-Stern Representation
At this stage we are still dealing with fields in which our spin has been spread out
across the hypercube. In order to make connection back to our original fermion fields
in order to form, for instance, quark bilinears we need to be able to construct quark
fields from our staggered fermionfields.
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If we consider a hypercube with its origin at x, = 2y, then the hypercube can be
parameterised by its origin x, and its 16 corners as follows
Ty = 2y,t+ py, where p,=Oorl . (2.30)
It is convenient to relabel the fields y,¥ by making the identification
Xp(y) = x(2y + p) (2.31)
whereourfields are now defined on a lattice with spacing 2a. One can now reconstruct
Dirac ‘quark’ fields by taking an appropriate linear combination of the fields over a
hypercube?
Q°(u) = 5 THvolv) (2.32);
Oy) = 3 Were (2.33)
p
where
Pp = 1121814" (2.34)
and a is the usual Dirac spin index and a labels the staggered taste.
One can reverse (2.32) and (2.33) to obtain
xy) = 25° TieQ2*(y) (2.35)
Xv) =25Oye (2.36)
a,a
substituting these into (2.25) and setting the gauge field equal to one everywhere one
obtains the action
1 Hea aa CS = 2a S> Q (y) > ie (p+ji,p! + 5p—fisp") nulp)EY?Ay (2.37)
y,a,8,a,b He
I 5 b
where A,, and O,, are the symmetric first and second derivatives respectively, defined
via their actions as A,Qly) = = (Qu +H) - Qy- A) (2.38)
5,0) = Gy (Qu +A) + ly A) - 20) (2.39)
We can see from the mass term that it is symmetric in both spin and taste indices.
We follow the notation of Kluberg-Stern and write 6,30.» as the direct product 1 @1
 ?The factor of z is specific to four-dimensions — in d dimensionsit is PEN Ee2 2
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, where the first matrix acts in spin space and the second in taste space — this is
referred to as spin®taste or Kluberg-Stern notation. The situation for the kinetic term
is slightly less clear but after some algebra (see [22, 24,25] for details) we obtain
S = (2a)* S°Q(y) [Cy @D Ap + a (5 8 Eués) Fy] Q(y) (2.40)
+ (2a)*m $*Q(y) (12 1) Q(y)
where &,, = 7h and is the taste space equivalent of +,.
We can see that the first part of the kinetic term is symmetric in taste space and a
vector in spin space as one expects in the continuum,and as noted previously the mass
term is a spin andtaste singlet. However we see that the second piece of the kinetic
term is not symmetric in taste space — this breaks the taste symmetry at nonzero
lattice spacing. However in order to simplify the discussion we have been working in
the unit gauge — in the interacting theory the expression for the quark fields (2.32)
and (2.33), and likewise the inverse expressions (2.35) and (2.36) will include gauge
links in order to preserve gauge invariance. With these gauge links included there is
no simple expression such as (2.40) for the staggered action and one must expand the
action in powers of the lattice spacing.
2.5.3. Taste Breaking
By expandingthe action in powersof the lattice spacing one sees that there are dimen-
sion five operators (and beyond) which violate the taste symmetry [26,27] and occur
at O(a). However by following the Symanzik program it can be shown [28, 29] that
we are unable to construct dimension-five operators (which occur with a dimensional
factor O(a)) that respect the symmetries of the action and therefore the action must
already be improved at O(a) such that any taste symmetry violations must occur at
O(a”) or above. Indeed one can show [27] that taste symmetry is in fact broken by
dimension-six effective four-fermion operators at O(a”).
One can understand the mechanism behind taste breaking moreclearly if one con-
siders the action in momentum space. The taste of our fermion depends on from which
corners of the Brillouin zone it receives contributions — in the free theory defined in
(2.40) these tastes are linked by an exact symmetry under interchanges of the vari-
ous momentum components. Howeverin the interacting theory the momenta can be
changed by the exchangeof a highly virtual gluon with a momentum (inlattice units)
of ~ x between two fermions’, resulting in a change of taste. Such interactions are
referred to as taste breaking or taste changing interactions. Since each quark-gluon
 
3One might well be concerned that self-energy diagrams might cause a similar effect, however flavour
breaking effects “cancel” in such one-loop diagrams.
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vertex carries a factor of a; taste symmetry violations are now suppressed even further
to an O(a7a2) effect.
These taste breaking effects are perhaps most evident in the pion spectrum — the
pion spectrum falls into 8 distinct irreps of the lattice group [30-32] which can be
loosely groupedinto five taste multiplets (i,7 < 4):
P: pseudoscalar y5 ® 5
V: vector 75 © y; and 75 ® y4
e A: axial-vector 75 & ¥;75 and 5 & 7475
T: tensor ys ® yj and y5 ® yi
e I: singlet y5 &1
The pseudoscalar, vector, axial-vector and tensor multiplets form the SU(4) irrep 15,
and the singlet the SU(4) irrep 1 (where 4 ® 4 = 15 61). In the continuum limit
these are degenerate as one expects since this SU(4) taste symmetry is an artefact of
the lattice fermion construction, however at finite lattice spacing they are split from
each other — this splitting can be rather dramatic, particularly in the naive staggered
fermion formulation outlined above. As one might expect this splitting decreases as
one takes the continuum limit.
2.6 Taste Symmetry Improvement
In order to improve this taste symmetry breakingit is evident that one must reduce the
coupling of the fermions to these high momentum gluons. Thisis relatively simple to
achieve if one considers the gluon propagator — in momentum spaceit is essentially the
two-point function of the Fourier transform of the gluon fields and therefore the high
momentum gluons correspond to highly local quantities. Thus, by replacing the link
variable by somethingless local, one can reduce or indeed remove completely the high
momentum modes. Such smearing techniques are used extensively in topology [33, 34]
and glueball spectroscopy [35, 36].
The simplest such replacement one can make [37] is by replacing the single links
U,,(x) in the covariant derivative by the link plus a weighted sum of the six three-link
paths, or staples, surrounding it. The resulting link U,,(z) is referred to as a fat link
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Figure 2.2: The measure of taste-symmetry violation 62 (defined as 62(€) =
2 _ a) Z _ : :(m2.‘ Mangers) / (m3, ae Mprgere)) for € = 7175 for various staggered action
improvements. Data from [40].
and can be written
Tule) = ge [MltwUUale + NUL+ a) (2.41)
VEU
 
+ U(x — 0)U,, (a — U(x — 0 + ji))|
where w is an adjustable weight. The level of taste-symmetry has been shown to be
relatively insensitive to the value of the weight used, with a value of 0.5 resulting in a
reduction in their particular measureofsplitting (the splitting between the Goldstone
pion 7575 and the y5@1 pion*) by a factor of three. Lepagecarried out an analysis of
taste-symmetry breaking within the framework of the Symanzik improvement program
[38] and showed that the same three-link paths along with five and seven-link paths,
were needed to completely suppress the tree-level coupling to high momentum gluons,
but that they introduce O(a*p?) errors such that a furtherfive-link path is required
in order to correct these errors. As well as taste-symmetry improvements there is an
additional third-nearest neighbour term introduced by Naik [39] which improves the
quark-dispersionrelation.
2.6.1 The Asqtad Action
To date the most widely used staggered fermion variant is the Asqtad action. This
makes use of the taste symmetry improvements described above as well as the Naik
 
“Disconnected diagrams were not included, so this is technically a taste-split pion.
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Figure 2.3: The improvement terms used in the asqtad action. Top (left to right):
basic link (coefficient c,), three-link staple (c3), five-link non-planar (cs), seven-link
non-planar ‘chair’ (c7), five-link planar Lepage term cy,
Bottom: three-link Naik term (cy). Coefficients are shown without their respective
tadpole improvement factors.
 
term but the gaugelinks in the derivative are first tadpole improved using the tadpole
improvement factor as defined in (2.11). For clarity the improvement terms are shown
in Fig. 2.3. Whilst the taste-symmetry violations are larger than those for the Fat5 and
Fat7 actions (and their tadpole improved versions), as demonstrated in Fig. 2.2, the
Asqtad and Asq actions include the Lepage and Naik terms which have value in physics
apart from the taste-symmetry issues — primarily their improved rotational symmetry
due to the Naik term and the correction of O(a*p”) errors by the Lepage term — for
which the introduction of O(a‘) taste-symmetry violations is deemed a satisfactory
sacrifice. The large number of additional terms used to improve taste-symmetry does
lead to somedifficulties with certain algorithms and this will be discussed in Chapter3.
2.6.2 The HISQ Action
Whilst the Asqtad action does well with regards to taste-symmetry violation for light
quark masses, wheretheir relativistic nature means that higher order O(a‘*p*) terms are
negligible, this is no longer the case for heavier quarks such as charm where the large
quark masses means we are dealing with errors at O(a*m*). Improving taste-symmetry
here is particularly important given the ratherfine splitting effects in the charmonium
spectrum. The Fat7tad or Highly-Improved Staggered Quark (HISQ) action [41] is the
most widely used of the staggered variants, using multiple levels of smearing similar
to those used in Asqtad with the inclusion of a reunitarisation step, and has produced
some excellent results in heavy-light and heavy quark physics [42].
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2.7 Other Actions
2.7.1 Chiral Fermions
Whilst staggered fermions possess a remnant chiral symmetry westill lack a lattice
fermion formulation exhibiting exact chiral symmetry. This, in part, is due to the
Nielsen-Ninomiya no-go theorem. Our condition for chiral symmetry is
(95, D} =0 (2.42)
i.e. that our Dirac operator anticommutes with y5. This is true of the continuum
Dirac operator and indeedof the naively discretised Dirac operator. One can write the
Ginsparg-Wilson (GW)relation [43]
{75,D} =aD75D (2.43)
which, for finite a breaks chiral symmetry but in the continuum limit reduces exactly
to (2.42), i.e. chiral symmetry is recovered as one takes the continuum limit. The
most frequently used fermion formulations which obey the GW-relation are overlap
fermions [44] and Domain Wall fermions [45,46]. Both of these formulations, whilst
possessing exact chiral symmetry in the continuum, are more computationally expensive
than the actions we have met sofar.
2.7.2 Wilson Twisted-Mass Fermions
In §2.4.2 we introduced the Wilson term which removes the doublers from lattice QCD,
at the expensive of explicitly breaking chiral symmetry. The twisted-mass formalism
[47,48] introduces an extra mass-like term which performsa rotation in flavour space.
This additional term introduces a mass-squared like term to MtM which protects
the operator from troublesome exceptional configurations. The flavour rotation does
however,for finite lattice spacings, break flavour and parity symmetries although these
are restored in the continuum limit. There is a wide range of physics results to date
obtained using the twisted-mass formalism [49-54].
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Chapter 3
Ensemble Generation
3.1 Introduction
In lattice QCD we wish to calculate expectation values of operators which are functions
of the gauge and fermion fields. Denoting such an operator by O[U,~, 7] we can write
the expectation value as
apy ) —S[Ubw) ah(ol, B, yy) = LDUDEDve
MY
M
OW, @,¥
[DUDPDype-S44]
 (3.1)
where DU, Dy) and Dy are the integration measures over the gauge and fermionfields
respectively. For the remainder of this discussion we shall refer to the fields U,w and
w collectively as &, ic. S[U,Y,¥] > S[®].
The gauge-field integration measureis defined as
DU = [ dU(2, «+ fi) (3.2)
xp
which for even a smallsized lattice represents thousandsof integration variables and for
large lattices is of order 10” — 108. It is clear that using standard integration techniques
would represent an unreasonable amount of computational expense — indeedit is a
problem ideally suited to Monte Carlo integration techniques.
3.1.1 Monte Carlo Integration
Rather than attempting to compute the integral (3.1) exactly one can generate a num-
ber of gauge configurations ®),...,®, on which O can be computed. The expectation
value of O can then be approximated by the average of O; computed over each of the
N configurations ®;, where we weight each estimate by the configuration’s Boltzmann
weight
N
(0) =O= x S- OfaJeSP (3.3)
i=l
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Werefer to the set of N configurations as the gauge ensemble, or ensemble for short, and
the quantity O as the ensemble average of O. In the limit N — oo the approximation
is exact.
One could form the ensemble from gaugefield configurations chosen uniformly from
the entire space of possible configurations. Whilst effective in principle (and, given
enough time, in practice) this is an incredibly inefficient method since the integrand of
(3.1) is sharply peaked around a certain configuration. One can see that the integrands
are weighted by a factor of e~Sl®] and hence configurations on which the action is
large will contribute very little, and conversely for those which have small values of the
action!. As a result of this we draw our gauge configurations from a distribution which
reflects this weighting
P{®] x exp (—S[®]) (3.4)
3.1.2 Markov-Chain Monte Carlo
Weconsider a space of states from which we choose aninitial state ®;. How we choose
our next state (and all consequent states) varies from algorithm to algorithm andwill be
discussed below, howeverin order to reach proper equilibrium we require each algorithm
to satisfy two key requirements: ergodicity and detailed balance.
Ergodicity and Detailed Balanced
In order that our algorithm properly reflects the underlying physical system we require
that it is possible to reach all points of configuration space from every other point in a
finite number of applications of the algorithm. This condition is knownas ergodicity.
The second condition is that of detailed balance
P(O; — eI" = P/O, — O,)e5 (3.5)
andis essentially a statement of reversibility.
A more thorough discussion of these conditions and of the Markov-chain Monte-
Carlo technique in general can be foundin [55).
3.2 Algorithms for Lattice QCD
One of the key expenses we face when performing lattice QCD simulations is the com-
putation of the fermion action. This will be a significant factor in the practicality of
the algorithms which we discuss below.
 
1This is a manifestation of Feynman’s principle of least action.
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3.2.1 The Fermion Determinant
In equation (2.17) we showed that the fermion action could be written in termsof the
quark fields ~ and w and the fermion matrix M. When computing functional integrals
such as (3.1) we are integrating over fermionic fields which are Grassmann variables and
respect rules rather different from those governing commuting numbers (see e.g. [4]).
The fermionic contribution to the Boltzmann weight factor is now an anticommuting
quantity and as such is unsuitable for use in Monte Carlo simulations. Fortunately we
may use the rules governing Grassmann variables in order to show that the fermionic
part of the Boltzmannintegral can be written as det M which werefer to as the fermion
determinant, i.e. one has integrated out the fermionic part of the action leaving a real
and positive multiplicative quantity.
The computation of this determinant represents a large computational problem —
despite its sparsity for typical fermion actions it is very large indeed and must be
recomputed for each unique gauge configuration. In has only recently becomefeasi-
ble to include the effects of sea quarks by evaluating the fermion determinant — one
had previously been forced to work in the quenched approximation, in which one sets
det M =1.
Pseudofermions
Onecan rewrite [56] the determinant as an integration over the bosonic fields ¢ and @
det M = /D¢D¢ exp (-dM~*¢) (3.6)
where ¢ and ¢ are referred to as pseudofermions. The problem now is computing the
product ¢M~!¢, which due to the sparsity of M can be done using conjugate gradient
(CG) methods [57]. CG methods require that M is positive-definite which in our case
is not in general true. One can remedythis by replacing the matrix A/, which describes
a single fermion flavour, with the positive-definite matrix M = M1M describing two
flavours of fermions with degenerate mass. We shall see later that this has additional
benefits.
3.2.2 The Metropolis Algorithm
Oneof the simplest methods to generate an ensemble of configurations, due to Metropo-
lis and Hastings [58], is to start with someinitial configuration ©; on which the action
S{®,] is computed. An update is made to this configuration, following some update
strategy, in order to generate a trial configuration ®{ on which we compute the action
S[®)]. The difference between these two actions AS = $[®4] — S[®,] is then calcu-
lated and the trial configuration is either accepted or rejected following this simple
prescription:
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e If AS < 0 then the trial configuration is accepted (@2 = ©{) and the algorithm
returns to the update step on ®.
e If AS > 0 then a pseudo-random numberr is generated uniformly on the interval
[0,1]. Ife~4° <r then the trial configuration is accepted and ®2 = ©/, otherwise
the trial configuration is rejected and ®2 = $y.
This procedure is repeated until the desired numberof configurations has been reached.
One must consider how to go about updating the gauge field. Firstly consider gen-
erating a trial configuration by updating just one link at a time. One must recompute
the action on this trial configuration in order to determine AS and due to the form
of, e.g. , (2.16) this requires a complete recomputation of the fermion determinant.
Obviously this represents a source of great computational expense and furthermore the
difference between $[®,] and S[®,,+1] using this scheme will be negligible leading to a
high acceptance rate and highly correlated configurations.
An alternative scheme would be to sweep through theentire lattice updating the
links. Whilst it would naively appear that this would lead to sufficiently independent
configurations it does not since the update typically leads to large values of AS which
causes a low acceptance rate in the accept/reject step.
3.2.3. Molecular Dynamics
An alternative to randomly sweeping through the lattice would be to evolve the gauge
field using classical equations of motion using techniques from molecular dynamics
(MD)[59]. If one considers the coordinate to be the position in configuration space U;
and introduces a momentum field 7;,, canonically conjugate to it then one can define
the Hamiltonian for our system
A (x, U,y, v) = 5m + Stermion|U, v9] + Sgauge|U] (3.7)
which should be conserved throughout the evolution,i.e. H=0.
In order to evolve these coordinates through phase space one must first equip one-
self with derivatives of both 7 and U. One does this by introducing a fictitious time
coordinate 7, referred to as molecular dynamics time. One then integrates the expres-
sions for 7 and U (the derivatives of s and U respectively with respect to 7) in order
to evolve the coordinates (U, 7).
In deriving an expression 7 one must take the derivative of the matrix kernel M with
respect to the gauge links. For Wilson-type fermions and naive staggered fermionsthis
is a relatively straightforward procedure. For Asqtad however the inclusion of various
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taste-symmetry improvement termsinto the action makes this particularly non-trivial?.
With these derivatives in hand oneis in a position to integrate Hamilton’s equations
and evolve the gauge fields. One may use any area preserving integration scheme for
this purpose — considering the leapfrog integrator it can be shown that it fails to
conserve energy exactly; it has finite stepsize errors O(dT*), where 57 is the integrator
timestep. In order to obtain a fixed-point distribution even close to that of the physical
theory one must use a very small value for 67 and since at each timestep one must
recompute the Hamiltonian (and therefore the actions) this represents an unacceptable
cost.
The MD approach as outlined so far is in principle ergodic, given a long enough
evolution in MD time. One can attempt to improve the ergodicity, or at least the
rate at which phase space is explored, by drawing the momenta a from a Gaussian
heatbath P(7) « exp(—3,) [60,61] at given points in the molecular dynamics evolution
(for example once per unit time 7). One mayalso refresh the pseudofermionfields ¢
using Gaussian noise 7, such that ¢ « Mtn where 7 is drawn from the distribution
P(n) « exp(—).
3.2.4 Hybrid Monte Carlo
As noted above the molecular dynamics approach forces us to use very small integrator
timesteps. In order to allow us to integrate on more acceptable timesteps the HMC
algorithm [62] introduces a Metropolis accept/reject test at the end of each trajectory
Pree = min (1. eH) (3.8)
where 6H = H; — Hj (H; being the Hamiltonian at the beginning of the trajectory and
Hy being that at the end). This accept/reject test stochastically corrects for the finite
stepsize errors introduced by the integrator making the algorithm exact. This allows the
integration to be performed with arbitrarily large timesteps, although in practice one
must tune 67 such that the Metropolis acceptance rate matches the optimal acceptance
for the integration scheme used. For the accept/reject test to be valid one must use a
reversible and area preserving integrator — again the leapfrog integrator suffices.
By computing the fermionic part of the action using the positive-definite kernel M
this is also what appears in the fermion force term. Since M represents two degenerate
species of fermion the HMCalgorithm fails when attempting to simulate uneven or
non-integral numbers of fermions, in particular it fails for 2+1 flavour Wilson type
simulations, and for all staggered simulations where the fourth-root trick has been
applied to the sea quarks (see below).
 
2Indeed the situation is worse for highly-improved staggered quarks — coding the HMCforce term
for the HISQ action was a significant investment on behalf of UKQCD.
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3.2.5 The R Algorithm
Since the fermion determinant encapsulates the numberof flavours represented by the
matrix M one runsinto difficulties for staggered fermions — the determinant of M
represents four degenerate tastes of fermion and the determinant of M two degenerate
flavours in four degenerate tastes each. In order to reduce this multiplicity one takes
the fourth-root of the determinant. This fourth-rooting procedure is a source of a
great controversy surrounding the staggered fermion formalism — whilst it certainly
appears to be valid in the perturbative framework, amounting to a division of each sea
quark loop by four, its validity in the non-perturbative regime is disputed by both sides
( [63-66] and [67-70]).
Putting such disputes aside one requires a wayto treat this non-integral powerof the
matrix kernel M. Since thereis no analytic expression for M1/4 one cannot differentiate
it with respect to its constituent gauge links in order to derive the force term. The R
algorithm [71] makes use of the matrix identity that for a positive Hermitian matrix
M
det M° = exp(aTr In M) (3.9)
which allows the determinants to be absorbed into an effective action such that one
may rewrite the partition function for a theory describing 2+1 flavours of staggered
fermions as
f= [DueCoveHBnMTne . (3.10)
The computation of the derivative of the trace in the fermionic part of the force
term now involves computing the explicit matrix inverse of M at each step timestep
of the molecular dynamics integration. One can replace this explicit inverse by using
a noisy estimator of the trace which requires the computation of M-!M'n, where 1 is
complex and Gaussianly distributed. Dueto the useof a noisy estimator this algorithm
is neither reversible nor energy preserving so one cannot use the accept/reject test at
the end of each trajectory, making the R algorithm an inexact algorithm. With the
second order leapfrog integrator the error can be shown to be O(577).
3.2.6 Rational Hybrid Monte Carlo
In order to be able to apply HMClike algorithms to simulations of staggered fermions
with 2+1 flavours it is clear that a method of approximating the matrix kernels M;o
and Mi!* is required. The polynomial HMC (PHMC)algorithm [72,73] is one such
algorithm andis used extensively in Wilson type simulations [74-76] and has even been
used with naive staggered fermions [77]. However matrix polynomial approximations
typically need to be of very high order to be accurate and as such introduce a great
deal of computational cost into the already expensive Asqtad force term.
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The pseudofermion action for 2+1 flavours of staggered fermions can be written
-1/2 _Se = My 761+ otMz 46, (3.11)
The rational Hybrid Monte Carlo (RHMC) algorithm [78-80] replaces the matrix ker-
nels with their optimal rational approximations in order to obtain
sre = of [rm (My)]? di + of [r™(Ms)]° os (3.12)
where rj"° and r*° are the rational approximations to M,V4 and Msus respectively
— we use rij(Mijs)? in the action so that oneis able to refresh the pseudofermion
fields using the heatbath method as described earlier. These approximations must be
correct to machine precision in order for the algorithm to be exact.
The rational approximationsto a kernel M are generated using the Remez algorithm
[81] and can be written in partial fraction form as
r(M) = 00+oe (3.13)
where n is the degree of the rational approximation. For the rational approximations we
will face (i.e. M® for |a| < 1) the poles 3; are positive allowing us to apply the inverse
of the rational approximation to the pseudofermions using a multishift solver [82, 83].
In order to perform the MD evolution we must take the derivative of (3.12). As
it stands this involves using [ris (Mijs)]? resulting in twice the numberof inversions
per timestep. We can instead generate direct approximations i to the kernels in
(3.11), and due to the accept/reject test at the end of each evolution it is acceptable,
and sensible, to generate these at a lower degree than the Monte Carlo approximations
since the smallest pole increases with reducing approximation degree leading to fewer
CG iterations per solve
smd = girdMy)d1 + olrB4(Ms)ds (3.14)
3.2.7 Improved RHMC
Clark and Kennedy reformulated the RHMCalgorithm in series of papers [84,85]
in which several pre-existing techniques were applied to the specific case of staggered
fermions in order to reduce the computationalcost.
Mass Preconditioning
The cost of inverting the matrix kernel M is governed by the ratio of its largest to its
smallest eigenvalue — the condition number x. This can become large for Wilson type
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the accuracy of the optimal rational and polynomial ap-
proximations to x~!/? for a spectral range corresponding to m = 0.025 in the staggered
formalism vs their degree. Figure from [78].
formalisms where the lack of chiral symmetry results in a spectrum unbounded from
below, resulting in a premature onset of the ‘Berlin Wall’ scenario [86-88]. Although
staggered fermions are protected from this by their residual chiral symmetryit is still
desirable to improve the condition number in order to approach physical pion masses
with the minimum ofeffort.
By introducing an auxiliary matrix Q and corresponding pseudofermion field y we
can rewrite the determinant [89] of M as
ddet M = det(QQ)Taio) (3.15)
where this can be computed using the usual pseudofermion method (3.6) with the
pseudofermions yx and ¢. The kernel for the pseudofermion ¢ is replaced by QiM1Q =
(MQ-1)-1(MQ-")-1, so by choosing a suitably well-conditioned Q we can improve
the condition number of the matrix we must now apply to the pseudofermionfield.
In the case of 2+1 flavour simulations we already have a matrix kernel and pseud-
ofermion field corresponding to the strange quark, and since the strange quark massis
typically an order of magnitude larger than the light quark mass we can use the strange
kernel to precondition the light, 7.e.
det 1/2det M}/? det M2/4 = (7) det M13/4 (3.16)
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Figure 3.2: A comparison of the L..-norm of the force terms for the gauge field, and
light and strange pseudofermionsbefore (regular) and after (improved) preconditioning.
Figure from [85] (4*, @ = 6.76 and Asqtad with mj, = 0.01/0.05.)
which, by using the additive mass property of the staggered kernel M, = M) + 6m?,
where 5m? = 4 (m2 - m?), allows us to write our pseudofermion action as
My + 6m2\1/?S=¢(| d+ giM;?/*65 (3.17)
where as before we use rational approximations to approximate the kernels.
When performing the integration using e.g. the standard second-order leapfrog in-
tegrator one has to choose the timestep such that the integration is stable under the
 largest contribution to the force in this case the gauge field. Given the cost of
computing the fermionic force-terms this is obviously a far from satisfactory way to
proceed. One can instead split the integrator so that the evolutions occur on multiple
timesteps [90], placing the gauge field on a small timestep and the fermionic fields on
larger timesteps. Having preconditioned the light kernel we see from Fig. 3.2 that the
force due to the light kernel is an order of magnitude less than that due to the strange
kernel allowing us to place the light force integration on a long timestep and the strange
force on some intermediate timestep.
Multiple-Pseudofermion Trick
By using pseudofermions to compute the determinant the estimate of the force is
thereby subject to noise which can trigger instabilities in the integration earlier than
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one might expect. One cantrivially rewrite the determinant as
ndet M = (det min) (3.18)
and,by introducing a separate pseudofermionfield ¢; for each contribution, the pseud-
ofermionic estimator of the determinant can be written
ndet M = [I [DetDe, exp (—gMi) (3.19)
i=1
This is referred to in the literature as the “n*®-root trick”.
Further Improvements
It was observed [91] that the contributions to the MD rational approximation corre-
spondingto the lightest shifts, despite being the most expensive to invert, contributed
the least to the total. In light of this it was suggested that the CG inverter tolerance
be set on a shift-by-shift basis: loosened for the smallest contributions and left tight
for the largest.
Having brought the integrator instability under control through the use of multiple
pseudofermions and allowed the use of larger timesteps we are now able to implement
higher order integrators. Thefinite stepsize errors introduced into the total Hamiltonian
by the second-order leapfrog integrator occur at O(677) which, in order to maintain an
acceptable acceptance rate, require us to keep 57 small. Takaishi and de Forcrand [92]
have explored the use of a class of minimum-norm (MN)integrators, developed by
Omelyan et al. [93], in lattice QCD. Their formulation is different to the leapfrog
integrator in that they explicitly minimise thefinite stepsize errors allowing for accurate
integrators of arbitrary order’. The second-order MN (2MN) integrator is shown to
perform better than the second-order leapfrog (2LF) despite the extra computational
cost involved per timestep. We choose to use the fourth-order minimum-norm integrator
with five force evaluations (4MN5FV, where the V indicates that we integrate over the
momentum field first) as advocated in [84].
3.2.8 Tuning the RHMC Algorithms
In order to make use of the various improvements described above a great deal of tuning
must be carried out. There are many degrees of freedom to consider, namely’:
e The gauge stepsize and the (possibly different) fermionic stepsizes
 
3This is in contrast to the normal constructions of higher order leapfrog integrators which are built
by recursing the leapfrog integrator.
“There is one remaining degree of freedom which is how often to perform the accept reject test (i.e.
the value of 7)
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The integrator used
The numberofextra pseudofermionfields used in the n**-root trick (i.e. the value
of n)
The approximation degrees for both the molecular dynamics evolution and the
Metropolis test
The CG tolerances per shift
This is worsened by the fact that the Hamiltonian is extensive in the volume somewhat
limiting our ability to perform meaningful tests on small lattices. As noted above
we choose to fix the integrator and use the 4MN5FV,and also fix the numberof
pseudofermion fields used for the strange kernel to 3 (both asin [84]).
Our key requirement in implementing the improvements was that the time taken
for the generation of a 243 x 64 configurations should reduce, based on an expected
speed up of 50%. We attempted a series of small volume (4+) test runs but found the
parameters carried poorly across to the larger lattices, as one might expect from the
extensivity of the Hamiltonian and thesensitivity of the acceptance to 57. These were
however instructive in determining how best to perform the tuning.
After several iterations of tuning on the 24° x 64 lattices we achieved no more than
a speed up of 16% (there were a number of parameter sets which gave larger absolute
improvements but at the cost of decreased acceptance). An outline of the parameters
used for the generation of the fine ensemble is given below.
e A timestep of 7/d7 = 6, for 7 = 1, was used. The integrators were embedded
such that the gauge was on a timestep of 367 and the fermions on a timestep of
OT.
e The molecular dynamics rational approximation for the light quarks were com-
puted with 5 poles, whilst that for the triple strange was computed with 6 poles.
The higher order approximations for the accept/reject test are computed with 6
and 10 poles for the light and strange respectively.
e Tuning the residual tolerances on a per-pole was found to be reasonably ineffective
for the light quarks®, whilst for the strange MD approximation the zeroth and
first poles were set to a tolerance of 10~°, with the higher poles having tolerances
~ 1077.
 
5Indeed since in Fig. 3.3 the light quark is shown to have a lower overall L. norm this is hardly
surprising.
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Figure 3.3: The Logo force for each pole of the rational approximation and the number
of CGiterations required. 24° x 64 lattice, armj/s; = 0.006/0.03.
Whilst we do not have measures of the fermionic forces before the change in parameters
we show the Lo, norm of the contributions to the fermionic forces from each pole of
the rational approximations in Fig 3.3. The triple-strange force, integrated over all
poles, seems to be considerably higher than the light force which is consistent with
expectations and Fig. 3.2
3.3. Ensembles
In order to study singlet quantities on the lattice a large numberof configurations is
required due to their sensitivity to gluonic and fermionic noise. Central to attaining
accurate determinations of singlet quantities is the generation of ensembles containing
a large number of molecular dynamics trajectories. We have chosen our initial physics
parameters such that our physical results should be directly comparable to those from
the MILC collaboration once finite-stepsize errors due to their use of the R-algorithm
are taken into account. It is for this reason we have chosen to use RHMC — with such
a large number of molecular dynamics trajectories the stepsize using the R-algorithm
would have to be prohibitively small. We have generated the ensembles detailed in
Table 3.1 using the UKQCD’s QCDOC[94] and refer to them as the coarse and fine
ensembles. The plaquette and acceptance for the duration of the fine run are shown
against the molecular dynamics trajectory in Fig. 3.4
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Ny 8B I°xT amis amy Netg NtrajCoarse 2+1 6.75  24°x 64 0.006/0.03 0.183(1) 5237 31422
Fine 2+1 7.095 32° x 64 0.00775/0.031 0.1632(7) 2867 17202  
Table 3.1: UKQCD Asqtad Ensembles generated for the scalar and pseudoscalarsinglet
studies
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3.4 Setting the Scale
When weuse the lattice as a methodof regularising our field theory we introduce the
lattice spacing a as a cutoff for the theory. This corresponds directly to an energy
scale and in order to extract physical quantities from the lattice we must determine
this energy scale. In principle this can be done by comparing quantities such as the
hyperfine splitting of the charmonium system to predictions from lattice perturbation
theory [95], although in our case this requires the costly computation of states in which
we have little direct interest. A more common method is to use the static quark
potential to determine the lattice spacing.
3.4.1 Static Quark Potential
The potential between a pair of infinitely heavy static quarks and antiquarks is well
modelled by phenomenological approaches to hadron physics [96-98]. The form of the
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effective potential used [99] is
aV(r) =Ct+or+ > (3.20)
where r is the separation of the quark and antiquark and o is the ‘string tension’
corresponding to the linear behaviour of the potential at large r. In actions where
rotational invariance is severely damaged one can include a term Viree(7") modelled on
the tree-level one gluon exchange propagator in order to correct for these violations.
However in the case of the one-loop tadpole improved Liischer-Weisz gauge action
rotational symmetry violations are found to be relatively weak [100] and as such we do
not consider such corrections.
Furthermore when dynamical quarks are taken into account there are complications
at large r related to string breaking effects. Studies have been performed [101] in which
a basis of both gluonic and mesonic operators is used in order to detect such effects.
Whilst we do not attempt to study this phenomenon directly we are conscious of its
existence and therefore limit our fit range such that it can be safely neglected.
In a procedurefollowing [99] we measure the potential on the lattice by measuring
Wilson loops of various sizes (both on- and off-axis). The gauge field is iteratively
smeared using 16 applications of the APE smearing technique [35] in order to obtain a
2 x 2 basis for a variational analysis.
Wilson loops of dimension R x S x T (where R and S are the on-axis and off-axis
spatial dimensions of the loop and T is its length in the temporal direction) can be
written in terms of the static quark potential V(r) (r = VR? + S?) as
W(R,S,T) = Deir) exp(—V;,(r)T) (3.21)
The potential V(r) can then be computed via the large-time limit of the ratio
W(R,S,T +1)= — lh ——___ 22
Le. :
V(r) = Jim Von (R, S,T) (3.23)
Non-planar loops (those with S 4 0) are used to obtain values for non-integer r which
provide more fitting points. Also, since there are certain (different) values of (R, S)
that give the same value for r, we may use the static quark potential as a measure of
rotational invariance violations.
Sommer [102] introduced the definition r3F(ro) = 1.65, where F(r) = a (r). The
solution rg corresponds to a physical distance of ~ 0.5 fm. This can be a large source
of systematic error as the physical value of rg is not particularly well defined — it
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Figure 3.5: (V(r) —V(0))ro vs = for the fine and coarse lattices. The dotted line
corresponds to the predictions of the Cornell phenomenological potential model and
the solid lines to fits to (3.20) for both the coarse and fine measurements.
is taken to be within the range 0.45 — 0.5 fm, the uncertainty due to the use of
different phenomenological models as well as sea quark effects. In principle one can
use any solution of r?F(r) = c (where c is constant) to set the scale, indeed the MILC
collaboration use the quantity r1 (defined by r?F(r1) = 1) instead of ro [100] citing
a lower relative error in their determination of the spacing. We have, however, stuck
with the majority of the literature and use rg with a choice of 0.467 fm as the physical
value to set the scale.
Our determinations of r9/a and the lattice spacings a are presented for both the
coarse and fine ensembles in Table 3.2 and the static quark potentials for both are
shown in Fig. 3.5. The lattice spacings obtained are close to the MILC ensembles with
which we aim to compare.
 
 
Ensemble ro/a a [fm]
Coarse 3.8122(74) 0.12250(24)Fine 5.059(10) 0.09231(18)   
hysTable 3.2: Measurements of rg/a and the lattice spacing a, determined using rj
0.467 fm.
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Chapter 4
Data Analysis
Once one has generated an ensemble or several ensembles of configurations and has
measured quantities of interest one must extract the best possible estimate of the
physical observable to which they correspond. Intrinsic to this analysis is the extraction
of a meaniningful estimate of the uncertainty; this is perhaps one of the most artful
parts of lattice QCD as whilst one wishes their mass estimate, for example, to be as
accurate as possible this must be balanced against the cost of having generated the
ensemble in thefirst place.
4.1 Error Estimation
Due to our necessarily finite number of configurations there will be a statistical error
associated with any quantitity measured using these lattices. For a quantity which
is a function of the gauge fields such as the average plaquette P, a so called primary
variable, one can estimate the sample mean and the sample variance using the standard
 
formulae x
O= : s O; (4.1)
Nefg i=1 ‘
and
2 i = _= —— O,-O 4.2
i=1
wherethe use of Nog — 1 instead of Neg in the variance corrects for the bias introduced
by the finite sample size. One can then compute the standard error on the mean O,€
using
 (4.3)
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4.1.1 Resampling Techniques
In the case of secondary variables which are functions of the means of primary variables
we are restricted having a single estimate of the quantity over the entire ensemble. For
a concrete example wetake the effective mass (§4.3) defined as
C(t)=9nell ” C+ 1) (4.4)
Since the correlator C is only meaningful when we look at the mean over the entire
ensemble this restricts us to a single estimate of the effective mass thus equation (4.2)
is no longer applicable. Instead one applies resampling techniques [103] in order to
obtain estimates of the variance of the mean — the most often used being thesingle-
elimination jackknife and bootstrap methods.
In the single-elimination jackknife procedure onebuilds a set of Ncfg biased estimates
x; of the quantity x by eliminating the contribution from a single randomly selected
configuration to the primary variable and computing the secondary variable x7; on the
jackknife sample. From this set one can compute the biased mean
 
1 Netg
Ly = Li 4.5> (4.5)
and the jackknife estimate of the variance
NetgN2 cfg ax V2oo Lyi — Vy . 4.6= gh LenB) (4.6)
The bootstrap method is rather similar in spirit to the jackknife method. One
constructs Npsbiased estimates xp; of the quantity x by constructing pseudoensembles
of Nofg randomly selected configurations from the entire set of Nefg configurations and
measuring x on each of these. Again, one computes the biased mean
Nps
TR= —_d Dey (4.7)
and the bootstrap estimate of the variance
Nps
on= Wertai? ; (4.8)
In order to obtain a reasonable estimate of the variance one typically chooses Nps ~
100.
One should note for both the jackknife and bootstrap estimates of variance that
this is actually the variance of the mean, rather than the variance of the data sample
about the mean, and therefore the standard error on the mean¢ is simply given by o7
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rather than by an application of equation (4.3). There is very little difference between
the two methods in terms of results but where computational effort is required, for
example in cases where one must recompute the vacuum subtraction on a resample by
resample basis, the bootstrap method is preferred due to the typically smaller number
of resamplings required.
4.1.2 Systematic vs. Statistical Errors
We have discussed the methods for determining the statistical errors above but the
majority of quantities which one computes on the lattice carry with them systematic
errors. These can stem from attempting to convert lattice quantities into physical units,
usually due to uncertainty in the value of a determined using the methods described in
Section 3.4, or may be due to a fundamental uncertainty in the analysis — for example
sensitivity to fit ranges, etc. In cases where chiral extrapolations are performed there
are systematic issues pertaining to the modelused to perform the extrapolation, similar
issues arising in the case of continuumandinfinite volume extrapolations.
In Chapters 5 and 6 where quantities are given with a single error, e.g. am =
0.0554(21), this is taken to be the statistical error — in this particular example a
central value of am = 0.0554 with a statistical error of 0.0021. Where systematic errors
are includedtheir origins will be explained.
4.2 Autocorrelations
As hinted at in Section 3.2 consecutive configurations can be highly correlated due to
the nature of the evolution algorithm employed. Thus, when one measures physical
observables on these lattices these too will show correlation in molecular dynamics
time, which werefer to as autocorrelation.
The formula for calculating the variance presented in (4.2) assumes that each mea-
surement is independent of every other measurement — in cases where autocorrelations
are present this will be a biased estimate (it will be systematically lower). One can
attempt to correct for this bias by measuring the autocorrelation function
 
Netg-Talr = Ne x (O(r') 8) (Or +7) -B) , (4.9)
where 7 is the position in molecular dynamics time, from which we can compute the
integrated autocorrelation time TX:
Ne
TAG = 1+ 25. (1—an) (4.10)1 Netg p(0)
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which allows us to compute the true variance o” from the naive variance o?,,. using
2 _ _int _27 = TACnaive - (4.11)
Of course, due to the definition of the autocorrelation function in (4.9), 7i% is differ-
ent for different observables. This is partially due to algorithmic issues — for instance
some algorithms [104] explore topological sectors rather slowly and thus topological
quantities, such as the topological charge Q have long autocorrelation times.
One can attempt to removethe bias due to the autocorrelations without computing
the autocorrelation time by blocking the data. Rather than taking the variance of an
observable to be the variance over all measurements one blocks or bins the measure-
ments from ny successive configurations into a single bin (where the value of the binned
measurement is the mean of its elements). One can now compute the variance of the
binned measurement and observe its behaviour as one increases np — the variance
should plateau at the true variance, although unfortunately since the uncertainty on o
increases with ny this is a self limiting process.
4.3 Effective Mass
In cases where the correlator has a well-defined groundstate whichis split from the first
excited state by an appreciable gap the effective mass!
C(t)eft (t) = In ———~ 4.12aQMeft ( ) n Ct he 1) ( )
is a useful quantity to study.
Dueto the form of the correlation function one can show that
ame(t) tm709 amo , (4.13)
where mo is the mass of the ground-state contributing to the correlator. This asymp-
totic behaviour can be observedas a plateauing of the effective mass and the success of
this method is strongly dependent on a numberoffactors. Firstly we require that the
state of interest is indeed the groundstate — this is often not the case when studying
states with open decay channels where the groundstate is the total mass of the lightest
decay products. Secondly noise limits how far in time we can extend oureffective mass
and thus we require the excited states contribution to the correlation function to decay
more rapidly than that of the groundstate. In cases where the splitting between m1
and mpis small the efficacy of this method is lessened.
 
1Note for the purposesof this discussion we will presume that we are dealing with momentum-zero
states unless otherwise specified.
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Furthermore for states in which the signal to noise ratio of the correlator is poor
one often finds that the effective mass gives way to noise before exhibiting any clear
plateauing. One can ameliorate this situation by using anisotropic lattices in which
a, <a; (where a; and a, are the temporal andspatial lattice spacings respectively).
This provides an improved resolution in the temporal direction without introducing
further finite volumeeffects, allowing one to perform more accurate fits before losing the
signal to noise. Thereis a strong history of using anisotropic lattices for glueball studies
in the quenched approximation [105-107] and progress is being made in dynamical
studies [108].
4.3.1 Weighted Average
In order to extract an estimate of the mass from the plateau region of the effective
mass we compute the weighted average of the effective mass over the plateau region.
The weighted average of ameg(t) over the region [t1, ¢2| is defined as
kyw(thamer(t)am =ry
where w(t) = a e(t) being the standard error on the mean ameg(t). Whilst it is
(4.14)
possible to use the weights to define the variance of am [109] we found this to be an
unreliable method and chose instead use the bootstrap method in order to determine
the variance.
4.4 Variational Method
In cases where one has a basis of different operators measured on individual times-
lices O;(t) one can form a matrix of correlators C;;(t) = (O;(7)O;(7 + t)) (where we
presume any vacuum contributions have been dealt with). Whilst great effort goes
into constructing optimal interpolating operators it is unlikely that our operators O;
form a truly optimal basis for the space of states we wish to study. The variational
method [110,111] is used extensively in the literature to improve this basis, particu-
larly in the cases of baryon spectroscopy [112], charmonium studies [113] and studies
of excited states [114,115]. The variational method is primarily used in glueball stud-
ies [110, 116-118] in order to project out the groundstate as accurately as possible and
have typically been unable to obtain accurate estimates of the second contributing
state.
The variational method consists of finding the eigenvectors u;,u; which maximise
UiCi; (t)u; (4.15)
for a fixed
uiCiy (to) uj z (4.16)
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One can show that this leads to the generalised eigenvalue problem (GEVP)
Ci; (t)uS(t, to) = r* Ci; (to) uF (t, to) for t > to (4.17)
where a = 0...N —1, a = 0 corresponding to the ground state; one must choose
appropriate values of t and tg at which to solve the GEVP (which wecall‘setting the
basis’). For certain classes of improved actions, such as the construction given in §2.3.2,
the transfer matrix is no longer Hermitian and one must take care to avoid setting the
basis at small (t,t 9) where the contributions due to the imaginary eigenvalues are non-
negligible. Liischer and Weisz [12] have shown that for sufficiently large times one
can still consider the spectral decomposition of the transfer matrix without difficulties.
Of course we comefull circle here — since we solve the eigenvalue problem by taking
the inverse of C;;(to) one cannot choose to too large without the inversion becoming
numerically unstable so one typically chooses to ~ 1,2 whilst bearing the above caveat
in mind.
One can construct a new matrix of variational correlators Cag using these eigen-
vectors
Caa(t) = uSCis(t)uy (4.18)
where the element Coo(t) corresponds to the groundstate correlator, C1;(t) to the first
excited, etc. Since the eigenvectors provide an orthogonal basis for C;; at t and to the
matrix Cup is diagonal at these times. One can show that the eigenvalues obtained are
related to the mass by
A(t, to) = e7Matto) (4.19)
where one can compute leading order corrections to this [111] by setting the basis at
various t values and observing the variation of the eigenvalues.
One can use the variational eigenvalues to define an eigenvalue extrapolated effective
mass — by modelling the correlator as a sum of two exponentials [119] one can use the
ratio of thefirst and zeroth eigenvalues in order to reduce the contamination, resulting
in - 1ameg (t) — atsMer (t —1)amo(t) = (4.20)1%
where aire(t) is the effective mass defined in (4.12) with Coo(t) substituted for C(t).
This model relies on the assumption that the contribution of the excited state to the
correlator is small and as such is not always applicable.
In practice there are states propagating backwards in time with a contribution
~ emi(T-t), Whilst these are not expected to cause a problem in the case of glueball
spectroscopy — oneloses the signal to noise before they can be resolved — they can be
clearly observed in the spectroscopy of the 7, p etc. and therefore one must set the
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basis before the backward propagating state’s contribution becomessignificant [120].
Furthermore in spectroscopy using staggered fermionsthereis a further artefact due to
the staggered fermion construction which introduces a parity partner whose contribu-
tion oscillates in time — in this case one cannot apply the variational method without
first removing the oscillating contribution.
4.5 Fitting
In cases whereit is not possible to extract an accurate mass estimate using theeffective
mass technique one must seek to obtain estimates directly from the correlation function
itself. One can do this by performing afit to the correlation function using some model
function. We choose the form
N-1C(p,t) = S> Aye (4.21)
i=0
to reflect the physical correlation function where the amplitudes A; can be considered as
the overlap of our operators with the transfer matrix eigenstate with mass m;, and one
chooses the value of N such that one is attempting to includeall physical states likely
to contribute significantly in the chosen fitting region yet is not overparameterising the
fit based on the numberof data points avaliable to us; in order to have confidence in
our mass estimate one typically wishes to include at least one state above the state of
interest when this is possible.
We must now use our data in order to determine the set of parameters p =
{Ao,mo,..., AN—1, ™n-_1} which best describes our data. In order to do this we define
the correlated-y? statistic as
tmaxP= DY Clo,t) — CW)NV(Clo, t’) — C(t’) (4.22)
t,t/=tmin
where Viv is the inverse of the covariance matrix Viy
1 Netg
Vw = yy S> (Ci(t) — EH) (Ci(t’) - E#)) (4.23)
cfg — 1 i= 1
and in a slight abuse of notation C corresponds to the mean correlator defined via (4.1)
rather than the variational correlator as defined in (4.18).
By minimising (4.22) with respect to our parameters p we obtain a set of parameters
that are deemed to describe our data well — a value of y? © ngof, where ngof is the
numberof data points used minus the numberof independent parameters, is deemed
acceptable. A detailed discussion offitting correlated data is given in [121,122].
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In general one wishes the fit parameters, corresponding to physical amplitudes and
masses as they do, to be stable with respect to both the time range over which onefits
and the operators used to form the correlators. To address the first point one usually
plots the massof the state of interest at fixed tmax whilst varying tmin — a plateau here
indicates that the state we are observing truly is the groundstate and contamination
from the next states is minimised.
Choosing an appropriate value of N in (4.21) is, as mentioned, critical to obtaining
a good fit: if one chooses N too small then there are not enough degrees of freedom
to resolve the physics of the system properly; on the other hand if one chooses N
too large then there are too many degrees of freedom andthe fit becomes unstable,
often resorting to choosing unphysical or degenerate masses. Since the fitting range is
limited by the quality of data available so too is the maximum possible value of N —
for example if one can only fit up to t = 8 then one can choose N no greater than 3.
4.6 Factorising Fitting
By fitting to several correlators simultaneously one can extend the amount of data
available to resolve the fit parameters. One can write the correlation function as a sum
over transfer matrix eigenstates
Ci;(t) = (0|O;(7 + t)O,(7)| 0)
= $5(0|O;(r + t)| n)(n|O;(z)| O)e™>* (4.24)
thus one can consider the physically motivated fitting matrix
N-1
[F@lg = figlt) = D> Pete (4.25)
a=0
where we have truncated the infinite sum over eigenstates to a sum over N and c% is
the overlap of the operator O; with the a* state. One then performs the usual chi-
squared minimisation where all overlaps and masses are determined simultaneously.
This procedure is referred to as a factorising or multichannel fit.
Since there will be correlations between the correlators formed from different com-
binations of operators as well as between those on different timeslices we must now
define our covariance matrix as
Netg1 — _
VaB:a!B'stt! = Nes“1 ) (Cap(t) — Caalt)) (Capi (t’) _ Cura(t’)) (4.26)
ae i=l
and our correlated-y? correspondingly as
tmax
= S
>
SS Casle,t) — Caslt)) NVasiarartet (Carar(p,t’) —Carar(t!)) - (4.27)
aB;al3! tt! =tmin
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A discussion of the utility of this method will be given on a case bycase basis.
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Chapter 5
Glueball Measurement
5.1 Introduction
The non-abelian nature of the SU(3) gauge group used in QCDintroduces non-vanishing
gluonfield interactions in the latter part of (1.10) which are predicted [123], in the
strong coupling limit, to manifest themselves as colour-singlet bound states — glue-
balls. Some of the earliest pure gauge(i.e. simulations in which fermionic degrees of
freedom are ignored completely) simulations of both SU(2) and SU(3) lattice gauge
theory focussed on the spectrum of these glueball states [36, 116,118, 124, 125], finding
Ma(0**) in the range 1.5—1.7 GeV. Whilethereis no a priori reason that the glueball
spectrum of pure gauge SU(3) should agree with that of fully dynamical lattice QCD
— dynamical quarks mix the glueball with the mesonic states — we take this as a
guide. Thus when we aim to study the ‘glueball’ spectrum in fully dynamical QCD we
are actually studying the spectrum of glue-rich states which for convenience we refer
to as glueballs.
The current experimental status of glueballs is unclear; there are a numberof ex-
periments actively engaged [126] or soon to be become engaged [127,128] in the study
of glueballs but as with lattice QCD studies results are complicated by strong mixing
effects. The primary method for identifying glueball candidates is by observing their
production in glue-rich decay channels, such as the decays of J/w. Detailed reviews of
the situation are given in [129,130].
The most commonly considered phenomenological scenario is that the three gener-
ally accepted 0+T states between 1 and 2 GeV are caused by the mixing of two gg meson
states with a scalar glueball. Of the three observed! isoscalar 0+* states in this region
— fo(1370), fo(1500) and f9(1710) — the fo(1710) is thought to be an s3 state, due to
its dominant decay into KK and its absence in pp annihilation. The (1370) decays
predominantly into multi-7 final states and thusis thought to be primarily uu + dd.
 
1There is a fourth state, the fo(1790), claimed by BES [131] but it is unobserved elsewhere and is
not yet recognised by the PDG [132].
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Whilst in recent years the availability of teraflop and petaflop supercomputers has
meant that the production of fully dynamical ensembles has become widespread in the
lattice QCD community [74,133,134] these ensembles have mainly focussed on accessing
a wide range of quark masses, lattice spacings and volumes in order to fully explore
chiral extrapolations, lattice artefacts and finite-size effects and as such thestatistics,
whilst fine for the purpose, are lower than is necessary to clearly measure the glueball
spectrum.
As described in chapter 3 we have generated two fully dynamical ensembles with
large statistics and pion masses 2 — 2.5 times heavier than the physical pion mass.
These near-physical pion masses allow a realistic chance for studying glueball decay
into two pseudoscalars (particularly the mz channel) andit is hoped the large numberof
configurations in each ensemble will allow for an accurate determination of the vacuum
subtraction as well as fits to larger times.
Furthermore the pseudoscalar glueball has received scant attention in recent years
as quenchedlattice studies showed it to be heavy (M > 2.0 GeV) [106,125]. Recent
phenomenological mixing studies [135,136] predict its mass to be much lower, ~ 1.4 GeV
— thisis close to the mass of the 7(1405), formerly known as z and a strong pseudoscalar
glueball candidate [137,138]. It is therefore important to measure the pseudoscalar
glueball mass with fully dynamical ensembles.
5.1.1 Unquenching Effects on the Scalar Glueball
As mentioned the inclusion of dynamical quarks in our simulations causes mixing be-
tween the glueball states of pure gauge SU(3) and q@ states. An interesting question
is how strong is this mixing and how doesit effect the masses of the states we observe.
There have been several studies of glueballs in dynamical QCD with inconsistent results.
One particular phenomenon that was observed in early dynamical lattice QCD
studies of the glueball spectrum [117] was a large reduction in the mass of the scalar
glueball accompanied by a minimal change in the mass of the tensor glueball when
compared to quenched studies. This phenomenonis referred to as the scalar dip and
has been explained [117] as being due to the clover term introducing an effectively
adjoint piece to the action, enhancing the strength of an already present bulk phase
transition [139] in the fundamental-adjoint plane of the Wilson gauge action. A more
recent study using clover fermions with an improved gauge action in which the strength
of the phase transition is expected to be reduced showed a similar reduction in the
scalar glueball mass [140] which the authors argue is not due to the phase transition. A
recent study using staggered fermions [141] showed results more consistent with those
of quenched simulations.
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It is evident that the effects of unquenching on the scalar glueball mass are far
from understood and therefore we hope that the use of high statistics will allow us to
get an accurate determination of the scalar glueball mass with dynamical quarks to be
compared with quenched measurements.
5.2 Glueball Operators
Since the SO(4) rotational invariance of the continuum theory is broken to the cubic
rotation group O) bythelattice discretisation procedure the operators which we must
construct to study glueballs on the lattice lie in particular irreducible representations
(irreps) of this group. A thorough treatment of this involved topic is given in [116] and
as such we shall only give an overview.
5.2.1 0** Operators
In order to study the 0** glueball we construct operators using a combination of Wilson
loops which is invariant under the Aft irrep* of O;. The simplest such combination
is the sum of spatial plaquettes P, over all spatial planes, i.e.
++Ay 7 = 5 - ‘ - 2rin =O;* (p,t)=Tr )> (Play (@,t) + Phy. (@,t) + Pha (@t)) eb P* (5.1)
z
where the Fourier transform ensures that our operator couples to the state with the
correct definite momentum (in this study we will consider |p| = 0 and |p| = 1 states
only) and the superscript i refers to the Teper-blocking level, as described below.
The construction given in (5.1) is the simplest operator satisfying the requirements
of being invariant under both parity and charge conjugation, as well as having the
correct rotational symmetries. However by using elementary plaquettes we have a
limited projection onto the glueball wavefunction — the plaquettes have a spatial extent
equal to the lattice spacing (in this study ~ 0.1fm), and studies have shown [142] that
the 0** glueball wavefunction has an effective radius ro ~ 0.3fm (ro ~ 0.6fm for the
2+). This, as well as decreasing the vacuum noise, motivates us to extend ourbasis of
operators by using the Teper blocking procedure [36]. We denote the n-times blocked
plaquette Py by PP.
5.2.2 Teper Blocking
This procedure was developed precisely for the reasons outlined above. It consists of
increasing the extent of the glueball operator’s spatial extent whilst maintaining the
spatial density of links (in contrast, for example, to using plaquettes of increasing size
 
?Actually the Op irrep is Af (where this positive refers to evenness under parity conjugation) and
the additional positive in the text above refers to the state’s evenness under charge conjugation.
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on an unblockedlattice). The blocking procedure is rather simple andis easily carried
out iteratively — indeed one achieves better results by blocking a number of times as
demonstrated in [36].
The links on an N + 1 times blocked lattice are formed from those of an N times
blocked lattice by combining the product of 2 spatial “links” (since on an already
blocked lattice these are rather complicated structures) and the sum of the spatial
staples, i.e.
N+1 N N ~Uy (2) — PIU (2)U,, (x + fi)
(5.2)
+ So UN(@)UN (@t UN(a t+ 0 + ful(a + 2A)
teuv#A4
where the operation P denotes projection back onto the nearest element of SU(3)
(this projection is not carried out in [36]). As with APE smearing we do not block in
the temporal direction as we wish to keep the structure of the transfer matrix intact.
Each application of the blocking procedure reduces the numberof useable links in the
spatial directions of the lattice by a factor of two which limits the numberof times the
procedure can be applied.
5.2.3 2t* Operators
To study the tensor 2** state we construct operators which are invariant under either
of the doubly degenerate ET+ and a* irreps. We choose the Er+ irrep which allows
for the use of basic plaquettes and form 2 combinations of spatial plaquettes:
Ett : _ x 5O;* (t)=Tr S> (Phey(@,t) — Piy.(@,t)) (5.3)
and
Eft i 4s ei i faOO =)(Fig@) + Bigz—2PizclZ4)) - (5.4)
xz
Note that here we do not include the Fourier factor as we did for the 0** operators as
the boosting causes mixing between the E and 7» irreps.
5.2.4 0-* Operators
In order to study the pseudoscalar glueball (or indeed any parity negative state) we
require an operator which flips under a parity inversion to an operator which cannot
be obtained by rotations alone. We can immediately see that this is not possible using
planar operators such as the plaquettes above as they are incapable of capturing the
behaviour of the third axis under flip of a single axis. We must instead use non-planar
AT
     
Figure 5.1: Schematics of the hand (left) and butterfly (right) operators which can be
used to study the pseudoscalar glueball.
operators with an intrinsic handedness such as the hand and butterfly loops shown in
Fig. 5.1.
For technical reasons we choose to use the hand operator only, which we denote by
Hg. As Hg is parity-odd we must make the distinction between the left-handed and
right-handed versions and we do this by adding L and R to the subscript, respectively.
Obtaining parity-oddnessis not the end of the story, however — we must now ensure
that we combine our Hg17p} correctly in order to obtain the correct A; rotational
symmetry. This is done similarly to OAT, and we obtain our pseudoscalar glueball
operator
ofr ‘
O; 7 = Tr ys ((Agpry (t ) + Agpyz(t) + Hg,22(t))
(5.5): (aml + Hipye(t) + Hi,zzolt)) )
Wecan also use our Hg loops to construct Age operators by considering our parity-
even requirement. Pairing this with the fact that Hgrp = P (Hg7) we can simply flip
the sign on the Hgpr term of equation 5.5 in order to obtain an alternative Ay operator
ot (1) = ye ((HBpay(t) + A8rye(t) + ABr20(t)) (5.6)+ (Hi.peay(t) + Hbysl) + Hi.neo(t)) )
5.2.5 Torelon Operators
On a periodic spatial lattice tubes of colour-flux can wrap around the spatial torus and
form closed loops. At low temperature these states will be stable and are referred to
as torelons, with a mass given by
T=f7b—-— ; 5.7am; a aL ( )
We can use Polyakov loopsas interpolating operators for these states as has been done
in previous studies [117,143]. However, given the spatial extent of our lattices the mass
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of the torelon will be far greater than that of the groundstate scalar glueball and as
such we consider them no further.
5.2.6 Spin Ambiguity
In the continuum where thefull Lorentz group exists a spin-zero state is invariant under
rotation through any angle 6 about its spatial axes. However, as has been discussed,
symmetries of the full Lorentz group are broken to a discrete subgroup on the lattice
— the smallest rotation one can perform is one of 5 about its spatial axes. It becomes
evident on thelattice that a spin-4 state will be indistinguishable from a spin-zero state
— that is to say the operator in equation (5.1) is invariant under the 5 rotations that
we would usually use to define a spin-4 state. In the case of the PC = +4 states
we know from Regge trajectory arguments that the lightest 077 is lighter than the
lightest 4+ state so we do not expect that they will be confused in our fits. However
it has been pointed out that the lightest 4~* state is in fact lighter than the lightest
0-t state [144] and this could lead to a misidentification of spin in the pseudoscalar
sector. Constructions that introduce further approximate symmetries (which become
exact in the continuum limit) to our operators have been developed [145] in order to
differentiate between ambiguousstates, however we choose not to employ them.
5.2.7 Measured Operators
We have measured the scalar glueball operator O4i” as defined in (5.1) at four levels
of Teper blocking (0,1,2 and 3), where the Teper blocking has been applied to a gauge
field which has been APE smeared twice with c = 2.5 (thus the operators ost(i)
are measured on this APE smearedfield) for both the coarse andfine lattices at both
|p| = 0 and |p| = 1. The tensor operators OFT” and O'Fi” have been measured using
the same parameters, although on a subset of the ensemble.
The pseudoscalar operators O41* and the alternative scalar operators O'4I” have
been measured at Teper blocking levels 0,1 and 2 (as discussed in §5.2.2 the doubling
of “link” length with each application limits the number of applications) where again
the gauge field has first been APE smeared twice with a smearing parameter c = 2.5.
Again, these have been measured on a subset of the ensemble.
5.3 Structure of the Analysis
Wewill first present the analysis for the scalar glueball operators on the coarse lattices.
This will be performed in several ways: by studying the effective mass as defined in
(4.12); the effective mass computed using the variational correlators (which for conve-
nience we label the variational effective mass); by studying the eigenvalues obtained
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from the solution of the generalised eigenvalue problem (4.17); and by performing fac-
torising fits to various bases of operators. This will be performed for both |p] = 0 and
|p| = 1 correlators and will be followed by a similar analysis for the fine scalar glueball
operators. Finally we will present the results for our pseudoscalar and tensor glueball
operators on both the coarse andfine lattices.
5.4 Effective Mass Results
In Fig. 5.2 we show the effective mass as defined in (4.12) computed using a basis of
the scalar glueball operators OAT at 4 levels of Teper blocking on the coarselattices,
along with the averages obtained by computing the weighted average between t = 2—5
on the diagonal entries of the matrix of correlators corresponding to oO;a and Oei*
respectively; the values obtained are presented in Table 5.1. There appears to be a
systematic difference between the estimates obtained using the 2 x 2 and the 3 x 3
correlators, although the large statistical errors on each mean that the estimates are
statistically compatible.
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Figure 5.2: The effective mass for the diagonal entries of a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators++formed using the |p] = 0 operators on defined in (5.1), measured on the coarse
lattices. The weighted averages for blocking levels 2 and 3 are shown, computed from
t=2-5.
In an attempt to study the dependence of the mass estimate on our choice of
blocking level we present the weighted averages computedfor different combinations of
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operators (i.e. different blocking levels for the oAi* operators) as well as over different
t ranges in Fig. 5.3. There appears to be a dependence on the choice of operators
used, the data showing an almost monotonic decrease in the weighted average as one
increases the level of blocking at a fixed time range. This is not completely unexpected
— the coupling of the lower blocking levels to excited states is likely to be larger by
construction? and as such the plateau of their effective masses will onset later, if at all.
This effect is clear in Fig. 5.2 where one can see that the effective masses of the 0 x 0
and 1 x 1 correlators fail to plateau before falling into noise.
 Operators t AMeft
2x2 2—5 0.966(59)
2x2 3—5 1.01(13)
2x2 3—6 0.99(14)
3x3 2—5 0.875(69)
3x3 3—5 0.82(15)3x3 3-6 0.83(12)     
Table 5.1: Effective masses obtained from the weighted average of the effective mass
: e Attcomputed using the correlator formed using the |p| = 0 operators O”1 measured on
the coarse lattices. The blocking level combination is given in column one, and the
averaging window in column two.
The dependence on the weighted averaging range appears to be weaker than the
dependence on the basis — Figs. 5.3(a), 5.3(b) and 5.3(c) all show similar qualitative
behaviour. In order to remove this dependence on basis we perform the variational
projection as described in Section 4.4 in order to project out the eigenstates to which
the operators couple.
5.4.1 Variational Effective Masses
Whilst we may use the varational method in order to project into an optimal basis
of operators one must choose where to perform this projection, introducing a further
degree of freedom. Asdiscussed in Section 4.4 one must take care when performingthis
projection at small t/to when certain improved gauge actions, including the Liischer-
Weisz gauge action, are used.
The effective masses for the variational ground state correlator Coo(t) where the
projection has been performed at t/to = 1/0, 2/1 and 3/2 are presented* in Fig. 5.4
along with the weighted averages for various t ranges for the 2/1 projection. There
appears to be minimal difference for the 2/1 projection if one compares the qualitative
behaviour to that observed in Fig. 5.2. For the 3/2 projection the errors on the effective
 
30Orrather, lack thereof. _ _
“For the 3/2 projection we use Ci1(¢) since, as will be discussed, Coo(¢) seems to correspond to a
lower lying state.
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Figure 5.3: Weighted averages of the effective masses computed from the correlation++functions C;;(|p] = 0,t) computed using the scalar operators on (|p| = 0) on the
coarse lattices. i x j is used to denote the blocking level combination. The weighted
averages are performed over different t ranges as specified in each subfigure caption.
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mass are so large as to make the estimate consistent with zero which we believe to be
due to an unstable variational projection. This is not unexpected, as discussed in
Section 4.4, and one can see that this is indeed the case by studying the distribution
of the eigenvalues obtained from the solution of the GEVP (4.17).
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Figure 5.4: Effective masses computed using the variational correlator as defined
in (4.18) for different choices of t/to, projecting from a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators; Att Att Att attconstructed using {O9* , O;’ , Oj’ ,O3* } measured on the coarse lattices with
|p] = 0. The effective masses for the 1/0 and 2/1 projections use Coo(t) whereas for the
3/2 projection we use C1;(t). The weighted averages are shownfor the 2/1 projection,
computed from t = 2 —5 and t = 3 — 6 with the errors computed using a bootstrap
procedure with Ngs = 50.
In Table 5.2 we present the eigenvalues obtained from the solution of (4.17) for a
4x 4 matrix of correlators formed using the basis of operators foai* (0,t), ost (0,t),
oi” (0,t), os" (0,t)}, with the errors computed using the variance of \* over 50
bootstrap samples. We can see that for the t/tg = 1/0 and 2/1 projections the eigen-
values up to and including \? are reasonably well determined. For the 3/2 projection
however not only is \° inconsistent with the determinations from the 1/0 and 2/1 pro-
jections, but the errors are large and \! is poorly determined. Of course one expects
that \° should change as one moves out in timesince the eigenvaluesreflect the spectral
structure of the transfer matrix at the point at which the projection is performed —
if the correlators which we use to solve (4.17) involve significant excited state contri-
butions (beyond what can be accommodated comfortably by a 4 x 4 basis) then the
eigenvalues are goingto be artificially low and only when these excited states contribute
less will we obtain satisfactory estimates of the eigenvalue spectrum.
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Onecan follow a similar argument that if the correlators contain contributions from
low lying states, e.g. a 77 state from the decayofa glueball, then one will only be able to
fit this into our basis of states once excited state contributions are negligible — indeed
this could be what we are observing for the 3/2 projection where \° corresponds to
a mass of amo = 0.26(12) (cf. 2am, = 0.366(2)), however the large error and poor
determination of the remaining eigenvalues do not allow us to draw firm conclusions.
 t/to x x? d°
1/0 0.2996(60) 0.132(25) 0.061(34) 0.042(37)
2/1 0.3371(68) 0.165(26) 0.114(33) 0.029(45)
3/2 1.30(43) 0.43(44) 0.06(47) -2.03(64)
2/0 0.1023(21) 0.021(12) 0.006(14) 0.001(15)
3/0 0.0399(9) 0.0053(50) 0.0004(57) -0.0031(62)
3/1 0.1384(29) 0.0769(93) 0.002(19) -0.048(26)
4/2 6(3) 0(3) 0(3) -2(3)      
Table 5.2: Eigenvalues obtained from the solution of the GEVP at the specified t/to.
Coarse 4 x 4 basis of |p| = 0 oAi* operators.
Basis Experimentation
If the poor determination of the eigenspectrum and thus of the variational effective
mass for large bases of operators is due to attempting to resolve a large eigenspace
using noisy data then one ought to look at trying to resolve smaller eigenspaces. To
this end we perform a variational analysis using a 3 x 3 matrix of correlators formed
using the operators {oem oea 0.my concentrating on the eigenvalue spectrum
and present the results in Table 5.3. It is apparent that not only is the distribution
of the eigenvalues narrower for the 3/2 projection using the 3 x 3 matrix but also
the determination of \! seemsreliable. Furthermoresince \1(3,2) ~ \°(2, 1) this lends
credence to our argument that by performing the projection at larger t/to pairs one may
be observing decay products. The variational weighted average for the 2/1 projection
on this basis of operators computed between t = 2 — 5 is presented in Fig. 5.5, where
the error on the weighted average of the 3/2 projection, computed between t = 2 — 4
are rather large due to the need to use thefirst excited state correlator.
 
    
t/to ae d* Ne
1/0 0.2994(60) 0.119(27) 0.061(35)
2/1 0.3383(69) 0.152(27) 0.099(35)
3/2 0.522(21) 0.349(33) -0.28(12)  
Table 5.3: Eigenvalues obtained from the solution of the GEVP at the specified t/to.
. . Att Att AttCoarse 3 x 3 matrix of correlators formed using {09+ ,O,* ,O3' } for |p| = 0.
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Figure 5.5: Effective masses computed using the variational correlator as defined in
(4.18) for different choices of t/to, projecting from a matrix of correlators constructed
using {00a oS‘ OGmy measured on the coarse lattices with |p| = 0. Theeffective
masses for the 1/0 and 2/1 projections use Coo(t) whereas the 3/2 projection uses
Ci: (t). The weighted averages are shown for the 2/1 and 3/2 projections, computed
between t = 2—5 and t = 2—4 respectively. All errors are computed using a bootstrap
procedure with Ngs = 50.
5.5 Effective Mass Results: |p] = 1
When computing the scalar glueball correlators one must bear in mind that there is a
significant contribution from the vacuum. Onecaneither take this into account when
fitting by including an additive constant or, as is more often carried out, perform a
vacuum subtraction; this is necessary if one wishes to study effective masses but can be
a source of physical noise. Furthermore the vacuum contribution is large and thereby
numerical errors may creep in. The vacuum subtractionis only necessary for the |p| = 0
operators and as such by studying the |p| = 1 correlators we sidestep these issues.
5.5.1 |p| =1 Correlators
When studying correlators of boosted operators one is studying a boosted spectrum
and therefore the masses extracted by whatever means are in fact energies. In order to
estimate the masses from these energies one must use the dispersion relation; one can
either use the continuum dispersion relation [4] or the lattice dispersion relation
3 . 27D2 2 2,2 2 a= . 5.8a* E*(p) =a*m * dsm ( r ) ( )
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Since we are working with large spatial extents and choose only to study states with
|p| < 1 where the difference between the continuum and lattice dispersion relations
is negligible we choose, following [117] and [146], to use the lattice dispersion relation
(5.8). For convenience wewill refer to the effective energies as effective masses except
where to do so would cause confusion, indeed in most cases we present the effective
mass such that a comparison with the |p| = 0 results can be madereadily.
Wepresent the weighted averagesof the effective massesfor correlators of oft” (|p| =
1) and of(a = 1) at different blocking levels with 1 = j in Table 5.4. A subset
of these are presented in Fig. 5.6. The reduction in the weighted average of the the
effective mass between the 2 x 2 and 3 x 3 correlators, observed for the |p| = 0, is less
evident here although the increased statistical errors would mask any effect there may
be. The |p] = 0 and |p| = 1 results are shownsidebyside in Fig.5.7.
 Operators t aber amMest1x1 2—5 1.01(16) 0.98(17)
1x1 2—6 1.01(16) 0.98(17)2x2 2-5 0.98(11) 0.95(11)2x2 2-6 0.96(11) 0.92(12)2x2 3-5 0.86(24) 0.82(25)2x2 3-6 0.82(23) 0.78(24)3x3 2-5 1.02(16) 0.99(17)
3x3 2—6 0.98(18) 0.94(19)
3x3 3—5 0.90(38) 0.86(40)
3x3 3 —6 0.81(39) 0.77(41)     
Table 5.4: Effective masses obtained from the weighted average of the effective mass
computed using the correlator formed using the |p| = 1 scalar operators OAT” measured
on the coarse lattices. The blocking level combination is given in column one, and the
averaging window in column two.
5.5.2 Variational Effective Masses
As with the momentum-zero effective masses we should look at the variational results
in order to project out the groundstate. The variational effective masses for different
. ou. . Att Af Ajt Aft .projections using the basis of operators {Oj' ,O;' ,O,* ,O3* } are presented in
Fig. 5.8 along with the weighted average between ¢t = 1 and 4 for the projection per-
formed at t/to = 2/1. Again we face potential stability issues — the 3/2 projection
is not shownsince the first two contributing states are low lying states and the statis-
tical error on the third is large, such that for t > 1 the effective mass is statistically
consistent with zero. By examining the eigenvalue distribution one can show that the
projection is indeed unstable for the 3/2 projection.
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Figure 5.6: The effective mass for the diagonal entries of a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators++formed using the |p| = 1 operators on defined in (5.1), measured on the coarse
lattices. The weighted averages for blocking levels combinations 2 x 2 and 3 x 3 are
shown, computed from t = 2—5 andt=3-6.
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Basis Experimentation
We have experimented using smaller bases of operators in order to improve the varia-++ - ++tional projection. In the case of the |p| = 1 operators the (0; O37 O33 } basis++ ++ ++was found to be the most stable, compared to (on? On 083 } for the |p| = 0;
there is no a priori reason that the optimal basis should be the same for non-zero and
zero-momentum operators. The eigenvalue spectra for the variational projections using
this basis, performed at different values of t/to, are presented in Table 5.5.
 
    
t/to a dl x
1/0 0.2715(55) 0.087(27) 0.031(35)
2/1 0.3175(67) 0.188(21) 0.112(31)
3/2 0.596(54) 0.286(70) -0.10(12)  
Table 5.5: Eigenvalues obtained from the solution of the GEVP at the specified t/to.++ ++ ++
Coarse 3 x 3 basis of {03% Of Os } for |p| = 1.
Att att attTheeigenvalues obtained from the projection of the |p| = 0 basis {Op* ,O,* ,O3* }
and the |p| = 1 basis (oat ostoaty are converted into masses using (4.19) and
(5.8) and are presented in Fig. 5.9. There is a strong consistency between the |p| = 0
and |p] = 1 eigenvalues corresponding to the ground andexcited states for all projec-
tions shown. Furthermore for the 3/2 projection the first excited mass is consistent
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with the groundstate masses for the other two bases, the groundstate lying lower. This
gives us reason to believe that this reduction in massfor the largest t/tg projection ob-
served previously may indeed be the result of some underlying physics such as glueball
decay.
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Figure 5.9: The masses extracted from the variational eigenvalues for different t/to++ ++ ++using the |p| = 0 basis of operators {og O33 083 } and the |p| = 1 basis of
++ + ++operators {07% a1 Os3 } on the coarse lattices. The errors are obtained using
a bootstrap procedure with Ngg = 50. Missing points correspond to negative or very
poorly determined eigenvalues. The energies corresponding to a 77 state with |p| = 0
and |p| = 1 are drawn for comparision.
We present the effective masses computed using the correlators obtained from the
variational projection at various t/tg using a basis of operators fost ost” oAmy
in Fig. 5.10. The effective energy obtained from taking the weighted average of the
effective mass for the 2/1 projection from t = 1 — 4 is aEeg = 1.080(23), which is
statistically compatible with the effective energy obtained from the same weighted
averaging range using the 2/1 projection from the 4x4 |p| = 1 basis of aE.g = 1.084(60).
5.5.3 Alternative Operators
As mentioned in §5.2.4 one may use the handed shape Hg shownin Fig. 5.1 to form the
scalar glueball operator O’Ay* given in (5.6). We briefly present the results obtained
using this operator and compare them to those obtained using the ort operators.
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Figure 5.10: Effective masses computed using the variational correlator as defined in
(4.18) for different choices of t/to, projecting from a matrix of correlators constructed
. Att Att Att . .using {O,' ,O,* ,O3 } measured on thecoarse lattices with |p| = 1. Theeffective
masses for the 1/0 and 2/1 projections use Coo(t) whereas the 3/2 projection uses
Cii(t). The weighted average is shown for the 2/1 projection, where the errors are
computed using a bootstrap procedure with Nps = 50.
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In Fig. 5.11 we show thevariational effective masses for the basis of |) = 0 operators
(oroAof} projected at various t/tg and the weighted average for the 2/1
projection between ¢ = 2 and ¢ = 4, obtaining am = 1.002(75). This appears to be
consistent with the masses obtained using the standard plaquette-like operators as well
as those obtained from the eigenspectra of variational projections for both the oAr*
and O/4i* operators, comparisons of which are shownin Fig. 5.12.
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Figure 5.11: The effective masses computed using the variational correlators obtained
. us . WATT AT WATT)using a projection on a 3 x 3 basis of operators {O)' ,O;* ,O,* } with |p| =0 at
the specified t/to. The weighted average between t = 2 and t = 4 is shownfor the 2/1
basis.
5.5.4 Comparison of Mass Estimates
In Fig. 5.13 we present a comparison of various masses obtained so far. These are, from
left to right:
e Weighted average (t = 2 —5) of the variational effective mass from the 2/1
. . . Avr Att Arr .
projection on a 3 x 3 basis of {05+ ,O3’ ,O3* } with |p| =0.
e Weighted average (t = 1 — 4) of the variational effective mass from the 2/1
Bs ips 5 AR AT? wAt? p»AlTyprojection on a 4 x 4 basis of {Oj ,O,* ,O* ,O3* } with |p| =1.
e Weighted average (t = 1 — 4) of the variational effective mass from the 2/1
oy ‘ Att Att pAtt, _.projection on a 3 x 3 basis of {O;+ ,O,? ,O3* } with |p| = 1.
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am
from
Weighted average (t = 2 — 4) of the variational effective mass from the 2/1
1. . WATt att pratt,projection on a 3 x 3 basis of {O97 + ,O;? ,O,7* } with |p| = 0.
Mass extracted from the groundstate eigenvalue of the 2/1 projection of a 3 x 3
. Att Art Art .basis of {O5' ,O3* ,O3* } with |p| = 0.
Massextracted from the groundstate eigenvalue of the 2/1 projection of a 3 x 3
. Arr Att Att .basis of {O,' ,O3' ,O3* } with |p| = 1.
Massextracted from thefirst excited state eigenvalue of the 3/2 projection of a
. Att Att Att .3 x 3 basis of {O9* ,O,* ,O3* } with |p| = 0.
Massextracted from thefirst excited state eigenvalue of the 3/2 projection of a
. Att Att Att .
3 x 3 basis of {O;* ,O,* ,O3* } with |p| =1.
Massextracted from the groundstate eigenvalue of the 2/1 projection of a 3 x 3
. ATT Att att .basis of {O05 ,O;* ,O,7 } with |p| = 0.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of mass estimates obtained for the scalar glueball using dif
ferent methods (effective masses and variational eigenvalues). The points are described
briefly on the axis and a more detailed description is given in the text (§5.5.4).
We note that there is good consistency between the different mass determinations
different sources. The estimate for the weighted average (t = 2 — 5) of the
effective mass obtained using the variational groundstate correlator formed using the
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a Att ,Att Att . .2/1 projection on the {O9* ,O,' ,O3' } basis of operators does lie somewhat lower,
althoughis statistically consistent with the other determinations at the 1o level.
5.6 Factorising Fit Results
Since we have observed what we believe to be evidence of an open decay channel
in the variational eigenvalue results we look to perform factorising fits as described
in Section 4.6. In principle this should help us to resolve the “glueball” and decay
channel states simultaneously, although one must remember that in the presence of
decay channels our notion of a transfer matrix eigenstate no longer holds.
Webegin by performingfully correlated factorising fits to a 4 x 4 matrix of correla-
. . Att Att Att Arttors, using the basis of scalar glueball operators {O9’ ,O;* ,O,’ ,©3* } for both
|p| = 0 and |p| = 1. We vary both the fit ranges and the value of Nexp in (4.25), i.e.
the number of exponentials to which we fit. Our criteria for a good fit are that the
x?/d.o.f. should be near to 1 and that the resulting parameters should be reasonably
stable with respect to changes in the fit range.
In Fig. 5.14 and Table 5.6 we present the factorising fit results for this basis for
both Nexp = 2 and Nexp = 3, with tmax fixed at t = 6 and a varying tmin. For tmin > 2
one can see good consistency between the two and three-exponential fits, however on
closer inspection of the final fit parameters one can see that this is due to the mass
my favouring a very large value such that its contribution is essentially zero forall ¢
— this not only gives us confidence that our vacuum subtraction has been performed
sufficiently well® but also tells us that two-exponential fits ought to be sufficient.
One can see that groundstates obtained from the |p] = 0 correlators show a down-
ward trend as one increases tmin. This is consistent with the picture obtained from
both the effective mass weighted averages (Fig. 5.7) and the masses extracted from the
variational eigenvalues® (Fig. 5.9). That the trend is weaker for the |p| = 1 correlators
than for the |p] = 0 correlators is inconsistent — the |p| = 1 fits show no low lying state
— although one must take into account the particularly poor y?/d.o.f. values for the
|p| = 1 fits.
In Fig. 5.15 and Table 5.7 we again present the factorising fit results for this basis
for both Nexp = 2 and Nexp = 3, but with tmax fixed at tmax = 7 and a varying tmin.
Again there is good consistency between the two and three-exponentialfits, however
this is again due to mg either becominglarge or, in several cases, degenerate with m.
 
51f the vacuum subtraction had not removed the vacuum contribution completely there would be
an additive constant which would result in any redundant mass parameters defaulting to zero in order
to take this into account.
Attor = sy : ; : Att Att©The variational projection for Fig. 5.9 was carried out on the basis {O)* ,O; ?,O,7 }.
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Nexp [P| tmin tmax amo amy am2 x7/d.o.f.
1 6 1.0336(29) 1.84(11) — 3.176
2 0 2 6 0.887(14) 1.332(47) — 0.6353 6 0.62(13) 1.22(10) — 0.3491 6 1.0770(60) 1.70(14) = 0.8322 |1]| 2 6 1.034(36) 1.42(22) — 0.301
3 6 1.19(15) 3.30[—] — 0.189
1 6 0.9409(43) 1.626(37) 18.04[-] 1.309
3 0 2 6 0.32(15) 0.9495(57) 1.77[-] 0.607
3 6 0.306(92) 1.016(17) 7.79[-] 0.3273 zt f & 1:0682(60) 1.623(75) 21.-26[-] 0.329
2 6 1.046(31) 1.41(20) 3.53[—] 0.173
Table 5.6: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential factorising fits to a
i . . Att Af Aft Att, _.4x 4 matrix of correlators using a basis of operators {Oj ,O;' ,O1 ,O3' } with
|p] = 0 and |p| = 1 for varying tmin With tmax fixed at t = 6. Where errors are quoted
as [—] this indicates that the gradient in that direction of parameter space could not
be determined, i.e. that the parameter is essentially free.
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Figure 5.14: Results from factorising fits applied to the 4 x 4 basis of scalar glueball
Att Att Att Att .operators {05’ , 0,’ , Oj? , O03’ }. Both two and three-exponential fits are pre-
sented for the |p] = 0 and |p| = 1 correlators, with tmax = 6 and tmin allowed to
vary. The two-exponential results are presented as circles, three-exponential results as
squares, |p| = 0 results open shapes and |p] = 1 results filled shapes.
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The same downwardtrendfor the |p| = 0 groundstate is observed, although in this case
it appears to onset more gently (compare, for example, the three-exponential |p|
results for both). Although a low lying groundstate can be observed in the |p]
three-exponential fit for tmin = 4 we choose to ignore it due to the small x/d.o.f.
the poor determination of the remaining masses.
 
         
Nexp |P| tmin tmax amo am, amg x7/d.o£.1 7 1.0335(29) 1.84(11) = 2.718
2 0 2 7 0.886(14) 1.327(46) — 0.532
3 c 0.66(13) 1.24(13) — 0.285
4 7 0.423(56) 1.24(10) — 0.176>» 12 7 1075861) 17004) — 1.39
2 7 0.97(12) 1.35(24) — 1.0274
1 7 0.9405(43) 1.624(37) 11.40[-] 1.1183 lo 2 7 088714) 1.265(67) 1.359(23) 0.5093 7 0.467(67) 1.042(37) 8.295(42) 0.2684 7 0.423(56) 1.24(10) 8.46[-] 0.1821 7 1.0665(61) 1.629(75) 14.55[-] 0.9623 | 2 7 1.088(28) 1.34(13) 1.42(18) 0.1823 7 1.09(15) 1.213(65) 9.17[-] 0.1654 7 0.70(13) 2.59[-] 12.25[-] 0.122  
Table 5.7: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential factorising fits to a
. . . Att Att att Att, _.4x 4 matrix of correlators using a basis of operators {O)' ,O;' ,O,' ,O3' } with
|p| = 0 and |p| = 1 for varying tmin with tmax fixed at t = 7. Where errors are quoted
as [—] this indicates that the gradient in that direction of parameter space could not
be determined, i.e. that the parameter is essentially free.
Onecan see from both Tables 5.6 and 5.7 that whilst somefits prefer a groundstate
with am ~ 1.05 others prefer a groundstate with am ~ 0.9 (we of course neglect those
fits which appear to contain decay products) — this anomaly appears to be independent
of Nexp, |p| and to some degree fit range. From Figs. 5.14 and 5.15 one can see that
the decrease in the groundstate mass is monotonic with respect to tmin within each
particular subset (t.e. Nexp = 2, |p] = 0; Nexp = 2,|p| = 1; Mexp = 3, |p| = 0; and
Nexp = 3,|p| = 1), except for that corresponding to [tmin, tmax] = [3,6] for Nexp =
2, |p] = 1 which due to the undetermined uncertainty on am, .we discount as a poor
fit. We therefore feel that the mass am ~ 0.9 is likely to be an artefact of the fitting
procedure, however in order to clarify this we will check the dependence on tmax for a
fixed tmin. Further to this we will use the O’Ay* operators in order to obtain a more
independent cross-check.
5.6.1  tmax Dependence
In Figs. 5.16, 5.19 and 5.20 we present the tmax dependence of the factorising fits on
. . Att Att Att Att .a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators using the basis {Oj , O;* , O,* , O03’ } with both
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Figure 5.15: Results from factorising fits applied to the 4 x 4 basis of scalar glueball
Att Att Att Att .operators {Oj ,O;* ,O,' ,©3* }. Both two and three-exponential fits are pre-
sented for the |p| = 0 and |p| = 1 correlators, with tmax = 7 and tmin allowed to
vary. The two-exponential results are presented as circles, three-exponential results as
squares, |p| = 0 results open shapes and|p| = 1 resultsfilled shapes.
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|p| = 0 and |p| = 1 for tmin = 1, 2 and 3 respectively. One can see instantly from
Fig. 5.16 that the tmax dependenceis virtually non-existent for tmin = 1, with all but
the Nexp = 3, |p| = 0 correlators favouring the am ~ 1.05state.
kde de he he.
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Figure 5.16: Results from factorising fits applied to the 4 x 4 basis of scalar glueball++A Att att attoperators {O5' , O;* ,Oj* , ©3* }. Both two and three-exponential fits are pre-
sented for the |p] = 0 and |p| = 1 correlators, with tmin = 1 and tmax allowed to
vary. The two-exponential results are presented as circles, three-exponential results as
squares, |p| = 0 results open shapes and |p] = 1 resultsfilled shapes.
The goodness-of-fit values for the tmin = 1 fits are presented in Table 5.8 andit
is not immediately obvious why there is an inconsistency between the different fits —
most ?/d.o.f. values are good, with the exception of those corresponding to Nexp = 2,
|p| = 0, and the second massis reasonably well determined. However since the third
mass obtained using three-exponential fits is unphysically large (~ 16 GeV) we should
be waryof using these fits. Furthermore from the correlators themselves (Fig. 5.17) we
see that for t > 6 the signal appears to be unreliable and as suchfits for tmax > 6 are
likely to be misleading. Indeed if we discount these three-exponentialfits there is no
longer an inconsistency for the tmin = 1 results.
Turningto the tmin = 2 results in Table 5.9 and Fig. 5.19, concentrating on Nexp = 2
and tmax < 7, we see a Statistically significant inconsistency between the |p| = 0 and
7] = 1 results. Here one must concede that the y?/d.0-f. for the |p] = 0 fits are better
than those for the |p| = 1 fits as is the resolution of the second mass. The fitted
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Nexp |P] tmin tmax amo amy amy x7/d.o.f.1 4 1.0364(33) 1.86(16) — 4.5121 5 1.0339(29) 1.84(11) — 3.7722 |o0]| 1 6 1.0336(29) 1.84(11) — 3.177
1 7 1.0335(29) 1.84(11) — 2.7181 8 1.0328(29) 1.84(11) ne 3.3181 4 1.0777(61) 1.70(15) = 1.017
1 5 1.0785(60) 1.70(14) — 0.8532 |1] 1 6 1.0770(60) 1.70(15) a 0.8321 7 1.0758(61) 1.70(15) — 1.3851 8 1.0753(61) 1.70(14) — 1.534
1 4 0.9379(47) 1.643(41) 10.82[-] 1.709
1 5 0.9386(44) 1.627(37) 11.35[-] 1.5093 0] 1 6 0.9409(43) 1.625(37) 18.03[-] 1.3091 7 0.9405(43) 1.625(37) 11.40[-] 1.1181 8 0.9283(47) 1.592(33) 11.38[-] 1.8971 4 1.0721(60) 1.624(80) 2.35[-] 0.2471 5 1.0698(60) 1.616(74) 12.72[-] 0.2513 1] 1 6 1.0682(59) 1.624(75) 21.25[-] 0.329
1 7 1.0665(60) 1.629(75) 14.55[—] 0.9621 8 1.0657(61) 1.629(74) 13.62[-] 1.170 
Table 5.8: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential factorising fits to a
: 5 . Att A! ayy o4i* .4x 4 matrix of correlators using a basis of operators {O9* , Oj t ,O,* ,O3* } with
|p| = 0 and |p| = 1 for varying tmax With tmin fixed at t = 1. Where errors are quoted
as [—] this indicates that the gradient in that direction of parameter space could not
be determined, z.e. that the parameter is essentially free.
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Figure 5.17: The diagonal entries of the 4 x 4 matrix of correlators formed using the
. Att Arr Att Attbasis of scalar glueball operators {O9* ,O;* ,O,* ,©3* }. The |p| = 0 results are
presented as open shapes and the|p| = 1 results presented asfilled shapes.
correlators are plotted in Fig. 5.18, where the masses have be reconverted to energies
for the |p] = 1 correlators. Whilst one cannot make a direct comparison between the
|p| = 0 and |p| = resultsfor exactly this reason we do notice that there is no observable
difference between the quality of fit for the |p] = 0 and |p| = 1 correlators, certainly
not one large enough to justify such a large difference in the mass estimates.
5.6.2 Alternative Operators
Since this inconsistency has arisen, and has not been resolved, using the ort operators
we shall perform factorising fits using the alternative scalar glueball operators 0’Ay
which for the variational effective mass showed a value consistent with the am~ 1.05
determinations. We have measured fewer handed operators, representing a reduction
in statistics of one-half, and the largest basis we can construct is a 3 x 3 basis since one
cannot construct the loops Hg on a our lattices if more than twolevels of Teper blocking
have been applied, on top of APE smearing. The operators have been constructed for
|p] = 0 only.
Wefirst performedfully correlated fits to the data with Nexp = 2 however these gave
unacceptably large values for y?/d.o.f. for all combinations of tmin and tmax, possibly
due to the reduction in statistics. We therefore performed uncorrelatedfits for tmax = 6
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Figure 5.18: The diagonal entries of the 4 x 4 matrix of correlators formed using the; Att Att Att Attbasis of scalar glueball operators {Og* , O;' , Oj’ , O3' }. The |p| = 0 results
are presented as open shapes and the |p| = 1 results presented asfilled shapes. The
factorising fits from tmin = 2 to tmax = 6 to the same basis are presented with the
|p| = 0 fits as solid lines and the |p| = 1 as dashedlines.
 
         
Nexp |P| tmin tmax amo amy am x7/d.0.F.2 5 0.888(14) 1.371(53) — 0.688
5 0 2 6 0.887(14) 1.332(47) — 0.6352 7 0.887(14) 1.327(46) — 0.532
2 8 0.804(23) 1.1823(23) _ 1.4562 5 1.053(27) 1.45(26) _ 0.195> | 2 & 1034(36) 1.42(23) — 0.3012 7 0.96(12) 1.35(25) — 1.027
2 8 0.329(70) 1.139(25) — 0.715
2] 5 0.89-) 1.31018) 1.39[-] 0.657
3 0 2 6 0.8875(15) 1.269(68) 1.368(22) 0.6092 7 0.886(14) 1.327(46) 38.03[-] 0.5442 8 0.805(23) 1.183(23) 34.43[-] 1.4832 5 0.52(82) 1.079(17) 1.99(47) 0.1743 11{ 2] & 295128) 1.4424) 4.04[-] 0.1732 7 0.97(12) 1.35(25) 38.03[-] 1.050
2 8 0.330(70) 1.139(25) 34.43[-] 0.729  
Table 5.9: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential factorising fits to aAtt att at Att4x 4 matrix of correlators using a basis of operators {O9' ,O;* ,Q,* ,O3* } with
|p| = 0 and |p| = 1 for varying tmax with tmin fixed at t = 2. Where errors are quoted
as [—] this indicates that the gradient in that direction of parameter space could not
be determined, i.e. that the parameteris essentially free.
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Figure 5.19: Results from factorising fits applied to the 4 x 4 basis of scalar glueball
Att Att Att Att .operators {Oj' ,0;* ,O,* , ©3* }. Both two and three-exponential fits are pre-
sented for the |p] = 0 and |p| = 1 correlators, with tmin = 2 and tmax allowed to
vary. The two-exponential results are presented as circles, three-exponential results as
squares, |p| = 0 results open shapes and|p| = 1 results filled shapes.
 
        
Nae |B) tare tea amo amy amg x7 /d.0.£.> tol 3 © 06203) 1.22(10) = 0.3503 7 0.66(13) 1.24(13) = 0.2853 6 1.19(13) 3.30[-] == 0.189
2 1 3 7 1.08[—] 1.24[-] — 0.185
3 8 0.12[—] 1.48[—] — 0.3773 1o] 2 © 062(3) 122(10) 1424] 0.3623 7 0.467(67) 1.042(37) 7.970(43) 0.2683 6 14915) 2.78[-] 1424[-] 0.1953 |1] 3 7 1.09(15) 1.213(65) 9.17[-] 0.1653 8 0.13(-] 0.63[-] 1.504(80) 0.346 
Table 5.10: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential factorising fits to a. . Att att att att .4x 4 matrix of correlators using a basis of operators {09' ,O;' ,O3* ,O3* } with
|p| = 0 and |p| = 1 for varying tmax with tmin fixed at t = 3. Where errors are quoted
as [—] this indicates that the gradient in that direction of parameter space could not
be determined, z.e. that the parameteris essentially free.
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Figure 5.20: Results from factorising fits applied to the 4 x 4 basis of scalar glueball
Att Att Att Att .operators {O95 , O;' ,O,* , O3* }. Both two and three-exponential fits are pre-
sented for the |p| = 0 and |p| = 1 correlators, with tmin = 3 and tmax allowed to
vary. The two-exponential results are presented as circles, three-exponential results as
squares, |p| = 0 results open shapes and|p] = 1 resultsfilled shapes.
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which appeared to give the most acceptable results — these are presented in Table. 5.11
and Fig. 5.21 in which wealso present a direct comparison with the tmax = 6 fits for
the O41" operators.
We note that at tmin = 1 there is good consistency between the groundstate mass
determinations using the 3 x 3 basis of handed operators the 4 x 4 basis of plaquette
operators — the former being 1.044(14) with x?/d.o.f. = 0.433 and the latter being
1.0336(29) with y*/d.o.f. = 3.177. Not only are the groundstate masses consistent
within errors but the first-excited states are also compatible within errors:
1.98(18) for the O'4I” correlators and am; = 1.84(11) for the o4i*
am, =
correlators.
Wefeel this gives a strong indication that this is indeed the mass corresponding most
directly to the scalar glueball state on the coarse lattices, the intermediate am ~ 0.9
state possibly due to metastabilities in the fits caused by the presence of a decay
channel, and the lower masses (am~ 0.6) representing decay products.
 
     
tmin tmax amg am, x7/d.of.0 6 1.1508(39) 1.920(27) 5.123
1 6 1.044(14) 1.98(18) 0.433
2 6 1.044(25) 8(4) 0.474
3 6 1.289(79) 49[—] 0.358  
Table 5.11: Fitted mass parameters for two-exponential uncorrelated factorising fits to
a3x 3matrix of correlators formed using the basis of handed scalar glueball operators
tATt ATT Att . .{Oj? ,O;* ,O7 } with tmax = 6 for varying tmin. Where errors are quoted as [—]
this means the praia in that direction of parameter space could not be determined,
i.e. that the parameteris essentially free.
5.6.3 Overall Average
Having made several measurements, using various different methods, of the scalar glue-
ball mass which we believe to be accurate estimates we wish to find the average of
these results. We choose to use the weighted averaging method used by the Particle
Data Group (PDG) [132] for which we must determine the systematic errors on each
determination. We chooseto use the results from five methods:
e the weighted averages obtained from the variational effective masses computed
on the atfour projections : the 2/1 projection on a 3 x 3 basis ofao ++{O33 Ost iy with ae== 0, cout|between t = 2—5; the 2/1 pro-
jection on a 4 x i basis of for"0; ost ry with B== 1, computed+between t = 1 — 4; the 2/1 projection on a 3 x 3 basis of (0; ost* of }
with |p| = 1, computed between t = 1 — 4; and the 2/1 projection on a 3 x 3
. watt ATT Att 5basis of {Op ? ,O; + ,O,* } with |p| = 0, computed between t = 2— 4. The
differences between these 4 estimates are used to determine the systematic error
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Figure 5.21: The ground andfirst-excited state for the two-exponentialfits to a 4 x 4
. Att Att Att Att . rAtt rAtt rAttbasis of {O97 , OJ? , O31 , O31 } anda3 x3 basis of {Og ,O,;* ,O27* } for
|p| = O with a varying tmin and tmax fixed at t = 6 for both. The fit to the oArt
correlators was performed using a fully correlated method and thefit to the ort
correlators using an uncorrelated method.
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e the masses extracted from the variational eigenvalues for a 3 x 3 matrix of cor-
. Att Att Att Attrelators formed using the bases of operators {O05 , O,' ,O3' } and {O;" ,++ ++onty one | for the |p] = 0 and |p| = 1 correlators respectively, where the pro-
jection is performed at t/tp = 2/1. We use the difference between the |p] = 0 and
|p| = 1 results to estimate our systematic error.
e the masses extracted from the variational eigenvalues for a 3 x 3 matrix of correla-++ ++ ++tors formed using the basis of handed operators {oun . on , oy" } projected
at t/to = 2/1. Here we havea statistical error only.
e the factorising fit results for two-exponential fits to a 4 x 4 basis of |p| = 0
. Att Att Att Attcorrelators formed using the operators {O9’ , O;' , O,* , O3* }, and the
same for |p| = 1. The systematic error is computed as the standard error on
the mean of the set of |p] = 0 and |p| = 1 results combined for tmin = 1 with
tmax = 4 — 8.
e the factorising fit results for two-exponential fits to a 3 x 3 basis of handed op-
Att Att att . .erators {Oj + ,O;' ,O 7° } for |p] =0. The systematic error is computed as
the standard error on the meanof the fit results for tmin = 1 — 2 with tmax = 6.
These sources, along with their statistical and derived systematic errors (where appro-
priate), are presented in Tables 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16. Using the PDG weighted
averaging procedure one obtains, using these five sources, the final value
am = 1.0468(75) (5.9)
where the error is both statistical and systematic. This average is shown in Fig. 5.22
along with each of the four sources, where the statistical and systematic errors on the
sources are combined.
The same procedure is carried out for the first-excited state, the sources shown in
Fig. 5.23, obtaining a final value of
am* = 1.875(87) . (5.10)
The combined error obtained on the groundstate mass is noticeably small — less
that 1% of the massitself. Comparingthis to the distribution of the sources as shown in
Fig. 5.22 one might find this less than credibly small. The small error can be explained,
however, by detailing the PDG weighted averaging procedure.
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Source Central Value Statistical Error
2/1 proj., 3 x 3 basis (oar oft ory=0:t=2-5. ae 0.9229 0.0578
2/1 proj., 4 x 4 basis (oat oft oat oft}il elite1e4) | 0825 0.0616
2/1 proj., 3 x 3 basis Toul oft" ost}, =0:t=1-4 ms > 1.0111 0.0246
. . Att Att ATT2/1 proj., 3x 3 basis {O72 ,O/2 ,O;7 }, LOL manee
lp) =O: t=2-4 ‘ ,
| Averagetstat.+sys. | 0.997+0.055+0.031|
Table 5.12: The weighted averages on the variational effective masses for various bases
of operators, as described in the text, along with a determination of the overall statis-
tical and systematic errors.
 
    
Source Central Value Statistical Error
|p| = 0 Eig. 1.04341 0.02120
|p| = 1 Eig. 1.04462 0.02126
[  Averagetstat.tsys. . | 1.044+0.021+0.009|
Table 5.13: Masses extracted from the eigenvalues obtained from the solutions of the
GEVP(4.17) for the 3 x 3 matrices of correlators formed using the bases of operators
Att Att Att Att Att Att .{Op ,O,* ,O3* }and {O,* ,O,* , O3* } for |p| = 0 and |p| = 1 respectively,
at t/to = 2/1.
 
    
Source Central Value Statistical Error
\p| = O Hig. 1.044 0.020
[ Average-+tstat.tsys. | 1.044+0.020+— |
Table 5.14: Mass extracted from the eigenvalue obtained from the solution of the GEVP++(4.17) for the 3 x 3 matrix of correlators formed using the basis of operators {oon ,
rAtt tAttOy? ,O,7+ } for |p| = 0 at t/to = 2/1.
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Source Central Value Statistical Error
pl = 0; boa = 4 1.0364 0.0033
[ol = Oy Grae = 5 1.0339 0.0029
|p| = 0, tmax = 6 1.0336 0.0029
\f| = 0, tase & 7 1.0335 0.0029
[ol = 0,, tine = 8 1.0328 0.0029
lo = 1, tea =A 1.0777 0.0061
lp] = 1, toe = 5 1.0785 0.0060
|p| = 1, tmax = 6 1.0770 0.0060
|p| = 1, tmax = 7 1.0758 0.0061
lo) = 1, tae = 8 1.0753 0.0061
| Averagetstat.tsys. | 1.0554+0.0045-+0.0075
Table 5.15: Determination of systematic error on the groundstate mass for the two-
exponential fits to a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators formed using the basis of operators
Att Art Art Att .{Oo* ,O 1? ,O1 ,O3* } with both |p| = 0 and |p| = 1 where the fits are performed
with tmin fixed at t = 1.
 
    
Source Central Value Statistical Error
|p| = 0, tmin = 1 1.044 0.014
|p| = 0, tmin = 2 1.044 0.025
| Average+stat.+sys. [ 1.044+0.012+— |
Table 5.16: Determination of systematic error on the groundstate mass for the two-
exponential fits to a 3 x 3 matrix of correlators formed using the basis of operators++ ++ ++{ous ; oO” ; oy’ } for |p| = 0, where the fits are performed with tmax fixed at
t=6.
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Figure 5.22: The overall average for the scalar glueball groundstate mass on the coarse
lattices, computed as described in the text.
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Figure 5.23: The overall average for the scalar glueball first excited-state mass on the
coarse lattices, computed as described in the text.
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Particle Data Group Weighted Averaging Procedure
The central value Z of a set of N estimates x; with associated overall statistical and
systematic error 62; is computed using
> WiXj
Ly Wi
where the weights w; are computed using w; = Gey”? dx; being the error on the ith
(5.11)t=
estimate of x. The naive error on Z, 62, is simply computed as
-1/2N
bi = (>: ») . (5.12)
On then computes a value for y? = >>, w;(% — 7;)? which is compared with the
expected value of N — 1.
e If y2/(N — 1) is less than or equal to one then the error is acceptedas is.
e If y?/(N — 1) is large then the average and its error are taken to be poorly
determined and should not be used or should be used with the utmost care.
e If x*/(N — 1) is greater than one, but not large, then the average is still taken
as it is but the error 6z is multiplied by a scaling factor S which is computed as
described below.
In the event that a scaling factor S' is required and the errors on all sources are
Sex (< i‘) (5.13)
If the sources have widely varying errors as in this case, y? is recomputed with a
similar this is computed as
 
threshold 69 for the maximum value of the error; data points with 6x; > 60 are not
used in the recomputation of y?. The scale S is then computed using this new x? and
an appropriately reduced value for N. Following [132] 59 is chosen to be 3N1/29.
One should note that this thresholding procedure is only modifying the scaling
factor S, preventing imprecise data from making S too large. A key assumption of
the whole procedure is that the data is uncorrelated — as our estimates have all been
computed using the same underlying configurations there will naturally be correlations
between the estimates, however the degree to which this has effected the final error
budgetis left for further study.
One might also draw into question in the way in which seemingly systematic dif
ferences in results have been discarded — specifically those for the factorising fits in
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Section 5.6. However we believe that we have presented enough evidence, particularly
in §5.6.1, to show that the lower lying am ~ 0.9 masses were artefacts of poor quality
fits and that to include them in an estimate of systematic error would be inappropriate.
Having obtained our valuefor the scalar glueball mass on the coarse lattices we now
present the analysis for the scalar glueball correlators on thefine lattices.
5.7 Effective Mass Results
We proceed as for the coarse lattices and so present in Fig. 5.24 the effective masses
for the diagonal entries of the 4 x 4 matrix of correlators formed using the basis of
Att Att Att Att .scalar glueball operators {O,5' , O;' , O,* , O3' } measured on thefine lattice
with |p| = 0. The weighted averages are shown for the correlators computed using++ ++O33 and Os} , computed between t = 2—5 andt=3-6.
The values (extended to include ¢t = 3 — 5) are presented in Table. 5.17. Whilst
the basis dependence certainly appears to be weaker than that exhibited by the coarse
effective masses in Table 5.1 the dependence on the weighted averaging range seems to
be slightly stronger.
 
 
Operators t aMeff
ost” x oA” 9 —5 0.736(30)
ost” x of?” 3—5 0.646(60)
ost” off” 36 0.624(63)
of x oT 2-5 0.716(30)
of x ol” 3 —5 0.638(53)
oft” x oA!” 3— 6 0.653(58)   
Table 5.17: Effective masses obtained from the weighted average of the effective mass
computed using the correlator formed using the |p| = 0 operators O4i* measured
on the fine lattices. The blocking level combination is given in column one, and the
averaging window in column two.
5.7.1 Variational Effective Masses
We proceed immediately to study the eigenvalue spectrum of the variational projections
using various bases of operators. As with the coarse lattices we look for the most stable
projections, indicated by well determined spectra, and use the correlators constructed
in these variationally projected bases to compute the effective mass. Furthermore we
shall also use the eigenvalues to determine the masses using (4.19).
The eigenvalues obtained from various variational projections on a 4 x 4 matrix
. . Att Att Att Attof correlators using a basis of operators {O9* , ©,’ , O,* , O3* } are presented
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Figure 5.24: The effective masses for the diagonalentries of a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators++formed using the |p| = 0 operators os1 on thefine lattices. The weighted averages
for blocking levels 2 and 3 are shown, computed from t = 2—5 andt=3-6.
in Table 5.18, where the errors are determined by a bootstrapping procedure over 50
samples. Here we see that the stability is certainly improved for both the 1/0 and 2/1
projections, although one must bear in mind that these correspond to smaller physical
distances on thefine lattice than they do on the coarse (2a ~ 0.18 fmonthefine lattices,
cf. 0.24 fm on the coarse). That the 3/2 projection on the fine lattices appears to be
more unstable than the 3/2 projection on the coarse lattices, primarily due to the poor
determination of \°, is perhaps a reflection of the reduction instatistics. Of course we
must bear in mind theeffects of self-averaging here — whilst there are certainly fewer
configurations in the fine ensemble thanin the coarse dueto the larger spatial extent we
have more determinations of the glueball operators per timeslice (at the zeroth Teper
blocking level the sum over 7 in (5.1) takes in 32° sites per timeslice onthefine lattices,
compared to 24° on the coarse). One might expect that this self-averaging would serve
to cancel out any sample-sizedifference, if not even go as far as to improve oursignal.
The effective masses using the correlators obtained from the 1/0, 2/1 and 3/1
projections are presented in Fig. 5.25, as are the weighted averages of the effective
masses for the 2/1 and 3/1 projections computed from t = 3 — 5: am = 0.641(57) and
am = 0.635(55) respectively. If one compares these to the masses extracted from the
eigenvalues presented in Table 5.19 these seem quite low — the eigenvalue masses seem
to favour a value am ~ 0.88. The lowest mass obtained from the eigenvalue spectrum,
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t/to x 81/0 0.3879(83) 0.2001(50) 0.1278(33) 0.0608(26)2/1 0.415(10) 0.247(12) 0.187(24) 0.064(32)3/2 9(1) 0.48(11) 0.27(27) 0.20(69)2/0 0.3879(83) 0.2000(50) 0.1248(33) 0.0608(26)3/0 0.0740(27) 0.0099(23) 0.0001(2) -0.003(2)3/1 0.1890(77) 0.069(15) 0.003(15) -0.094(30)4/1 0.097(11) 0.088(21) 0.005(15) -0.015(18)4/2 2(2) 0.258(62) 0.10(12) 0(10)     
Table 5.18: Eigenvalues obtained from the solution of the GEVP at the specified t/to.
Fine 4 x 4 basis of |p| = 0 O4t” operators.
amg = 0.32(28), corresponds to the 4/2 projection and compares well with the mass of
a 27 state on the fine lattices (2am, = 0.3264(14)) although the large statistical error
obscures a direct comparison.
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Figure 5.25: Effective masses computed using the variational correlator
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in (4.18) for different choices of t/to, projecting from a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators
: Att ,Att Att ,Att ; . ;constructed using {O9! ,O;? ,O3’ ,O3* } measured onthefine lattices with |p] =
0. The weighted averages are shown for the 2/1 and 3/1 projections where the errors
are computed using a bootstrap procedure with Nps = 50.
Basis Experimentation
In order to attempt to resolve the lower lying states from the variational eigenvalue
spectrum we perform the variational projection on smaller 3 x 3 bases of operators. Wea+ ++ ++find the basis of operators {Of j oO;ts oO1} gives the most stable projection, with
84
     
t/to am(X°) am(A") am(A*) am(X°)1/0 0.947(20) 1.609(36) 2.081(45) 2.800(70)2/1 0.879(22) 1.398(52) 1.68(16) 3(1)3/2 2.21(39) 0.73(50) 1(1) 2(1)2/0 0.908(21) 1.540(40) 2.011(79) 2.90(67)3/0 0.878(20) 1.540(68) 2.30(39) (4)3/1 0.833(24) 1.34(12) 2.87(45) (1)4/1 0.776(37) 0.81(14) 1.74(55) 0(2)4/2 0.32(28) 0.68(17) 1.15(58) 0(1)  
Table 5.19: Masses extracted using (4.19) from the eigenvalues obtained from the
solution of the GEVP at the specified t/to. Fine 4 x 4 basis of |p) = 0 oAr* operators.
the eigenvalues and masses determined from these presented in Table 5.20. Again the
projections appear to become unstable as we increase t — whilst the am = 0.60(10)
state shown for the 4/2 projection could correspond to a decay channel the statistical
error and poorly determined remaining masses prevent us from identifying it as such.
 
       
t/to a am(X°) ae am(A1) ie am(X*)1/0 0.3879(84) 0.947(20) 0.2011(46) 1.604(35) 0.1246(35) 2.082(45)2/1 0.426(11) 0.854(22) 0.224(11) 1.496(52) 0.147(17) 1.91(14)3/2 0.476(17) 0.742(34) 0.447(66) 0.80(25) 0.17(14) 2(1)2/0 0.1632(40) 0.906(20) 0.0449(27) 1.551(40) 0.0160(21) 2.068(77)3/0 0.0754(32) 0.862(21) 0.0128(27) 1.452(98) 0.0019(25) 1.73(92)3/1 0.1951(78) 0.816(24) 0.049(11) 1.51(12) 0.016(18) 2(1)4/1 0.0994(75) 0.770(28) 0.046(16) 1.03(29) (0) 2.51(87)4/2 0.304(65) 0.60(10) 0.230(66) 0.74(34) —0.08(8) 0.24(61)  
Table 5.20: Eigenvalues obtained from the solution of the GEVP at the specified t/to,+ ++ ++and masses extracted using (4.19). Fine 3 x 3 basis of {033 ; O33 , os
with |p| = 0 measured on thefine lattices.
| operators
5.8 Effective Mass Results: |p| = 1
In Table 5.21 we present the results for the weighted average computed over the ranges
t = 3—5 and t = 3—6 for the correlators corresponding to the diagonal entries of a 4 x 4
matrix of correlators formed from the basis of |p| = 1 operators {O627 wonee oft
osty The statistical errors on the effective masses computed using the core
formed using the oft* and oft” operators are large, those corresponding to the Of
being consistent with zero. Theresultsfor the effective masses of the correlators formed
using the OE7 and ost”
consistent with their |p| = 0 counterparts as shownin Fig. 5.26.
operators have more acceptable statistical errors and are
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Operators t ake aMetf
oft” x oft” 35 0.46(50) 0.42(55
oft x ot 36 0.33(44) 0.27(55
oA!” x 047” 35 0.98(38) 0.96(39
oft” x. of?” 3— 6 0.82(35) 0.80(36
ost” y OAT” 35 0.745(81) 0.719(84)
ofl x oi” 3 6 0.703(87) 0.676(91)
oA x ol 35 0.670(66) 0.641(69)
oa! » oAl™ 3 6 0.631(67) 0.600(70) 
Table 5.21: Effective masses obtained from the weighted average of the effective masses
computed using the correlators formed using the |p] = 1 operators OAT” measured
on the fine lattices. The operators used are given in column one, and the averaging
window in column two.
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Figure 5.26: A comparison of the weighted averages of the effective masses computed++using the 2 x 2 and 3 x 3 correlators of oO" at both |p| = 0 and |p| = 1. The labels
denote the blocking levels and weighted averaging range used.
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5.8.1 Variational Effective Masses
In an attempt to obtain a more reliable plateau we perform variational projections++° att
* Oo," 3++ ++O;a a1 \ with |p] = 1, at various t/tp. The results of these projections are presented
from the 4 x 4 matrix of correlators, formed using the basis of operators fo;
in Fig. 5.27, where it appears that for tg > 0 the projections are particularly unstable
(the eigenvalues are presented in Table. 5.22). There is no a priori reason variational
projections using |p] = 1 correlators should be anyless stable than those using |p] = 0
correlators, although we note that in the case of the coarse lattices we were unable to
use the 3/2 projection for the |p] = 1 correlators, in contrast to the |p| = 0 correlators.
It has been foundfor both the coarse(|p] = 0 and |p] = 1) and finelattices (|p| = 0) that
variational projections using 3 x 3 matrices are more stable and wetherefore attempt
a variational analysis using such a basis.
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Figure 5.27: Effective masses computed using the variational correlator
in (4.18) for different choices of t/to, projecting from a 4 x 4 matrix of
. Att Att Att Att . . .constructed using {O91 ,O;? ,O3' ,O3’ } measured onthe fine lattices with |p| =
1. The weighted averages are shown for the 2/1 and 2/0 projections where the errors
are computed using a bootstrap procedure with Nps = 50.
 
    
t/to 0 Ye 81/0 0.3579(76) 0.1693(38) 0.0614(19) 0.0014(15)2/1 0.42(56) 0.288(62) 0.127(78) 0(3)3/2 (13) 0.33(18) 0.25(24) -1(2)2/0 0.1483(35) 0.0439(19) 0(0) 1)  
Table 5.22: Eigenvalues obtained from the solution of the GEVP at the specified t/to.
Fine 4 x 4 basis of |p| = 1 oAr* operators.
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Basis Experimentation
Variational projections were carried out onSeveral 3x3 matrices of correlators (formed
tt ost ++ Att Att1 operators {094 OP , y, {Oo , O;? , O37 },
i) and (oat 03% 03 y) for a"uumber of different t/to. The
y basis of operators was again found to provide the most stable
from the bases ofan
Att Att
{Og : ’ O2 :Att att
{O; , ’ O2 * ‘ott
projections in terms of the eigenvalue distribution.
The eigenvalues and masses’ extracted from them are presented in Table 5.23.
One can see that these rapidly become unstable, although in order to make a direct
comparison with the |p| = 0 basis presented in Table 5.20 we present the masses am(A*)
for both the |p| = 0 and |p| = 1 bases in Fig. 5.28 for a large numberof t/t. Here not
only is there good consistency between the |p| = 0 and |p| = 1 results for the same t/to
but the variation with increasing t/to is relatively weak which, when compared with
the coarse results presented in Fig. 5.9, appears to be consistent.
 t/to " am(A°) a am(A?) Me am(A?)
1/0 0.3572(76) 1.011(21) 0.1726(39) 1.746(37) 0.0596(19) 2.815(62)
2/1 0.4083(96) 0.874(21) 0.257(11) 1.345(44) 0.071(26) 2.64(48)
3/2 1(5) 0.64(46) 0.43(10) 0.81(18) 0(5) 0(1)
2/0 0.1453(37) 0.944(21) 0.0471(20) 1.516(37) a) 3.13(21)
3/0 0.0582(25) 0.927(22) 0.0140(17) 1.409(47) 0(0) 0(1)
3/1 0.1757(63) 0.847(23) 0.0943(97) 1.164(59) -0.016(24) 0(1)
4/1 0.0804(53) 0.817(27) 0.0487(97) 0.989(84) 0(0) 2.52(91)         
Table 5.23: Eigenvalues obtained from the solution of the GEVP at the specified t/to,
. . . Att Att Attand masses extracted using (4.19). Fine 3 x 3 basis of {O,;? ,O,' ,O3' } operators
with |p| = 1 measured onthefinelattices.
5.8.2 Alternative Operators
In Fig. 5.29 we present the variational effective masses for the peojection:?from the
raptOf? jooo;" } performed at various t/to. The weighted averages computed for the 1/0 and 2/1
3 x 3 matrix of correlators formed using the basis of |p| = 0 operators {oy
projections performed betweeen t = 3 and t = 5 are also shown: am = 0.673(60) and
am= 0.690(81) respectively. These seem low when compared with the masses extracted
from the eigenvalues, presented in Table 5.24 and shown against those obtained from
the equivalent projections using the |p| = 0 basis of operators fost ; ost oft4
in Fig. 5.30.
 
?These have been converted from energies to masses using (5.8).
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Figure 5.28: The masses extracted from the variational eigenvalues for different t/to++ ++ ++using the |p] = 0 basis of operators {os 083 Os" } and the |p| = 1 basis of++ ++ ++operators {073 Of. Oy1} on the fine lattices. The errors are obtained using a
bootstrap procedure with Nps = 50. Missing points correspond to negative or very
poorly determined eigenvalues. The energies corresponding to a 77 state with |p| = 0
and |p| = 1 are drawn for comparision.
 
     
t/to x am(A°) I am(A*) A am(A?)1/0 0.3940(87) 0.932(21) 0.1826(49) 1.701(39) 0.0979(40) 2.324(64)2/1 0.432(12) 0.838(25) 0.214(18) 1.543(92) 0.107(28) 2.24(31)3/2} 0.50(12) 0.70(19) 0.220(79) 1.52(26) 0(1) 4(1)2/0 0.1668(47) 0.895(21) 0.0369(34) 1.650(56) 0.0074(25) 2.45(13)3/0 0.0818(38) 0.834(23) 0.0105(33) 1.52(10) 0(0) 0(1)3/1 0.1959(92) 0.815(26) 0.051(20) 1.49(14) 0.01(3) 2.4(9)4/1 0.108(14) 0.742(47) 0.041(25) 1.07(20) 0(0) 0(1)    
Table 5.24: Eigenvalues obtained from the solution of the GEVP at the specified t/to,++and masses extracted using (4.19). Fine 3 x3 basis of {oy , OF;
with |p| = 0 measured onthefine lattices.
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and |p| = 1 are drawn for comparision.
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5.8.3 Comparison of Mass Estimates
In Fig. 5.31 we present a compilation of the results obtained using the weighted av-
eraging procedure and the variational eigenvalues procedure. These are, from left to
right:
e Weighted average (t = 3 — 5) of the variational effective mass from the 2/1
. . . Att Att Att Att .projection on a 4 x 4 basis of {O9' , O;' , Og’ . Oz } with |p) = 0 —
am = 0.641(57).
e Weighted average (t = 3 — 5) of the variational effective mass from the 2/0
. . . Att Att Att Att .projection on a 4 x 4 basis of {O9* , O,* , Og’ . O3* } with |p] = 1 —
am = 0.692(66).
e Weighted average (t = 3 — 5) of the variational effective mass from the 2/1
ee : tAtt att att :projection on a 3 x 3 basis of {Oj * , Oy * , O,* } with |p| = 0 —am =
0.690(81).
e Masses extracted from the ground andfirst excited state eigenvalues from the 2/1++ ++ ++projection of a 3x3 basis of {of , os ; os } with |p| = 0 — am = 0.854(22),
am* = 1.496(52).
e Masses extracted from the ground andfirst excited state eigenvalues from the 3/0++ ++ ++projection of a 3x3 basis of {03% : On , os } with |p] = 0 — am = 0.862(21),
am* = 1.452(98).
e Masses extracted from the ground andfirst excited state eigenvalues from the 2/1++ ++ ++projection of a 3x3 basis of {O07 , Of? O47} with |p] = 1— am = 0.874(21),
am* = 1.345(44).
e Masses extracted from the ground and first excited state eigenvalues from the
sas : WATT ZaAtt Atty2/1 projection of a 3 x 3 basis of {Op , O; > , Op * } with |p) =0 —am=
0.838(25), am* = 1.543(92).
There is a slight difference between those masses obtained using the effective mass
procedure and those obtained using the variational eigenvalues. We believe this incon-
sistency to be caused by lowerlying states, potentially corresponding to decay channels
— the groundstate variational eigenvalue for projections at large t seems to show con-
sistency with a 77 state (Fig. 5.28). We were able to resolve this low lying state on the
coarse lattices with reasonable accuracy by performing factorising fits, and therefore
we should attempt to do the samefor the fine lattices.
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5.9 Factorising Fit Results
As with the coarse scalar glueball factorising fits we begin by performingfully correlated
factorising fits a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators, using the basis of scalar glueball operators
Att Art Att Att .{O9* ,O;* , Og? ,O3' } for both |p] = 0 and |p| = 1. Varying both the fit ranges
and number of exponentials our criteria for a good fit remain the same, i.e. that the
x?/d.o.f. is near to one and that the resulting parameters are reasonably stable with
respect to changesin thefit range.
The results for the 4 x 4 factorising fits with tmax = 7 and tmax = 8 are presented in
Tables 5.25 and 5.26 respectively, for Nexp = 2 and Nexp = 3 at both |p| = 0 and |p| = 1.
Wenote that the majority of the fits are rather poor, particularly when compared with
the coarse factorising fits — the three-exponential fits appear over-parameterised for
tmin > 2 and errors are undetermined for a large number of parameters, indeed there
are very few fits in which all parameters are well determined. This motivates us to
perform uncorrelated factorising fits to the same matrix of correlators to determine if
the cause of the poorfits is instability stemming from the use of correlatedfits.
 
         
Nexp |p| tmin tmax amo am, amg x7/d.o.f.
1 7 0.8170(9) 19.16[—] = 6.747
2 7 0.6906(29) 2.04[—] — 1.868
2 |/0] 3 7 0[-] 0.767(12) — 0.477
4 7 0.5636(70) 1.78x10°[—] _ 0.791
5 7 0.455(13) 9.98[-] — 0.502
1 7 0.8446(13) 19.00[-] 3.838
2 7 0.8074(38) 1.302(66) — 0.522
2 11] 3 7 0[-] 0.86[—] — 0.376
4 7 0.69[—] 1.79x10° — 0.540
5 7 0.34(20) 9.98[—] _ 0.06
1 7 0.6518(30) 1.3337(66) 16.6[—] 2.495
2 7 0.110(41) 0.8025(66) 1.68[—] 0.396
3 0] 3 7 0[-] 0.700(11) 8.31[-] 0.253
4 7 0[-] 0.623(28) 6.743(61) 0.265
5 7 0[-] 0.610(30) 1.67x108 0.295
1 7 0.8319(20) 1.366(13) 18.17[-] 0.642
2 7 O[-] 0.8845(48) 1.127(57) 0.156
3 1] 3 7 o[-] 0.842(14) 10.532(16) 0.214
4 7 0.26[—] 1.0287(92) 3.202(23) 0.03
5 7 0[-] 0.39(52) 1.67x 10° 0.05  
Table 5.25: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential fully correlated fac-
: : 3 Att Atttorising fits to a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators using a basis of operators {O)' , of ;eb ++os} ; On } with |p] = 0 and |p| = 1 for varying tmin with tmax fixed at t = 7. Where
errors are quoted as [—] this indicates that the gradient in that direction of parameter
space could not be determined,i.e. that the parameter is essentially free.
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Nexp |P| tmin tmax amo amy amg x7/d.of.
1 8 0.81647(92) 1.77[-] — 6.515
2 8 0.6224(33) 1.49[-] — 2.194
» lol 3 8 0.6415(34) 52.72[—| — 1.607
4 8 0.5399(63) 9.70x104[-] -- 1.152
5 8 0.420(11) 11.61[-] — 0.746
6 8 0.397 (23) 4.21[-] — 0.720
1 8 0.8446(13) 18.93[—] -- 3.368
2 8 0.8076(38) 1.314(65) — 0.475
o |i/| 3 8 0.7509(95) 52.72[—] — 0.579
4 8 0.69[-] 9.70x104[-] _ 0.471
5 8 0.439(35) 11.61[-] — 0.196
6 8 0.560(72) 4,20{-] — 0.207
1 8 0.5726(43) 1.1827(37) 19.79[-] 2.648
2 8 o[-] 0.7657(43) 1.72[—] 0.398
3 || 3 8 0[-] 0.7620(77) 31.46[-] 0.473
4 8 O[-] 0.744(14) 8(36) 0.273
5 8 0[-] 0.660(18) 15.26[—-] 0.267
6 8 O[-] 1.523(20) 65.36[—] 0.08
1 8 0.8319(20) 1.368(13) 21.11[-] 0.585
2 8 0.27[-] 0.95[-] 1.116(55) 0.230
3 1] 3 8 o[-] 0.82[—] 31.46[-] 0.462
4 8 0.430(26) 0.766(30) 6.657(33) 0.153
5 8 o[-] 0.460(32) 15.26[-] 0.190
6 8 0[-] 0.663(47) 65.36[-] 0.179
Table 5.26: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential fully correlated fac-++torising fits to a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators using a basis of operators {0%1,0++ ++oO;ts O}1} with |p] = 0 and |p| = 1 for varying tmin with tmax fixed at t = 8. Where
errors are quoted as [—] this indicates that the gradient in that direction of parameter
space could not be determined, i.e. that the parameteris essentially free.
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These results are presented in Tables 5.27 and 5.28 for the tmax = 7 and tmax = 8
factorising fits for both Nexp = 2 and Mexp = 3 with |p| = 0 and |p| = 1. Whilst
the stability of the fits does seem marginally improvedthereare still a large number of
poorly determined masses. Wenote, however, that there appears to be good consistency
for the Nexp = 2,|p| = 0 and |p| = 1 fits with both tmax = 7 and tmax = 8 if tmin is
chosen small.
 
         
Nexp |P| tmin tmax amo amy amg x7/d.o.f.
1 7 0.7963(46) 1.742(23) _— 1.0772 7 0.657(14) 1.90(10) = 0.43721/0] 3 7 040.2 0.818(29) — 0.146
4 7 0+0.2 0.847(87) — 0.074
5 7 0.324(50) 34.61[—] = 0.196
1 7 0.8407(42) 1.478(22) — 0.769
2 7 0.756(29) 0.991(50) = 0.2152/1|3 7 0(0) 0.837(24) =< 0.229
4 7 0.232(98) 2.15[—] — 0.093
5 7 0.317(86) 34.61[{—] — 0.099
3 0 1 7 0+0.31 0.8677(65) 1.743(24) 0.4652 7 o+0.17 0.760(22) 1.75(11) 0.0921 7 0.8442(43) 1.162(65) 2.44(22) 0.245
3 1 2 7 0(0) 0.887(12) 1.064(77) 0.1203 7 0(0) 0.882(25) 10.303(25) 0.143  
Table 5.27: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential uncorrelated fac-
Aftzi ; , i ; Atttorising fits to a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators using a basis of operators {O9* , O;' ,a+ ++Of 4 oO } with |p| = 0 and |p) = 1 for varying tmin with tmax fixed at t = 7. Where
errors are quoted as [—] this indicates that the gradient in that direction of parameter
space could not be determined, i.e. that the parameteris essentiallyfree.
With this in mind we choose, using the 4 x 4 factorising fully-correlated fits, to
The tmax
dependence of the fit results are presented for tmin = 1 and tmin = 2 in Figs. 5.32
study the tmax dependence of the fitted masses for small values of tmin.
and 5.33 respectively, as well as Tables 5.29 and 5.30. For the tmin = 1 results we see
excellent consistency for the groundstates between the Nexp = 2 (both |p| = 0 and 1)
and the Nexp = 3 |p| = 1 fits. The Nexp = 2, |p| = 1 fits for tmin = 2 are also consistent
with the tmin = 1 fits, although thereis a significant difference between the groundstate
determinations between the tmin = 2 Nexp = 2 |p| = 0 and |p| = 1 fits.
5.9.1 Basis Experimentation
In order to best explore the apparent inconsistencies between groundstate masses ob-
served above we performed factorising fits to the matrices of correlators formed using
Att Att Att Att Att Att Att att Attthe bases {O57 , 0,7 ; O,' },{0,? , Oy? «O3* 3, {0q* . O57 ,O3* } and++Att ATT LAA . i{O,;* ,O,* , O37" }. The latter was found to provide the most stable fits, as it was
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Nexp |P| tmin tmax amo am, amg x7/d.o.f.
1 8 0.7938(46) 1.741(23) — 1.164
9 0 2 8 0.638(14) 1.900(95) — 0.5803 8 o+013 0.811(24) — 0.143
4 8 0+0.16 0.826(61) — 0.080
1 8 0.8405(42) 1.478(22) —_— 0.691
2 8 0.756(28) 0.994(50) — 0.207
9 1 3 8 0(0) 0.812(21) — 0.254
4 8 0(0) 1.012(85) = 0.120
5 8 0(0) 0.441(63) — 0.129
6 8 0(0) 0.74(18) — 0.105
3 0 1 8 0+0.17 0.8581(62) 1.749(23) 0.436
2 8 0.638(15) 1.90(13) 68.64[—] 0.5901 8 0.8440(43) 1.163(57) 2.44017) 0.235
2 8 0.757(25) 0.994(46) 68.85[—] 0.2113 |1] 3 8 0.43(11) 0.865(44) 10.77[-] 0.182
4 8 0(0) 1.012(85) 13.70[—] 0.205
5 8 0.434(59) 20.68[—] 502[—] 0.1496 8 0(0) 0.74(18) 416[-] 0.111
Table 5.28: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential uncorrelated fac-++
torising fits to a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators using a basis of operators {on1 ,O
++ ++Os , o.* \ with |p| = 0 and |p| = 1 for varying tmin with tmax fixed at t = 8. Where
errors are quoted as [—] this indicates that the gradient in that direction of parameter
space could not be determined, i.e. that the parameter is essentially free.
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Figure 5.32: Results from factorising fits applied to the 4 x 4 basis of scalar glueball
: Osiy measured onthe fine lattices. Both two and
three-exponentialfits are presented for the |p] = 0 and |p| = 1 correlators, with tmin = 1
and tmax allowed to vary. The two-exponential results are presented as circles, three-
exponential results as squares, |p] = 0 results open shapes and |p| = 1 results filled
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shapes.
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Figure 5.33: Results from factorising fits applied to the 4 x 4 basis of scalar glueball
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three-exponential fits are presented for the |p| = 0 and |p| = 1 correlators, with tmin = 2
and tmax allowed to vary. The two-exponential results are presented as circles, three-
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Nexp |P| tmin tmax amo amy ama x7/d.o.
1 3 0.84139(97) 19.84[—] —_ 7.233
1 4 0.8237(17) 1.681(71) — 5.098
1 5 0.82[—] 1.73[-] — 5.255
2 0 1 6 0.84937(76) 692[-] — 31.42
1 7 0.81705(91) 19.16[—] — 6.747
1 8 0.81657(92) 19.06[—] — 6.515
1 9 0.80834(81) 1.77[-] _- 5.182
1 3 0.8521(15) 19.56[—] _— 8.1851 4 0.8528(13) 1.53[-] _ 3.604
1 5 0.8517(12) 1.53[-] _— 2.8852 |1] 1 6 0.8985(14) 692[-] — 37.121 7 0.8446(13) 19.00[-] — 3.8381 8 0.8446(13) 18.93[-] — 3.3681 9 o.g4g0(11) 1.54{-] — 1.933
1 3 0.7695(31) 1.493(17) 1.62{—] 1.5491 4 0.51[-] 1.09[-] 1.48[-] 1.4501 5 0.7284(22) 1.466(16) 20.29[-] 1.9873 0} 1 6 0.3622(96) 0.9863(45) 1.468(26) 1.1261 7 0.6518(30) 1.3337(66) 16.65[-] 2.4951 8 0.5726(43) 1.1827(37) 19.78[-] 2.648
1 9 0.4679(51) 1.04[—] 1.47[-] 1.8661 3 0.8551(21) 1.322(14) 2.67(12) 0.1441 4 0.8420(21) 1.360(14) 2.73(20) 0.4311 5 0.84[-] 1.352(13) 22.23[-] 0.3783 |1] 1 6 0.9317(22) 1.371(14) 2.57[-] 0.5421 7 0.8319(20) 1.366(13) 18.17[-] 0.6421 8 0.8319(20) 1.368(13) 21.12[-] 0.5851 9 0.8274(23) 1.379(14) 2.40[-] 0.540
Table 5.29: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential fully correlated fac-
Att
torising fits to a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators using a basis of operators {Oo++ ++of ; os } with |p| = 0 and|p| = 1 for varying tmax With tmin fixed at t = 1.| Where
errors are quoted as [—] this indicates that the gradient in that direction of parameter
space could not be determined, i.e. that the parameteris essentially free.
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Nexp |p| tmin tmax amo amy amg x7/d.of.
2 4 0.7486(27) 1.97[-] —_— 0.779
2 5 0.7392(17) 16.67[—] — 1.037
9 0 2 6 0.7070(27) 2.13[-] — 1.513
2 7 0.6906(29) 2.04[—] — 1.8682 8 0.6224(33) 1.49[-] — 2.194
2 9 0.7551(18) 26.91[{-] — 4.305
2 4 0.8249(40) 1.186(61) _ 0.2483
2 5 0.8021(35) 16.42[{—] — 0.558> 1/2 & 9.8122(88) 1.238(58) = 0.416
2 7 0.8074(38) 1.302(66) — 0.522
2 8 0.8076(37) 1.314(67) — 0.475
2 9 0.8319(36) 26.91[—} — 1.977
2 4 0.6601(69) 1.46[—] 9.37[—] 0.1492 5 0.6072(70) 1.52[-] 1.62[-] 0.1953 lol 2 8 o[-] 0.84[-] 1.63[-] 0.205
2 7 0.110(41) 0.8025(66) 1.68[—] 0.396
2 8 0[-] 0.7657(43) 1.71{-] 0.3982 9 0.4824(96) 1.001(36) 1.651(23) 1.368
2 4 0.7627(96) 1.029(51) 10.19[—] 0.032 5 0.7772(85) 1.038(44) 10.94[-] 0.102
3 1 2 6 O[-] 0.8811(53) 1.156(66) 0.17621 7 of-} 0.8845(48) 1.127(57) 0.1562 8 o.27[-] o.95[-] 1.116(55)] 0.2302 9 0.40(29) 0.978(77) 1.18(21) 0.254
Table 5.30: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential fully correlated fac-
. i : 5 Arrtorising fits to a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators using a basis of operators {O’ ,++ ++oO;a on1} with |p] = 0 and |p| = 1 for varying tmax with tmin fixed at t = 2. Where
errors are quoted as [—] this indicates that the gradient in that direction of parameter
space could not be determined, i.e. that the parameteris essentially free.
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with the variational projections.
Wefind the best fits are obtained for tmin = 1 and 5 < tmax < 9 with Nexp = 3 for
the |p| = 1 correlators. The results for the Nexp = 2 and Nexp = 3 fits to the |p] = 0 and
|p| = 1 correlator are presented in Table 5.31 where tmin is fixed at 1 and tmax varies.
We find that for tmin > 1 the majority of fits are unstable, favouring either degenerate
masses(t.e. effectively single exponential fits) or finding undeterminederrors for the fit
 
 
parameters.
Nexp |P| tmin tmax amo amy amy x7/d.o.f.
1 4 0.86[—] 0.86[—} — 99.73
1 5 0.85[—] 0.85[—} —_— 81.47
9 0 1 6 0.85[—] 0.85[—} — 70.40
1 7 0.80884(98) 1.80[—] — 12.96
1 8 0.8084(10) 1.80[—] — 12.76
1 9 0.8088(10) 1.80[—] = 11.85
1 4 0.8526(13) 1.55[—] = 8.021
1 5 0.8515(13) 1.55[—] a 6.337
9 1 1 6 0.8489(13) 1.56[—] = 5.747
1 7 0.8478(13) 1.56[—] — 5.269
1 8 0.8478(13) 1.56[—] — 4.628
1 9 0.8478(13) 1.56[—] — 4.150
1 4 0.86[—| 0.86[—} 0.86[—} 106
1 5 0.86[—] 0.86[—] 0.86[—} 85.6
3 0 1 6 0.86[—] 0.86[—} 0.86[—] 73.3
1 7 0.85[—] 0.85[—] 0.85[—] 63.8
1 8 0.85[—] 0.85[—] 0.85[—] 57.0
1 9 0.85[—] 0.85[—] 0.85[{—] 50.8
1 4 0.90|—] 0.90[—] 0.90[—} 137
1 5 0.8379(22) 1.355(14) 2.65[—] 0.805
3 1 1 6 0.8296(24) 1.364(14) 2.47[—] 1.169
1 7 0.8248(24) 1.371(14) 2.30[—] 1.361
1 8 0.8248(24) 1.373(14) 2.30[—] 1.227
1 9 0.8247(25) 1.371(14) 2.30[—] 1.146          
Table 5.31: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential fully correlated fac-++ 4tt+torising fits to a 3 x 3 matrix of correlators using a basis of operators (0; ; Os} ;+oO } with |p| = 0 and |p| = 1 for varying tmax With tmin fixed at t = 1. Where errors
are quoted as [—] this indicates that the gradient in that direction of parameter space
could not be determined, i.e. that the parameteris essentially free.
5.9.2 Overall Average
In order to obtain our final determination of the scalar glueball masson fine lattices we
will again carry out the averaging procedure as used by the Particle Data Group [132].
Weuse the determinations from the following sources:
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the masses obtained from the weighted average of the variational effective masses
computed on the following three projections: the 2/1 projection on the 4 x 4
. Att Att Att Att .basis of {O9' ,O;? ,Oj' ,O3* } with |p| = 0, computed between ¢t = 3 — 5;
. . . Att Att Att Att .the 2/0 projection on the 4 x 4 basis of {O95 ,O,? ,O,* ,O3* } with |p| =1
computed between ¢ = 3 — 5; and the 2/1 projections on the 3 x 3 basis of
tATt Att ++{09° ,O; iOn } with |p| = 0 computed between t = 3—5. The difference
between these three estimates is used to estimate the systematic error.
the masses extracted from the variational eigenvalues for the 3 x 3 matrix of++ + ++correlators formed using the basis of operators {03 , oO;an on1}. The values
for the 2/1 and 3/0 projections with both |p| = 0 and |p| = 1 will be used, and
the difference will be used to estimate the systematic error.
the masses extracted from the variational eigenvalues for the 3 x 3 matrix of++ ++correlators formed using the basis of operators {on ; on ; oy’ }. The
values for the 2/1 and 3/0 projections will be used(|p| = 0 only) andthedifference
used to estimate the systematic error.
the factorising fit results to a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators formed using the basisAtt att att att .of operators {O9' ,O;* ,O,* ,O3* }. The values for the three-exponential
fits to the |p| = 1 correlators will be used with tmin = 1, tmax = 4 — 8 and the
two-exponential fits to the |p| = 1 correlators with tmin = 2 and tmax = 5 — 8.
The differences will be used to estimate the systematic error.
the factorising fit results to a 3 x 3 matrix of correlators formed using the basis++ ++ ++of operators {op ; oft ; of }. The two and three-exponential fits to the
|p| = 1 correlators will be used, with tmin = 1, tmax = 5 — 8, the difference being
used to estimate the systematic error.
These sources are presented in Tables 5.32, 5.33, 5.34, 5.35 and 5.36 and give a final
value for the scalar glueball groundstate mass onthefine lattices of
am = 0.8332(59) (5.14)
where theerror is both statistical and systematic. This is shown in Fig. 5.34 along with
the five sources.
The same procedurewas carried out for thefirst-excited state where estimates were
available, the sources shownin Fig. 5.35, obtaining a final value of
am* = 1.368(17) . (5.15)
Again the error onthe final estimate is less than 1% but again we feel our reasons
for choosing particular results over others are addressed in the text.
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Source Central Value Statistical Error
. : Att Att Att Att2/1 proj., 4 x 4 basis {O9* ,O;* ,O3' ,O3" }, 0.641 0.057
lp) =O: t=3-5 , ,
2/0 proj., 4x 4 basis {O47 OAT OAT” OAT"yProds BSI M0 12 3S 0.692 0.066jp) =1:t=3-5 + +¥2/1 proj., 3 x 3 basis (oaron On hy 0.690 0.081
lp] =O: t=3-5 , .
| Averagetstat.tsys. | 0.674+0.068+0.020
Table 5.32: The weighted averages of the variational effective masses for various bases
of operators, as described, along with a determination of the the overall statistical and
systematic errors.
 
    
Source Central Value Statistical Error
|p] = 0 Eig. (2/1) 0.854 0.022
|p| = 0 Eig. (3/0) 0.862 0.021
|p] = 1 Eig. (2/1) 0.874 0.021
|p| = 1 Eig. (3/0) 0.927 0.022
| Averagetstat.tsys. | 0.879+0.022+0.019 |
Table 5.33: Masses extracted from the eigenvalues obtained from the solutions of the
GEVP(4.17) for the 3 x 3 matrices of correlators formed using the bases of operators
Att Ath ZAT* .{O;1 ,O,1 , O31 } for |p| = 0 and |p] = 1 respectively, at t/to = 2/1 and t/tp = 3/0
 
    
Source Central Value Statistical Error
|p| = 0 Eig. (2/1) 0.838 0.025
|p| = 0 Eig. (3/0) 0.834 0.023
[ Averagetstat.tsys. | 0.836+0.024+0.003|
Table 5.34: Masses extracted from the eigenvalues obtained from the solutions of the
oer (4. 17)fo the 3 x 3 matrices of correlators formed using the bases of operators
     
WAT At olAi* .{Oo i , O; : O 1 } for |p] = 0 and respectively, at t/to = 2/1 and t/to = 3/0
Source Central Value Statistical Error
[B] = 1, tae = 1, tex = 4 (Nexp = 3) 0.8420 0.0021
(Bl = 1, tats = 1, tee = 6 (Nex = 3) 0.8317 0.0022
[o] = 1, tate = 1, tee = T (Weep ='3) 0.8319 0.0020
\O] = 1, Gots = Ly Gee = 8! (Vexg = 3) 0.8319 0.0020
[e] = 1, tte = 2, tee — 5 Wexp = 2) 0.8021 0.0035
fel = 1, to= 2y bee = 8 Dern = 2) 0.8122 0.0038
[B] = 1, tes = By Gree, = T MVerp = 2) 0.8074 0.0038
|p| = 1, tmin = 2, tmax = 8 (Nexp = 2) 0.8076 0.0037
Averagetstat.t+sys. 0.8208+0.0029+0.0057
Table 5.35: Factorising fit results for the News = 2 and Nexp = 3 fits to the 4 x 4
: ++ + Amatrices of correlators formed using the basis of operators {Oo ,O;" , Og" ,O3* }
for |p| = 1.
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Source Central Value Statistical Error
lp] = 1, tmax = 5 (Nex = 2) 0.8515 0.0013
lp] = 1, timex = 6 (Nexp = 2) 0.8489 0.0013
g] = 1, fax = 7 (Nap = 2) 0.8478 0.0013
lg) = 1, fmex = 8 (Nap = 2) 0.8478 0.0013
lp] = 1, tmax = 5 (Nexp = 3) 0.8379 0.0022
[2] = 1, tmax = 6 (Nexp = 3) 0.8296 0.0024
[2] =1, tmax = 7 (Ne = 8) 0.8248 0.0024
|p] = 1, tmax = 8 (Nexp = 3) 0.8248 0.0024
| Averagetstat.tsys. | 0.839+0.0018+0.0043 |
Table 5.36: Factorising fit results for the Nexp = 2 and Nexp = 3 fits to the 3 x 3 matrix
. . Att A + Attof correlators formed using the basis of operators {O;' , 0,1 , O03 } for |p) = 1.
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Figure 5.34: The overall average for the scalar glueball groundstate mass on the fine
lattices, computed as described in the text.
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Figure 5.35: The overall average for the scalar glueball first excited state mass on the
fine lattices, computed as described in the text.
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5.10 Glueball Decay
Having observed signals in our fits which appear close to the 27 threshold we can
no longer be confident about our mass estimate from these fits. In order to restore
this confidence we must check the strength of the mixing between the glueball and az
operators. Early attempts to study the mixing directly have been made [147], although
these were performed at pion masses such that 2m, was just below mg. One would
naively expect that glueball decay would be flavourblind, decaying into 77, KK and nn
final states with equal widths. Of course since we are now observingthestate(or states)
to which the gluonic operators couple most strongly then mixingeffects are likely to
violate flavour blindness — if the ‘glueball’ mixes strongly with a mainly uw-+ dd state
then the rz decay channel is preferred over the OZI suppressed KK channel, and vice
versa if the coupling is strongest to an s5 state.
Onecan in principle study decay matrix elements directly on the lattice following
the procedure of Lellouch and Liischer [148] however this requires us to have very
accurate determinations of our matrix elements on a numberof different lattices and
as such is a difficult technique to apply even for states less subject to noise than the
glueball.
We chooseto follow the method of [149]® and form the mixing matrix
_( Mealt) Mra(t) _ (08(of(ey)|Mast) Gas we ) ( owe) (Calne) Oo”
where 03"(9) and of(1) are the |p| = 0 scalar glueball operators defined in (5.1)
at timeslices 0 and t respectively, and C,(0) and C,(t) are the single pion correlators
on timeslice 0 and ¢ respectively. The C,(0) correlator allows us to study a a7 state
localised in time, and due to our methods for computing the connected correlator we
are restricted to using C,(0) which reduces our statistics for the 27 operators by a
factor of 64.
We can attempt to perform a multichannelfit to this matrix using the fitting form
_( Gt) +Pthlt) neGlt) + mT?)fast) = ( Coenen) wOrnae | et)
where 7c and 7, are measures of the mixing between the 27 operators and a glueball
state and the glueball operators and a 27 state, respectively. Choosing the following
forms for G(t) and I9(t)
G(t) =Age"™*" (5.18)
IIg (t) =Ay,e72mnt
 
8With additional advice from one of the authors [150]
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we can attempt to proceed in three ways. Firstly and ideally we would wish to use
the fit to fix all parameters, including the glueball and pion masses, however due to
the reduction in statistics for the pion our matrix is rather noisy and this method was
found to fail with poor x*/dof and large uncertainties on all parameters. Secondly we
could fix the glueball and pion masses to those obtained from previous determinations,
although this was also found to give poor fits. We expect that this may be due to
the fact that when a glueball decays into two pions the decay products are free to
move off with a total spatial momentum of zero, such that each pion may have equal
kn = ae where L is the spatial extent of the
lattice. Because of this we are unlikely to observe a pion mass of exactly 2m,, nor
and opposite momenta of modulus  
 
7of Ey = 2,/m2+ ks etc., but rather someeffective pion state at some intermediateenergy. In principle one could attempt to fit to a tower of momentum states, although
since each requires its own amplitudethis is likely to overparameterise the fit rapidly.
Figure 5.36: Schematic of the glueball-7z mixing matrix defined in (5.16), where we
have shown the element Mg, as we would ideally computeit.
One can form the ratio [149, 150]
Men (t)(Zé) (5.19)
Mea(t) Maa(t)
tor(t) =
where the M,,(t) are the elements of (5.16) on timeslice t. This gives us a measure of
the off-diagonal mixing matrix elements, normalised by the diagonal entries.
We have computed these ratios for the coarse and fine lattices, using the glueball
operator with three levels of Teper blocking — i.e. Oore which we found shows
similar behaviour to the lower blocking levels but with less noise. We used the pion
correlators with both local source and local sink, and fuzzed source and fuzzed sink.
Our results are presented in Fig. 5.37.
For the coarse ratios we see that at small t they appear consistent with zero, turning
negative for t ~ 5, although here theerroris rather large. We do note however that the
fine mixing ratio seems to show a similar downturn for t ~ 3 — 4. Whilst these ratios
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give only a guide to the mixingof the glueball operators and a rz the smallness of rg,
for small times indicates that provided we choose tmin small enough we should obtain
a good overlap with the stable glueball, and conversely that by choosing tmin large we
may obtain a significant overlap with the 7m state. This indeed appears to have been
the case.
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Figure 5.37: The measure of glueball-7z mixing defined in (5.19) for, clockwise from
top-left: the local-local (LL) pion correlators with the three-times Teper blocked glue-
ball operators on the coarse lattices; the fuzzed-fuzzed (FF) pion correlators with the
three-times Teper blocked glueball operators on the coarse lattices; the fuzzed-fuzzed
(FF) pion correlators with the three-times Teper blocked glueball operators on the fine
lattices; and the local-local (LL) pion correlators with the three-times Teper blocked
glueball operators on thefine lattices.
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5.11 Comparison of Results
Having extracted estimates of the ground andfirst excited scalar glueball masses for
both the coarse and fine lattices we must now attempt to compare these to previous
determinations, both from thelattice and experiment. To this end wefirst remove the
explicit scale dependence from our results by converting am to rgm — this allows for
a direct comparison with previous lattice estimates without introducing the additional
systematic error of choosing a physical value for ro.
 Result am rom
Coarse — Ground 1.0468(75) 3.991(36)
Fine — Ground 0.8332(59) 4.215(38)
Coarse — Excited 1.875(87) 7.15(35)Fine - Excited 1.368(17) 6.92(10)     
Table 5.37: Scalar glueball masses (ground andfirst-excited states) from the coarse and
fine lattices converted into units of the Sommer parameter 19.
In Fig. 5.38 we present our results along with those from a recent UKQCD study
of scalar glueballs using staggered fermions [146], a UKQCD study using O(a) non-
perturbatively improved Wilson fermions (Ny; = 2) [117] and the continuum limit
result from a quenched anisotropic study of the glueball spectrum [106]. We perform a
continuum extrapolation using the form
4ago(a) = romg + az (5.20)
Y9
where rgmg and c, are the parameters to be determined. In [106] this was found to
work well for all glueball states except for the Af? — this was thought to be due to
strong lattice spacing dependence caused by proximity to the the non-physical phase
transition in the Wilson fundamental-adjoint plane, however the alternative form used
in [106] has four free parameters which we cannot hope to constrain with two data
points. Of courseit is still somewhat ambitious to attempt a continuum extrapolation
using (5.20) with two data points only and we emphasise that this has been performed
as a guide only. We do note, however, that there is excellent consistency between
our continuum value and that of Morningstar and Peardon, obtaining rgmg = 4.32
compared to their value of rgmg = 4.21(11)(4). Our value corresponds to a physical
value of 1.83 GeV.
Whether or not such an extrapolation is valid, given the limited data points, our
masses do seem to show rather weak dependence on a — certainly weaker than that
observed in [117] and of a similar strength to that observed in [106].
In Fig. 5.39 we present our results against the pion mass, shown with the same
comparisons from the literature as in Fig. 5.38. One might tentatively claim that the
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Figure 5.38: Our measurements of the scalar glueball mass shown with previous
quenched (Morningstar and Peardon [106]) and dynamical (UKQCD on MILC Asc-
tad [146] and UKQCDClover [117]) determinations with the continuum extrapolation
performedasin [106].
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glueball mass increases as one decreases the pion mass, hinting at some underlying
mixing dynamics. However the UKQCD measurements on the coarse MILC asqtad
ensembles are rather spread out and if, as is suspected, the O(a) improved Wilson
measurements are supressed by the phase structure of the action used then they should
probably be discounted and there remains verylittle trend to study.
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Figure 5.39: Our measurements of the scalar glueball mass shown with previous dy-
namical (UKQCD on MILC Asgqtad [146] and UKQCD Clover [117]) determinations.
The zz threshold is shown (dash-dotted line) for convenience.
5.12 Pseudoscalar Glueball
As discussed the pseudoscalar glueball has received little attention in recent lattice
QCDstudies of the glueball spectrum. Since the pseudoscalar glueball is expected to
mix with the 7 and 7’ pseudoscalar mesonsit could be very sensitive to the effects of
dynamical quarks and thereby show large unquenchingeffects. In order to shed light
on this we have measured the pseudoscalar glueball on ourlattices
Wefirst present the measurements on the coarse lattices, followed by those on the
fine lattices. We have attempted to study the effective masses for the pseudoscalar
glueball correlators but the signal is lost to noise too quickly for us to be able to resolve
a plateau. We therefore start by looking at the eigenvalue spectrum.
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5.12.1 Coarse Measurements
Eigenvalue Masses
In Table 5.38 we present the eigenvalues from the solution of the GEVP (4.17) at the
specified t/to, as well as the masses extracted from them,for a 3x3 matrix of correlators
formed using the basis of operators {06ro oO;: oO;aay The groundstate masses
are also plotted in Fig. 5.40. We see that the projections are reasonably stable for the
1/0, 2/1 and 2/0 projections.
 t/to ae am(X°) A am(A1) i am(A*)1/0 0.1535(38) 1.863(41) 0.0769(30) 2.565(61) 0.0268(22) 3.62(11)2/1 0.216(59) 1.53(22) 0.178(28) 1.73(21) 0.115(31) 2.16(38)3/2 0.40(74) 0.93(41) 0.04(16) 3.2(1.4) —0.24(58) 0(0.76)2/0 0.0329(25) 1.706(57) 0.0088(21) 2.37(13) 0.0052(18) 2.63(62)3/0 0.0067(19) 1.667(86) —0.0003(20) 0(1) —0.0034(18) 0(0.40)3/1 0.106(27) 1.12(19) 0.074(24) 1.30(99) —0.037(55) 0(0.42)        
Table 5.38: Eigenvalues obtained from the solution of the GEVP at the specified t/to,-+ —+ —+and masses extracted using (4.19). 3 x 3 basis of {06 ‘ on ‘ of } operators with
|p| = O measured onthe coarse lattices.
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Figure 5.40: The masses extracted from the groundstate variational eigenvalues using
(4.19) for different t/to projections performed on a 3 x 3 matrix of correlators formed+ -+ —+from the basis of pseudoscalar glueball operators {0%ty ofry oO; } measured with
|p| = 0 on the coarselattices.
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Factorising Fits
We have performed 3 x 3 factorising fits to the matrix of correlators formed using
the basis of pseudoscalar glueball operators {0%: on oO;ry with |p] = 0. We
initially performed two-exponential fully-correlated fits to these correlators and whilst
we obtained good values for y?/d.o.f. we found the second mass to be unreliable. It
was observed that the most reliable fits were those with tmin = 1 and 3 < tmax < 5
and wetherefore choose to study the tmin = 1 uncorrelated fits. The fit parameters are
presented in Table 5.39 and wesee that there is very little dependence on tmax. We
also include the three-exponential fully correlated fits in Table 5.39.
 
       
Nexp tmin tmax amo am, amg arhap
1 3 1.715(21) 2.120(57) — 0.4661 4 1.703(22) 2.114(55)| — 0.440> 1 5 1-702(21) 2.115(55) — 0.4121 6 1.703(21) 2.116(55) — 0.4421 7 1.703(21) 2.116(55)| — 0.4301 8 1.703(21) 2.116(55)| — 0.4071 4 1.549(57) 1.951(47) 2.94(52) 0.2751 5 1.563(61) 1.959(66) 2.88(44) 0.2753 1 6 1.562(70) 1.958(72) 2.89/53) 0.3941 7 1.56[-] 1.96[-] 2.90(40) 0.387
1 8 1.556(70) 1.952(68) 2.95(41) 0.398 
Table 5.39: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential factorising uncor-
related and correlated (respectively) fits to a 3 x 3 matrix of correlators using a basis
of operators ion2 * on O33 y measured on the coarse lattices with |p| = 0 for
varying tmax With tmin fixed at t = 1. Where errors are quoted as [—] this indicates
that the gradient in that direction of parameter space could not be determined, i.e.
that the parameter is essentially free.
We note there is a systematic difference between the groundstate mass obtained
using two-exponential fits and that obtained using three-exponential fits. Since the
three-exponential fits seem to be stable with reasonable \?/d.o.f. we choose to use
these masses. We note that the groundstate masses remain the same, within errors, as
those in Table 5.39 if we use fully-correlated fits to the Nexp = 2 data and uncorrelated
fits to the Nexp = 3 data. In order to obtain reasonable fits we have found it necessary
to use tmin = 1.
Overall Average
In order to apply our averaging procedure to the coarse pseudoscalar glueball results
weinclude the eigenvalue masses and the factorising fit results. We include the 2/0
projection in the average for the eigenvalue masses which dueto the positivity violations
for the action used is not a sound thing to do, however wepoint out the large statistical
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and systematic errors on the overall determination for the eigenvalue masses meansthat
the final determination is dominated by the factorisingfit results. The estimations of the
systematic errors for the eigenvalue masses and the factorising fit masses are presented
in Tables 5.40 and 5.41 respectively. After applying our averaging procedure we obtain
a mass of
+amo! = 1.560(67 5.21G
for the groundstate (see Fig. 5.41) and
Ay aame) = 1.956(65) (5.22)
for the first excited state.
 Source Central Value Statistical Error
2/1 Eig. 1.538 0.22
2/0 Eig. 1.706 0.057
| Averagetstat.tsys. | 1.618+0.139+0.124 |
    
Table 5.40: Masses extracted from the eigenvalues obtained from the solutions of the
GEVP(4.17) for the 3 x 3 matrix of correlators formed using the basis of operators-+ —+ —+{Oo , os , Os } measured on the coarse lattices for |p] = 0 at t/tp = 2/1 and
t/to =2i0.
    
Source Central Value Statistical Error
Nexp = 3 Fit, tmin = 1, tmax = 4 1.549 0.057
Nexp = 3 Fit, tmin = 1, tmax = 5 1.563 0.061
Nexp = 3 Fit, tmin = 1, tmax = 6 1.562 0.070
Nexp = 3 Fit, tmin = 1, tmax = 8 1.556 0.070
| Averagetstat.tsys. 1.556+0.065+0.004 |
Table 5.41: Determination of the overall systematic error on the factorising fit results—+ —+for the 3 x 3 matrix of correlators formed using the basis of operators {Oory oO}ry
-+on1} measured on the coarselattices for |p] = 0.
5.12.2 Fine Measurements
We now present our measurements of the pseudoscalar glueball on thefine lattices.
Eigenvalue Masses
In Table 5.42 and Fig. 5.42 we present the eigenvalues from the solution of the GEVP
(4.17) at the specified t/to, and the masses extracted therefrom, for the 3 x 3 matrix
of correlators formed from the basis of pseudoscalar operators {Ooa on” on7}
measured with |p| = 0 on thefine lattices. We note that, as with the coarse projections,
the 2/0, 2/1 and 3/0 projections appear to give the best results.
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Figure 5.41: The overall average for the pseudoscalar glueball groundstate mass on the
coarse lattices, computed as described in the text.
 t/to we am(A°) d* am(A?) a am(A)1/0 0.2395(56) 1.429(32) 0.1348(39) 2.004(46) 0.0344(29) 3.37(10)2/1 0.290(11) 1.236(43) 0.129(31) 2.05(19) —0.023(56) 0(2)3/2 0.6(1.6) 0.54(40) 0.27(23) 1.3(1.1) —2(32) 0(1)2/0 0.0663(30) 1.357(34) 0.0184(26) 1.99(81) 0.0017(30) 3(1)3/0 0.0207(40) 1.293(76) 0.0037(27) 2(1) —0.0053(27) 0(0.8)      3/1 0.114(20) 1.09(10) 0.004(21) 2.74(90) —0.19(06) 0(0.46)  
Table 5.42: Eigenvalues obtained from the solution of the GEVPat the specified t/to,—+ -+ -+
and masses extracted using (4.19). 3 x 3 basis of onty on ; oO;1} operators with
|p| = 0 measuredonthefine lattices.
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Figure 5.42: The masses extracted from the groundstate variational eigenvalues using
(4.19) for different t/to projections performed on a 3 x 3 matrix of correlators formed
—+ —+ as
from the basis of pseudoscalar glueball operators { Oo;ty on , Os: } measured with
|p] = 0 on thefinelattices.
Factorising Fit Results
We have performed 3 x 3 factorising fits to the matrix of correlators formed using
the basis of pseudoscalar glueball operators (oar of” oi") with |p| = 0. We
have again performed uncorrelated two-exponential fits and fully correlated three-
exponential fits, as dictated by the results. These have been performed with tmin
fixed at ¢ = 1 for varying tmax. We note, in contrast to the coarse factorising fit
results (Table 5.41), that the groundstate masses for both the two-exponential and
three-exponential fits are consistent.
Overall Average
In order to apply our averaging procedure to the fine pseudoscalar glueball results we
include the eigenvalue masses and the factorising fit results. In order to determine the
systematic errors on the eigenvalue masses we include those results from the 2/0 and
3/0 projections, again noting that the overall average is dominated by the factorising
fit results. Our estimations of the systematic errors for the eigenvalue masses and the
factorising fit masses are presented in Tables 5.44 and 5.45 respectively. After applying
our averaging procedure we obtain a mass of
-+am) = 1.265(17) (5.23)
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 Nexp tmin tmax amo amy amg edo.
1 3 1.289(16) 2.084(50) _ 0.769
1 4 1.277(16) 2.067(49) — 0.679
9 1 5 1.263(17) 2.061(48) — 0.804
1 6 1.262(17) 2.059(48) — 0.708
1 7 1.261(17) 2.059(48) — 0.6581 8 1.261(17) 2.059(48) — 0.5781 4 1.275(12) 1.842(52) 2.68[-] 0.6961 5 1.261(12) 1.903(47) 2.60[-] 0.8473 1 6 1.260(20) 1.904(48) 2.61[-] 0.731
1 7 1.260(12) 1.909(48) 2.63[-] 0.6771 8 1.261(12) 1.909(48) 2.63[-] 0.594        
Table 5.43: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential factorising uncorre-
lated and correlated (respectively) fits to a 3 x 3 matrix of correlators using a basis of
operators {Oo * on * one y measured onthefine lattices with |p| = 0 for varying
tmax With tmin fixed at t = 1. Where errors are quoted as [—] this indicates that the
gradient in that direction of parameter space could not be determined, i.e. that the
parameteris essentially free.
for the groundstate (see Fig. 5.43) and
-+ame) * = 1.984(77) (5.24)
for the first excited state.
 Source Central Value Statistical Error
2/1 Eig. 1.236 0.043
2/0 Eig. 1.357 0.034
3/0 Eig. 1.293 0.076     [ Average+tstat.tsys. | 1.295+0.051+0.043|
Table 5.44: Masses extracted from the eigenvalues obtained from the solutions of the
GEVP (4.17) for the 3 x 3 matrix of correlators formed using the basis of operators-+ —+ —+{Oo O33 Os" } measuredonthefinelattices for |p| = 0 at t/to = 2/1, t/to = 2/0
and t/to = 3/0.
5.12.3. Comparison of Results
We remove the explicit dependence on a from our results by converting into units
of the Sommer parameter ro, the results presented in Table 5.46. These are pre-
sented in Fig. 5.44 along with a continuum extrapolation, performed using (5.20)
— again, since we have too few data points to constrain the fit this is presented as
a guide only. We obtain a continuum value of rom?, = 6.61 (Mg ~ 2.79 GeV)
which again compares well with the quenched determination of rom, = 6.33(7)(6)
(Mg ~ 2590(40) (120) MeV) [106]. We note that the dependence ona? is rather strong,
that is to say it is at least as strong as that observedfor the scalar glueball in Fig. 5.38.
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Source Central Value |Statistical Error
Nexp = 2 Fit, tmin = 1, tmax = 4 1.277 0.016
Nexp = 2 Fit, tmin = 1, tmax = 5 1.263 0.017
Nexp = 2 Fit, tmin = 1, tmax = 6 1.262 0.017
Nexp = 2 Fit, tmin = 1, tmax = 7 1.261 0.017
Nexp = 2 Fit, tmin = 1, tmax = 8 1.261 0.017
Nexp = 3 Fit, tmin = 1, tmax = 4 1.275 0.012
Nexp = 3 Fit, tmin = 1, tmax = 5 1.261 0.012
Nexp = 3 Fit, tmin = 1, tmax = 6 1.260 0.020
Nexp = 3 Fit, tmin = 1, tmax = 7 1.260 0.012
Nexp = 3 Fit, tmin = 1, tmax = 8 1.261 0.012
| Average-tstat.tsys. | 1.264-£0.015-40.002|
Table 5.45: Determination of the overall systematic error on the factorising fit results
—+ rom
for the 3 x 3 matrix of correlators formed using the basis of operators {O62 ‘ oO;1,—+O;1} measured on the coarselattices for |p| = 0.
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Figure 5.43: The overall average for the pseudoscalar glueball groundstate mass on the
fine lattices, computed as described in the text.
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With so few data points the extrapolation is simply a guide but we view this as an area
for future study.
 Result am rom
Coarse — Ground 1.560(67) 5.95(12)Fine — Ground| 1.265(17) 6.399(99)
(65)(77)
Coarse — Excited 1.956 7.46(26)
Fine — Excited 1.984 10.04(41)    
Table 5.46: Pseudoscalar glueball masses (ground and first-excited states) from the
coarse and fine lattices converted into units of the Sommer parameterro.
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Figure 5.44: Our measurements of the pseudoscalar glueball mass shown with previ-
ous quenched (Morningstar and Peardon [106]) and dynamical (UKQCDClover [117])
determinations with the continuum extrapolation performed as in [106].
In Fig. 5.45 we present our results against the same UKQCD dynamical O(a) non-
2“ in order to showperturbatively improved Wilson fermionresults, this time against ram
possible unquenchingeffects. Since the clover results for the pseudoscalar glueball are
not affected by the phase-transition we can take them into account here and therefore
conclude that unquenchingeffects for the pseudoscalar glueball are very weak indeed.
5.13 Tensor Glueball
Due to a machine failure we only have measurements for the tensor glueball on our
coarse lattices. We have measured both the 07” and 0!Ey* operators at |p| = 0 on
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Figure 5.45: Our measurements of the pseudoscalar glueball mass shown with those
determinations from the dynamical UKQCDClover[117] measurements. The quenched
continuum limit from [106] is shown for comparison.
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the coarse lattices and present our analysis here.
5.13.1 Eigenvalue Masses
In Tables 5.47 and 5.48 we present the eigenvalues obtained from the solutions of the
GEVP(4.17) on 4x4 matrices of correlators formed using bases of the OFT” and O'F*
operators at the specified t/to, and the masses extracted therefrom. These masses are
compared in Fig. 5.46 and show excellent agreement
 
       
t/to x am(X°) a am(A?) di am(X?)1/0 0.1801(44) 1.714(39) 0.081(3) 2.51(6) 0.041(2) 3.19(8)2/1 0.216(30) 1.53(11) 0.16(3) 1.86(17) 0.06(5) 2.8(1.2)2/0 0.0371(21) 1.647(42) 0.018(2) 2.00(10) 0(0) 3.55(95)3/0 0.0113(25) 1.495(73) 0.009(2) 1.59(40) 0(0) 0(1)3/1 0.100(40) 1.15(15) 0.09(2) 1.23(29) 0(0) 0(1)  
Table 5.47: Eigenvalues obtained from the solution of the GEVP at the specified t/to,
. . Ett Ett Ett Ettand masses extracted using (4.19). 4x4 basis of {O>' ,O;* ,O,* ,O,* } operators
with |p| = 0 measured onthefine lattices. We do not show A? or am(A°)asin all cases
they are poorly determined.
        
t/to Dy am(A°) I am(A?) x am(*)1/0 0.1796(46)| 1.717(39) 0.0923(29) 2.38(6) 0.041(2) 3.19(8)2/1 0.256(30) 1.36(12) 0.222(42) 1.50(27) 0.077(39) 3(1)2/0 0.0378(22) 1.638(43) 0.0086(24) 2.38(14) 0.004(2) 2.77(86)3/0 0.0145(22) 1.411(73) 0.0025(20) 2.00(18) 0(0) 0(1)3/1 0.119(45) 1.06(18) 0.056(22) 1.44(27) 0(0) 0(1)  
Table 5.48: Eigenvalues obtained from the solution of the GEVP at the specified t/to,
. : 1BSt ERT OrESt Ettand masses extracted using (4.19). 4 x 4 basis of {O)7* , 0,7 ,O,7* , O,* }
operators with |p| = 0 measured on thefine lattices. We do not show 8 or am(A3) as
in all cases they are poorly determined.
5.13.2 Factorising Fits
We have performed 4 x 4 fully correlated factorising fits to the matrix of correlators
. Ett Ett Ett Etit 1Ett+ 1Ettformed using the bases of operators {0j' , 0,7 ,O,* ,©3* }and{O,* ,O;7 ,att atton ; oy } for two and three-exponentials, the results presented in Tables 5.49 and
5.50. As with the pseudoscalar glueball it was found that the most stable fit results
were obtained using tmin = 1.
5.13.3 Overall Average
In Table 5.51 we present the estimates of the systematic errors determined for them
masses extracted from the factorising fits on correlators formed using the oF opera-
tors and those formed using the 0’EY” | We include only points wheretheerroris well
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Figure 5.46: The masses extracted from the groundstate variational eigenvalues using
(4.19) for different t/to projections performed on 4 x 4 matrices of correlators formed
. E+ ,»ETt pki p~bft 1EStusingthe bases of tensor glueball operators {051 ,O ,©,* , O37 }and {Op
 
tET* Ett Ett . 5O,* ,O,7* , O37 } measured with |p| = 0 on the coarse lattices.
Nexp tmin tmax amo amy amg x7 /d.o.f.1 3 1.5222(88) 1.94[-] = 1.096
1 4 1.5226(93) 22.49[—] a 1.028> 1 5 1499012) 30.92[-] — 1.0071 6 1.5197(93) 22.65[-] — 0.8091 7 1.5201(94) 22.77[-] — 0.7111 8 1.5196(93) 22.66[-} — 0.635i 3 1.504(14) 1.921(74) 40) 0.1601 4 1.51[-] 1.885(54) 4.28[-] 0.1873 1 5 1.505(11) 1.890(64) 4.10[-] 0.267
1 6 1.505(11) 1.890(63) 3.92[—] 0.2611 7 1.506(12) 1.891(64) 3.91[-]] 0.2441 8 1.506(11) 1.884(65) 3.95[-] 0.229         
Table 5.49: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential factorising _
Bonslaled ane to =. x 4 matrix of correlators formed using a basis of operators (ort ;
oF , of ; of) measured on the coarse lattices with |p] = 0 for varying tmax with
tmin fixed at t = 1. Where errors are quoted as [—] this indicates that the gradient in
that direction of parameter space could not be determined, i.e. that the parameter is
essentially free.
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 Nexp tmin tmax amo amy amg 7/d.o.f.
1 3 1.527(11) 2.83[—] — 0.890
1 4 1.527(11) 2.83[—] — 0.755> 2 5 1526(12) 2.79[-] _ 0.652
1 6 1.515(12) 2.79[-] we 0.5891 7 1.515(12) 2.78[-] — 0.5201 8 1.515(12) 2.77[-] — 0.476
1 4 1.479(28) 2.00(15) 3.39(34) 0.1361 5 1.48[-] 2.06(13) 3.39(14) 0.1653 1 6 1.490(15) 2.39(12) 19.56(11) 0.1861 7 1.515(12) 2.78[-] 4.41[-] 0.5301 8 1.490(14) 2.40(13) 18.77[-] 0.177        
Table 5.50: Fitted mass parameters for two and three-exponential factorising fully++correlated fits to a 4 x 4 matrix of correlators formed using a basis of operators one ,
1Et IE IETt . . .O,* , 0,7 , 03% } measured on the coarse lattices with |p] = 0 for varying tmax
with tmin fixed at t = 1. Whereerrors are quoted as [—] this indicates that the gradient
in that direction of parameter space could not be determined, i.e. that the parameter
is essentially free.
determined, so for the or operators that is all Nexp = 2 fits and all Nexp = 3 fits,
excluding that for tmax = 4. For the 0’Ey* operators we include all Nexp = 2 fits and
all Nexp = 3 except that corresponding to tmax = 5. For the eigenvalue masses we use
the groundstate mass obtained for the 2/1 and 3/0 projections for both types of opera-
tor. In order to get a better idea of the systematics involved we combine the estimates
from different operators types (e.g. the factorising fits from both the OFT” and O'FT*
correlators). This is also shown in Table 5.51. Applying the PDG averaging process to
these combined values we obtain a final estimate of the tensor glueball groundstate on
the coarse lattices of
 
am3;* = 1.510(13) (5.25)
and a value of
amy** = 1.98(26) (5.26)
for the excited state.
Source Central Value Stat. Error. Sys. Error
Factorising Fits, O27 1.5118 0.0079 0.0028
Factorising Fits, O27" 1.5089 0.0118 0.0055
Factorising Fits Combined 1.5099 0.0099 0.0027
Eigenvalue Mass, OF1~ 1.513 0.092 0.025
Eigenvalue Mass, 0/21" 1.386 0.097 0.036
Eigenvalue Masses Combined 1.450 0.095 0.090     
Table 5.51: Estimates of the systematic errors on the tensor glueball groundstate mass,
as described in the text.
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5.13.4 Comparison of Results
We remove the explicit dependence on the scale a from ourresults by converting into
units of the Sommer parameter and present our results in Table 5.52. Our result for
the groundstate is presented along with those values from [106] and [117] in Fig. 5.47
and whilst with only one data point of our own we are unable to perform a contin-
uum extrapolation the lattice spacing dependence appears to be very weak — this is
consistent with findings of quenched anisotropic studies [106] and [107]
 
Result am rom
Coarse — Ground 1.510(13) 5.756(61)
Coarse — Excited 1.98(26) 7.55+1.01    
Table 5.52: Tensor glueball mass (ground andfirst-excited state) from the coarse lattices
converted into units of the Sommer parameter ro.
be \e! 
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Figure 5.47: Our measurement of the tensor glueball mass on the coarse lattices shown
with previous quenched (Morningstar and Peardon [106]) and dynamical (UKQCD
Clover [117] — T;'* irrep.) determinations.
In Fig. 5.48 we present our result against the same UKQCD dynamical O(a) non-
2“ in order toperturbatively improved Wilson fermion results, this time against rgm
show any unquenching effects. The lack of precise data for larger pion masses and our
 
9We note that the former uses a set of operators which transform under both the E{*+ and Ti+
irreps, while the latter uses operators which transform under the T;'t irrep. We use operators which
transform under the Ej* irrep only.
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single determination of the mass makesit difficult to observe any general trend for the
data. Hopefully the addition of a precisely determined data point corresponding to our
fine ensemble might help highlight the unquenching behaviour.
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Figure 5.48: Our measurements of the tensor glueball mass shown with those deter-
minations from the dynamical UKQCD Clover [117] measurements. The quenched
continuum limit from [106] is shown for comparison.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Outlook
6.1 Glueball Spectroscopy
We have measured the scalar, pseudoscalar and tensor sectors of the glueball spectrum
on our lattices, obtaining results consistent with those obtained from a high-statistics
study of the glueball spectrum in the quenched approximation on anisotropic lattices
[106]. This suggests that unquenching effects in the glueball spectrum are reasonably
weak.
The higher level of statistics allowed us to perform fits to larger t where for the
scalar glueball we believe we observed decay into pseudoscalar pairs. Whilst we made
a preliminary attempt to study the mixing of the scalar glueball operators with a m7
state our method was not ideal — a more detailed study in which thefull three-point
functions are formed as in [147] would be a natural progression.
Furthermore while we obtained good results for the tensor glueball on the coarse
lattices we have no results for it on the fine lattices. Since it is a relatively minor
extension we would hope to see this computed soon.
6.1.1 Summary Of Analyses and Results
Wepresent a brief summary of the analyses performed and results obtained in Chap-
ter 5.
Scalar Glueball: Coarse Lattices
In Section 5.4 we presented the effective mass results for the coarse scalar glueball. A
noticeable dependence on the blocking level was observed and therefore in §5.4.1 we
presented the effective mass computed with the variational groundstate correlator in
an attempt to eliminate this dependence. Whilst this did give us cleaner results we ob-
served an instability in the variational projections, observable in the distribution of the
eigenvalues, which motivated us to perform the variational projection with smaller bases
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. . . . AP »At? ATTof operators which proved to give best results with the basis {O,7' ,O,* ,O3* }. We
also saw in the masses extracted from the eigenvalues a first glimpse of a potential
G — 27 decay.
In Section 5.5 we presented the effective mass results for the |p| = 1 coarse scalar
glueball correlators finding extremely large statistical errors (Table 5.4), however they
were found to be consistent with the |p] = 0 results (Fig. 5.7). Applying the variational
method and computing the effective mass using the groundstate correlators gave us
improvedresults and, using a smaller basis of operators, the |p] = 1 eigenvalue masses
showed excellent consistency with the |p| = 0 eigenvalues masses (Fig. 5.9) as well as
showing us further evidence of G — 27 decay.
In §5.5.3 we briefly present results obtained from the effective mass and eigenvalue
masses computed using the alternative scalar glueball operators O'Al* which were
found to be consistent with the standard operator O41" results (Fig. 5.12). In Fig. 5.13
(§5.5.4) we present a comparison of results obtained from both the effective mass and
variational eigenvalue mass methods and observe good consistency.
In Section 5.6 we perform fully-correlated factorising fits to correlators formed using
the basis of coarse scalar glueball operators {on7 ost” oAi” oAmy We found
that an Nexp = 3 model overparameterised the data and that Nexp = 2 fits sufficed.
The groundstate mass showed a strong downward trend with increasing tmin (Figs. 5.14
and 5.15) which is consistent with the behaviour observed in the effective mass analysis.
An anomaly was observed where somefits chose groundstates with am ~ 0.9 whereas
others chose groundstates with am ~ 1.05 (Tables 5.6 and 5.7), independent of Nexp,
|p| and fit range. Webelieve this inconsistency is resolved in Table 5.8 (§5.6.1) where
we see that the Nexp = 3 fits favouring the lower lying state have unphysically large
values for am3 implying the fit is overparameterised and therefore that those results
are unreliable.
As with the effective masses we used the alternative scalar glueball operators 0’Ayt
to check the consistency of our results (§5.6.2). Performing fully-correlated factorising
fits with Nexp = 2 gave poorfits (large values for x?/d.0.f.) so we chose to perform
uncorrelated factorising fits. The results for both the ground and excited state masses
showed excellent consistency with those from fits to correlators formed using the stan-
dard operators OAT" in particular providing no evidence for a state with am ~ 0.9
(Fig. 5.21).
In §5.6.3 we determined the systematic errors on our various determinations of
the ground andfirst excited state masses for the scalar glueball on the coarse lattices
(Tables 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16). We then used the Particle Data Group (PDG)
weighted averaging procedure to obtain an overall estimate of the masses and associated
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errors (Figs. 5.22 and 5.23), obtaining values of am = 1.0468(75) and am* = 1.875(87)
respectively, and a discussion of the surprisingly small errors on each is given.
Scalar Glueball: Fine Lattices
Having obtained estimates of the scalar glueball mass on the coarse lattices we pro-
ceeded to perform a series of similar analyses on the fine lattices. In Section 5.7 we
presented the results for the effective masses and variational effective masses and eigen-
values. As with the coarse results the standard effective mass results were rather incon-
clusive (Table 5.17) and we moved quickly onto the variational effective mass. Here we
observed an apparent inconsistency between the effective mass and the eigenvalue mass,
the effective mass lying considerably lower than the eigenvalue mass (am ~ 0.65 cf.
am ~ 0.88). Again there was some evidence from the eigenvalue masses (Tables 5.19
and 5.20) for a G — 2m decay and, although the statistical errors ruled out a clear
identification of it as such, this helped explain the inconsistency between the effective
masses and eigenvalue masses.
In Section 5.8 we presented the effective mass results for the |p| = 1 (Table 5.21)
— similar behaviour to the |p| = 0 results was found and the results were found
to be consistent between both (Fig. 5.26). The variational projections for a 4 x 4
basis of |p| = 1 operators were found to be particularly unstable (Table 5.22), and
we therefore proceeded to experiment with smaller bases of operators. The basis of
operators (ostoAi” oAmy was again found to give the most stable projection
(Table 5.23) and a comparison of the |p| = 0 and |p| = 1 eigenvalue masses for this
basis was given in Fig. 5.28.
In §5.8.2 we presented variational effective mass results computed on correlators
formed from a 3 x 3 basis of the handedscalar glueball operators 0’Ay Again the
variational effective masses were low when compared to the variational eigenvalues,
which showed excellent consistency with the eigenvalue masses computed from a basis
of standard scalar operators (Fig. 5.30).
As with the coarse scalar glueball results in §5.8.3 we presented a comparison of
the results obtained using the effective mass and eigenvalue mass methods (Fig. 5.31).
There was a evident divide between those results from the effective mass procedure and
those from the eigenvalue procedure, which we attributed to the presence of lower lying
states, e.g. a 27 state from the decay G — 2r.
In Section 5.9 we presentedthe factorising fit results for the scalar glueball operators
on the fine lattices. In contrast to the coarse analysis we found fully-correlated fits to
give poorer results than in the coarse analysis (Tables 5.25 and 5.26), however by
performing uncorrelated factorising fits (Tables 5.27 and 5.28) we found that these
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were equally poor for large tmin and therefore chose to continue with fully-correlated
fits with small values of tmin. These results were presented in Tables 5.29 and 5.30 and
Figs. 5.32 and 5.33.
Whilst the |p| = 1 factorising fit results were largely consistent for Nexp = 2 and
Nexp = 3 for tmin = 1 the Nexp = 3 |p| = 0 results showedsignificant deviations from the
consensus. For the tmin = 2 fits the Nexp = 3 results were clearly overparameterised, and
the Nexp = 2 fits showed inconsistencies in the groundstate mass between the |p| = 0
and |p| = 1 results. In order to attempt to resolve these inconsistencies fully-correlated
factorising fits were performed using smaller (3 x 3) bases of operators in §5.9.1. The
basis (oarosoA" provided the moststable fits (Table 5.31), although only for
tmin = 1 and Nexp = 3, |p| = 1.
As with the coarse results in §5.9.2 we determined the systematic errors on our
various determinations of the scalar glueball on the fine lattices (Tables 5.32, 5.33, 5.34,
5.35 and 5.36). The PDG weighted averaging procedure was then applied in order to
obtain a final estimate of the ground andfirst excited masses (shown in Figs. 5.34 and
5.35 respectively), obtaining final values of am = 0.8332(59) and am* = 1.368(17).
Glueball Mixing
In Section 5.10 we performed an exploratory study following the methodsof [149,150]
into the mixing of the scalar glueball and fermionic tz operators. Whilst the results
were in no way conclusive they did indicate, as we have previously found, that at small
values of tmin one is able to get a better overlap with the ‘glueball’ state, whereas at
larger values of tmin the 77 overlap begins to dominate.
Scalar Glueball Continuum and Unquenching Results
In order to best compare our results with those in the literature in Section 5.11 we
performed a continuum extrapolation, using the extrapolation form (5.20) from [106].
We addressed concerns regarding the use of this extrapolation form given its failure
in [106] due to larger than expected O(a) contributions, and foundit gave goodresults
although due to our limited lattice spacings allowed us to determine a central value
only for the continuum mass (rgmg = 4.32 or Mg = 1.83 GeV). This compared well
with value of rgmg = 4.21(11)(4) obtained in [106] (Fig. 5.38) and an ensemble at an
additional lattice spacing would be welcomein order to provide us with an estimate of
the error in our continuum extrapolation.
In Fig. 5.39 we attempted to show the effects of unquenching on the scalar glueball
mass however due to our limited range of m, and doubts as to the validity of the
UKQCD O(a) improved Wilson scalar glueball results [117] we were unable to draw
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any particular conclusions.
Pseudoscalar Glueball Results
In §5.12.1 we performed a series of analyses in order to determine the pseudoscalar
glueball mass on the coarse lattices. We attempted to study the effective masses on
the coarse lattices but the signal was lost to noise far too quickly to resolve any sort of
plateau. We instead obtained estimates from the variational eigenvalue masses on a3x3
basis of pseudoscalar glueball operators {0%— o:i 5 oO;1y presented in Table 5.38
and Fig. 5.40, and fromfactorising fits with Nexp = 2 and Nexp = 3 (uncorrelated and
fully-correlated respectively). The factorising fit results are shown in Table 5.39.
A systematic difference was observed between these different fits, but since the
Nexp = 3 fits had reasonably well determined third masses and good x?/d.o.f. whilst
taking into account the correlations in the data we chose to concentrate on these results.
Estimates of overall systematic error on these determinations of the pseudoscalar
glueball groundstate are presented in Tables 5.40 and 5.41 and thefinal estimate of
ami” = 1.560(67) is shown in Fig. 5.41. The mass for the first-excited state was
determined as amet” = 1.956(65).
The exact same analysis was performedfor the fine pseudoscalar glueball with the
eigenvalue mass results presented in Table 5.42 and Fig. 5.42 and the factorising fit
results presented in Table 5.43. The fine eigenvalue results were equally stable to
the coarse results whilst the factorising fit results showed more agreement between
the Nexp = 2 uncorrelated fits and the Nexp = 3 fully-correlated fits. Systematic errors
were again determined, shown in Tables 5.44 and 5.45, and the PDG weighted averaging
procedure applied to obtain a groundstate pseudoscalar glueball masson thefine lattices—+of ame} = 1.265(17) (Fig. 5.43) and a massfor the first-excited pseudoscalar glueball-+of ame! = 1.984(77).
We again performed a continuum extrapolation using (5.20) (Fig. 5.44) obtaining
a continuum value of rom,” = 6.61 (Mg ~ 2.79 GeV), which compared well to the
quenched determination of rome,* = 6.33(7)(6) from [106]. In Fig. 5.45 we present
our results along with those from [117] against r2m? in order to show the effects of
unquenching and determined that if there are any unquenchingeffects then they are
indeed weak.
Tensor Glueball Results
In Section 5.13 we presented an analysis of the tensor glueball on the coarse lattices
only, since due to a machinefailure we did not have the fine operators. Both the OFT
and O’£i* are used for this analysis.
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As with the pseudoscalar glueball the effective mass results for the tensor glueball
were extremely poor so we included the eigenvalue mass and factorising fit results only.
. Ett Ett Ett EttTheresults for the eigenvalue masses from 4 x 4 bases of {O9’ ,O;* ,O,* ,O37 }++ ++ ++ ++and {oun On On Ont } are presented in Tables 5.47 and 5.48 respectively.
The projections with small t were stable and furthermore the eigenvalues from each
basis of operator showed excellent consistency (Fig. 5.46). For the factorisingfits fully-
correlated fits were performed with both Nexp = 2 and Nexp = 3 with results presented
in Tables 5.49 and 5.50.
The overall systematic errors on each source using different operator types were
determined in Table 5.51 and the PDG weighted averaging procedure applied to obtain a
final estimate of the tensor glueball groundstate mass on the coarselattices of am?;* =
Qtt+x1.510(13) and thefirst-excited state mass of am@ = 1.98(26).
Since we had results for the coarse lattice only we were unable to perform a con-
tinuum extrapolation but by including the results from [117] and [106] we were able to
gauge the degree of lattice spacing dependence as shown in Fig 5.47 and determinedit
to be weak which is consistent with the quenched anisotropic studies [106] and [107].
In Fig 5.48 we showed our result along with those from [117] against r2m? and
found there to be no observable unquenchingeffect. The inclusion of a fine data point
here would be useful.
6.2 Meson Spectroscopy and Mixing
There is strong evidence from both lattice QCD [140,149,151] and experiment [129] that
the ‘glueball’ and the scalar mesons mix. Such mixing would certainly be a satisfactory
way of helping to explain the observed spectrum ofscalar singlet resonances between
1 and 2 GeV. Lattice QCD provides an excellent way to study this mixing from first
principles. In order to study such mixing one may work with a basis of scalar glueball
operators and a basis of scalar meson operators to form a mixing matrix, following the
methodsof[140] or [149].
It was our intention that this project should include a study of both the scalar
non-singlet meson ag and the scalar singlet meson fo as well as a study of the mixing of
the latter with the glueball state, however delays in measurement of the loops as well
as unexpected complications in the glueball analyses meant that this was no longer
possible. Accurate measurements of both the scalar and pseudoscalar singlet meson
sectors is a long-standing goal [141, 152-156] of the UKQCD’s staggered spectroscopy
program — indeed it is for this purpose the large ensembles described in Chapter 3
have been generated, using a large numberof rackyears on the UKQCD’s QCDOC[94].
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The connected and disconnected diagrams required to study scalar and pseudoscalar
flavour-singlet mesons on the lattice have been measured using both the QCDOCand
clusters to which we have access, such as ScotGrid [157] and the NW-Grid [158]. The
computation of such disconnected diagramsis particularly computationally expensive
— as quark loops they are inherently sensitive to fluctuations of the fermion sea. In
order to measure these loops we have employed the stochastic source method [159]
whichallows us to efficiently sample the disconnected loops using noise drawn from a
distribution with unit variance and an expectation value of zero; in our case Gaussian
distribution was used as this was found to have a lower variance than Z(2) noise in a
preliminary study [152]?.
For the computation of the 1 ®1 and y5 &1 disconnected operators we have been
able to make use of a variance reduction trick unique to staggered fermions due to
Venkataraman and Kilcup (VKVR) [160]. This trick exploits the properties of the
staggered fermion matrix M and of MMin order to recast our stochastic estimator
of the disconnected loops into a form with reduced variance. This is applicable for
operators which have been shifted by an even numberof links within the hypercube,
whichis the case for both the zero-link 11 operator and the four-link 75 1 operator.
While in principle the reduced stochastic noise allows us to use fewer sources westill
choose a conservative number of stochastic sources such that disconnected loops to
which the the VKVRtrick is not applicable are still determined with an acceptably
low variance — we therefore choose Nee = 64. Further details of the methods used to
measure our disconnected loops can be found in [154].
As the glueball spectrum has been well studied using gluonic operators on our
coarse andfine lattices we would hopeto include them in a mixing study as described.
Furthermore it has been observed that taste breaking effects contribute strongly, pre-
dominantly in the form of two-pseudoscalar bubble, to both the fg and ag meson corre-
lators [133,141] and the form of these contributions have been determined from within
the framework of staggered chiral perturbation theory (SChPT) [161-163] such that
they can be taken into account. Whilst the contributions to the fo correlator are en-
hancements of physically allowed decay channels the contributions to the ag correlator
violate G-parity and as such it is more important that they are taken into account.
The accurate measurement of the 7’ meson is one of the key physics goals of this
project — it will be the first time that the 7 will have been measured with such
large statistics for dynamical 2 + 1 flavour fermions. Measurement of the 1’ itself
is particularly demanding — not only does it require the computation of the y5 ® 1
disconnected loops but these loops are related to the topological charge of the gauge
 
1It should be pointed out that in a later study with higher statistics [154] the difference between
the use of Gaussian and Z(2) noise was found to be marginal, particularly for Nerc > 8.
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configuration. Topological modes have been known to show long autocorrelation times
[164] compared to other observables and as such larger numbers of configurations may
be required to ensure statistical errors are under control. Furthermore the 7 has been
targeted as a potential test of the validity of the fourth-root trick due to its sensitivity
to the underlying topology and the axial-anomaly [66, 70].
In principle the 7 and 7’ mesons mix with the pseudoscalar glueball. Whilst we
have found the mass of the pseudoscalar glueball to be large - Mg ~ 2.8 GeV — it
would still be interesting to include the pseudoscalar glueball interpolating operators
in a mixing scenario, such as that put forth by Cheng, Li and Liu [135].
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